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INTRODUCTION

PARSIMONY

IN APPLYING

LOGIC

When one wants to use logic to formalize a problem in such diverse elds as philosophy,
linguistics or computer science,the first difculty one encounters is the following:
What is the appropriate logic which fits my specic problem?
There are two parameters in the above question which have to be made clear: appro-

priatenessand t. Assumethat one has indeedgood reasonsto useformal logicl.
It is easy to make the first criterion precise: the logic should contain enough expressive power to give an accurate description of the problem. A good example is

PropositionalDynamic Logic (PDL) (cf. Harel [Har84]),which is expressiveenoughto
formalizethe regularprogrammingconstructions.Another exampleis rst~order (F0)
logic, which is expressive enough to capture most of mathematical reasoning.
Whether a logic ts a specic problem, is a question which seemsharder to answer.
While the appropriateness criterion asks for enough expressive power, a good fit could
mean that there is not too much. In this view, the two criteria become necessary and
sufficient conditions on the expressive power of a logic. Clearly, there is more to say
about fit, but we stay with expressive power for a moment. The expressive power of a
logic is closely connected to its complexity. In the article titled Sources of Complezrityt
Content versus Wrapping, J. van Benthem describes this situation as follows:
Any description of a subject carries its own price in terms of complexity. To
understand what is being described, one has to understand the mechanism of the
language or logic employed, adding the complexity of the encoder to the subject
matter being encoded. Put more succinctly, complexity is a package of subject

matter plus analytic tools. ([Ben94:b],p.1)
Since one of the main advantages of a formalized problem is that one can make denite

statementsabout the complexityof the problem,Efélgset betweenthe complexity
of the encoder and that of the subject matter seems to be a sine qua non. As van
Benthem

describes:

. . .working logicians in linguistics or computer science often have the gut

feeling that the stylesof reasoningthey are analyzingare largely decidable(. . . ),
but it is hard to give any mathernatical underpinning of these working intuitions.

([Ben94b], p.9)
Could it be that the logic they used is appropriate, but does not fit in the sense that
it contains an excess of expressive power? After all, when proving decidability, one
proves decidability of the encoder, not of the subject matter.
1In the broad sensethat a syntax and a semanticsare precisely dened, so that a mathematical
investigation of that logic itself becomespossible.
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Two good examplesof logics, carefully designedfor the problem at hand, are the

abovementionedPDL and the LambekCalculus(cf. Lambek[Lam58],van Benthem
[Ben88]).Both are decidable.Both?canbe viewedas a fragmentof RelationAlgebra, which is undecidable.Besidesbeing decidable,thesetwo logics havefound many
applications besides their original purposes.

This brings us to a secondpoint one should makeabout the tness condition, and
which might conflict with the previous one. How closeshould the fit betweenlogical

languageand problembe? If we useonly binary relationsin the descriptionof the
problem, should we then abandon unary predicatesin our logic? Should we always
include all Booleans? One should be liberal here, and allow natural logics, which
are rich enoughto expressthe original problem, but which fit well with respect to
complexity.

,

To conclude,when designinga logic for a specificproblem,it seemsto pay off to do
onesconceptualhomework.Insteadof taking the well~drivenpaths and diving straight
into deep water, assuming a beginners mind seems to be more fruitful: What are the
operations needed? What are the objects to be modeled and how much mathematical

structure is neededto model them? What are the models? etc. If the conceptual
homework is done well at this early stage of the work, there is reason to be condent
in the complexity results later on.

In subsequentchapters,we will investigatedecidableversionsof relation algebra

(cf. e.g.,Jénsson[Jo&#39;n91]
or Maddux[Mad91b],for an introduction)and of first-order
logic (with nitely or infinitely many variables). Stating and motivating the results,
we will hardly refer to applications, letting the future decide whether these weakened
logics can indeed play a role as sketched above.

The results presentedhere can be viewedas additions to the tool~box of the applied logician. Since these two logics are well~knownand frequently used, it seems
indispensable to have computationally wellbehaved versions of them as well.
ARROW LOGIC. As is well known, the classical models for relation algebras are not

nitely axiornatizable(Monk [Mon64], Andréka [And91a]), their equational theory is
highly undecidable(TarskiGivant [TG87], Andréka et al. [AKN+94]), and the correspondinglogic doesnot evenhavethe weakestform of Craig Interpolation (SainSimon
[SS94]). Almost the only positive thing one can mention is its enormousexpressive
power. (E.g., in Tarski~~Givant[TG87] it is shown that this formalism is expressive
enoughto formalize set theory.)
The researchproject of looking for weakeneddecidableversionsof relation algebra
becameknown under the name of Arrow Logic (cf. van Benthem [Ben91a],Venema
[Ven91],[Ven94]). If we take the name arrow logic in its original sense,it stands
roughly for the whole landscapeof possiblesemanticmodelingsfor the logic of transitions, using the language of relation algebras.
The ideas and techniques, we use for obtaining and investigating this landscape are
not restricted to arrow logic in the sensedescribed above, but can be used for almost

every family of modal logics (including FO logic). For this reason,we will also use
2Whenforgettingfor a momentthe Kleene* in PDL.
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arrow logic in a broadersense,namelyas the processof hunting for the computational

coreof undecidable
logics.(Huntingis, afterall, what arrowsaremadefor. . .
COMPUTATIONAL
coar. AND RELATIVIZATION.Fix a logical languageL. By the
computationalcore of E, we denotethe classof all semanticmodelingsof £ Whose£
theory is decidable.Given an undecidablesemanticallydened logic, we would like to
indicate which features of the semantics are responsible for its undecidability. So, that

part of the classof the decidablesemanticmodellingswhich is closestto the original is
especiallyinteresting. We will seethat the Well~investigated
operationof relatzpization
(cf. HenkinMonk-Tarski [Hl\/lT71]) brings us in severalcasesto the computational
core, while keeping most features of the original semantics.

By changingthe semanticswe get our first rnetarlogical question: is the new decidable logic nitely axiomatizable?Moreover,in AndrékaNémeti~Sain[ANS94b]it
is pointed out that interpolation has an important computational aspect. Besides
decidability and nite axiomatizability, we will also study this third aspect of the computational core.

AGENDA. Summingup, we will study the computational core of two logics: Arrow
Logic and First~~OrderLogic. Their algebraiccounterpartsare the classesof relation
algebrasand cylindric algebras,respectively.Both are classesof algebrasof relations.
We focus attention on three main aspects of the computational core: deoidabélity,nite
azciomatizability and interpolation.

We will state and proveour resultsin the frameworkof algebraiclogic (cf. Andréka
Monk7Németi [AMN91]). We use techniquesfrom both algebraic and modal logic.
Most of the proofs and the theorems also have a very denite modal~logical character,

makingthem understandablefor readerswith a modal~logical,but Without an algebraic
background.

ORGANIZATION. In the first chapter, we introduce the two families of logics Arrow

Logicand F0 Logic/ Cylindric Modal Logic«whosealgebraiccounterpartswe will study
in the subsequentchapters. For each logic, we will investigate all reducts systematically,

and in somecasesexpansionswith a strongoperation(like the Kleene* or the difference
operator) as well. For eachlogic treated here, we will investigatethe three aspectsof
the computational core given above plus Beth s denability property. In chapter 2, we

dene theselogicsand their algebraiccounterpartsmore precisely.Decidability of the
algebraiccounterpartsof severalversionsof theselogics is investigatedin chapter 3.
In chapter 4, we find axiomatizationsfor decidable,but still natural versionsof relation algebra/arrow logic. In chapter 5, we focus on amalgamationand interpolation
propertiesof the investigatedalgebraicvarietiesand logics. The last chapter is about
arrow logic proper. We show how the earlier algebraicresults give rise to equivalent
statements at the logical level, and we investigate several strengthenings of the basic
language.
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APPLICATIONS
IN ORGANIZATION
AND MANAGMENT
THEORY. This piece was developedwhile working at the Centerfor ComputerSciencein Organizationand Managment( CCSOM), a part of the faculty of humanities. An important line of research
at CCSOM is the reconstructionof argumentsin the theory of organizationand man-

agment,by formalizingthem in (modelextensionsof) rst~orderlogic (cf, Péli et
al. [PM94],[PBMN94]and Bruggeman
[Bru94]).Wehad extensivediscussions
about
whichlogicsto usefor this purpose.The nal choicefor first-~order
logic (Withadditionalmodalitiesfor actionsandpreferences,
cf, Huang[Hua94])wasmadebecause
1) a
classicalmonotonic consequence
relation seemedto capture the argumentstructure,

2) largeparts of the theoryare concerned
with (binary)relations,and 3) rst~order
logic is relatively well~known. While formally recoveringthe argument structure, We

discovered
that largepartswererelativelysimple(e.g.,only monotonicityreasoning
wasinvolved).This led us to look at the weakened
versionsof firstorder logic and
arrow logic describedhere. An important part of the work remains to be done: see
whether we can indeedusethe weakenedlogics to capture the original argumentsand
to obtain further insights in (the complexity of) its structure.

1

MAIN

THEMES

1.1 ARROWLOGICIS,THE MODALLCGIC OF TRANSITIONS

Arrow logic is a widely applicablesystem,beingableto formalizemany differentnotions
from various disciplineslike mathematics,computer science,linguistics and cognitive
science(for an early application,seede Bakker~de
Roever[BR73]). Its most highlighted
application area is that of dynamic sevnantics,which unies insights from all of the
above mentioned elds. For more information on these applications of arrow logic, we

refer the readerto Venerna[Ven94];for the dynamicperspectiveon semantics,seevan
Benthem[Ben9la].
In eachof theseelds, if onetakesa dynamic viewpoint, transitions (e.g., between
cognitivestatesor betweenregistersof a computer)becomethe basicobject of interest.
The intuitive idea of a transition between two states A and B is that of an arrow leading
from A to B . Dynamic meaning, as given by a set of transitions, can be described as
a set of arrows. Arrow logic itself can be viewed as the modal logic of arrows.

The languageof arrow logic is basedon the languageof relation algebras(that is,
Booleans plus operators for composition and converse of binary relations, and a con-

stant denotingthe identity relation) allowing somemodications. &#39;\/Vhile
the language
of arrow logic is relatively xed, its semantics is highly dependent on the relevant application. We will seethat there are at least two very natural semantics for arrow logic:

directed graphsand directed multigraphs. From a mathematicalpoint of view, arrow
logic can be viewedas the enterpriseof providing the languageof relation algebras(cf.
Jonsson~~Tarski
[JT52l, Henkin~l\/lonk-~Tarski
[HMT85]) with new semantics.
MODELS FOR ARROW

LOGIC

In the rest of this section, we describe a natural part of the landscape of arrow models.
First

we have to answer

what

an arrow

is.

An arrow is a directed connection between two points.
Then we have two choices for drawing arrows as >.

0 Errtensionalmew:identify an arrow with the pair (beginpoint,endpomt).Then a
set of arrows is nothing more than a directed graph or an ordinary binary relation.
0 Intensional view: do not identify arrows with ordered pairs, but only require that
an arrow has a unique begin~ and end~point. Sets of arrows are then directed
mnltigmphs.
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[1.1

So we can think of an arrow as an object equipped with two functions, say lo and 11,

providing the arrow with its begin and endpoint.(cf. Vakarelov[Vak92b]).
Having sketched what arrows are, we ask ourselveswhat constitutes an arrow model.
Its domain should consist of arrows and, depending on the applications, there can
be various existential conditions on the domain. This resembles common practice in
modal logic: for different applications, there are different conditions on the accessibility

relation(s). Here we give four examplesof natural conditions on arrow models. Note
that with the extensional view, the first three conditions taken together imply that the

domain is an equivalencerelation, i.e., a disjoint union of Cartesiansquares.We state
these conditions for models in which we identify arrows with pairs. Let V Q U X U be
the domain

of an arrow

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

model:

Reflexivity
Symmetry
Transitivity
Classical/Square

(um) E V => (mu), (v,v) E V
(u,v) E V => (ma) 6 V
(u,v), (v,w) E V => (u,w) E V
V is a full Cartesianproduct

We gave two ways of modeling arrows, an extensional and an intensional one. There is

a third viewpoint (cf. van Benthem[Ben91a],[Ben93]):arrowsarejust abstract objects
which one can compose, take their inverse, and which might be identity arrows. This
View leads to the concept of an arrow frame, which is nothing more than a usual Kripke
frame, where we call the worlds arrows, and there are accessibility relations which give

meaningto the non~Booleanconnectives(e.g.,a ternary relation C which givesmeaning
to the binary connective which stands for composition). We will call models over these
frames, abstract arrow models.
We call the whole range of modellings from abstract arrow models to concrete
Cartesian square models, the landscape of arrow logic.
LOGICAL

AND COMPUTATIONAL

CORE

Johan van Benthem, [Ben94b]stressesthe differencebetweenuniversal (Horn) conditions on the domains of the models of a logic and conditions with existential import.

The purely universal (Horn) rstworder requirementsshould,in his opinion, be viewed
as the logical core of the semantics, while all conditions with existential import belong
to some negotiable mathematical part. Thus, the core of the theory of transitions
should be given by universal conditions. One is importing extra mathematical truth,
if one asks for existential conditions as well. Note that we are not claiming that such
existential conditions are forbidden, or anything like that, we only want to stress that
such a theory will be about transitions performed in a specic contemt. The general
theory of transitions should indeed be Valid in all possible contexts.

Taking this into account,we can View arrow modelswithout any existential con
ditions as the genuinelogical core of arrow logic. We mentionedthree aspectsof the
notion of computational core: decidability, nite axiornatizability and interpolation.
One of the main results of this work is that we show that for arrow logics of directed

graphs,the requirementof transitive domainsforms a borderline in the landscape.If
we consider the three conditions, reexivity, symmetry and transitivity, then an arrow

1.2]
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logic of directed graphs has any of the three aspectsmentionedaboveif and only if
the domainsof the modelsare not neccessarilytransitive relations (cf. section6.2.1).
So We can conclude that the logical core of the theory of transitions is part of its
computational core.
For this reason, we make a distinction between weak and strong existential condi-

tions on models.A weakexistentialconditionis a function with just oneargument(e.g.,

the requirementof reexiveor symmetricuniverses),
a strongconditionis a function
with more arguments(like transitivity of the universe).
1.2

CYLINDRIC

MODAL

LOGIC

IS THE

MODAL

LOGIC

OF

ASSIGNMENTS

A similar analysis applies to I&#39;Si3OICl8I&#39;
logic and assignments. When we perform this
analysis, we see that, as was also the case with relational logic, classical FO models
turn out to be the most restrictive class of models. Again, below this class we find a

wholelandscapeof natural classesof models(cf. e.g.,Németi [Ném92]and van Benthem
[Ben94a]).Let us look at the basicdeclarativestatementof F0 logic: M )= 45[cu],i.e.,
truth of a formula qt at a model M given an assignment oz. The most prominent citizens
of F0 logic are the quantiers, whose meaning is dened as follows:

M 9:3&#39;v,¢
[04<i£>(Side Dom(M))
: M i: gt [ail
Here,org,is the assignment
obtainedfrom or by changingthe valueof U; to d, and
leaving everything else xed. There is an obvious modal View on this denition.
Given a domain D of a model M, let A = D be the set of assignments, and dene a

setof (equivalence)
relations
EU.
onA XA byOz
Em,841%(V22)
¢ 1),): ae(vj)
2 (vj).
Moving the assignment to the front, Weget a familiar modal pattern:

M,cr):31);<15<(=&#39;-i§f=>(3EA):<3zE,,5,3&M,)=q5
So, just like we viewed relational logic as an instance of the modal logic of transitions,
Wecan view F0 logic as one particular instance of the modal logic of assigmrLents.The

appropriatenamefor the resulting family of logics,seemsto
originating with Yde Venema(cf. [Ven91],[Ven93]).
MODELS

FOR CYLINDRIC

MODAL

cylindric modal logic,

LOGIC

Assuming for the momenta beginners mind, we can redo the whole analysis of arrows,

but now for assignments. Let us do that briey. Supposewe are in Llw, FO logic
with countably many variables. Assignments should give meaning to each variable
vi E w). So, just like abstract arrows, assignments have..to be objects equipped with,
in this case to many, functions Ii, each assigning a value of the domain to the variable
vi. Viewed from this perspective, the arrows from the previous section are assignments
for £2, F0 logic with 2 variables.
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[1.2

As with arrows, there is an intensional and an extensional viewpoint on assign-

ments. Again, the classicalView would be to identify an assignmentozwith the tuple
(l;(a) : i 6 L0),but it is conceivablethat onehasan applicationin mind wherethis rigid
ity is not wanted. As the area of intensional assignmentsis, to our knowledge,yet
almost completelyunexplored?we will concentratehereexclusivelyon the extensional
ones.

As before, one faces a second ontological problem: which assignments should be

presentin the models? Should it, given a domain D of discourse,be a full Cartesian
powerof D as in classicalFO logic? Again, it seemsmore reasonableto makethis just

oneoptionout of many.An optionwhichis justifiedwhenthe universeof discourse
is
the realm of mathematical objects (indeed, the primary intended application of classical

F0 logicl), but an option which needsjustication when applied to other areas.Apart
from the questionhow many variablesare neededfor an application3there seemto be
four basicoptions, completelyanalogousto the arrow logic case.Given a model M, let
A Q Dom(M) be the set of assignments.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

A is closedunder substitutions
A is closedunder permutations
A is closedunder paths
A is a full Cartesianproduct

We briefly explain what we mean with theserequirements:(1) meansthat if Oz
6 A,
then also L23.6 A (i.e., if assignmentsare pairs, this means that A is a reexive

relation).(2)means
thatif 04E A and71&#39;
is a permutation
of thecoordinates
of 04,
then also 7rozE A (i.e., A is a symmetric relation in the pair»~case).
(3) meansthat if

oz, E A & ozEv, , then (37 E A) : ozEv]. 7 & lj(y) = l,(;3). (If assignments
arepairs,
this is the sameas requiring that the set of assignmentsis an equivalencerelation.)
See the picture below for i = 1 and j = 0.

7

(1.1)

So we have a similar situation as before. There is a whole landscape of possible semantic

modelingswith at the bottom the modelswith abstract assignments,and somewhere
In natural language, assignmentscan be seenas taking care of anaphoric binding of pronouns.
One can easily imagine two examplesof a written text with two ways of binding which have the same

effect,but oneis morediicult to understandthan the other. Sinceanaphoricbinding requiresan
activeprocessfrom the reader,one could say that the assignmentinstructions differ, one being
more difficult to perform than the other. This links up with the View that the existential quantiers

area kind of programconstructions(cf. Groenendijk-~Stol<h0f
[GS9l]). Thereis no a priori reasonto
equatetwo programswhichhappento havethe sameinput/output behavior.
2An exceptionis the nwdimensional
arrowlogic of D. Vakarelov[Vak92a]whichtechnicallydeals
with intensional assignmentsbut which seemsto have other applications.
3That this is not a trivial issue is shown by TarskiGivant [TG87], who show that one can build
up set~theory,hencethe whole of metan&#39;1athematics,
using only 3 variables.

1.2]
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near the top, the drawable assignment models, meeting more and more existential

demands(see[Ben94a]for such a picture).
When one choosesnot to have all assignments available for each model, one has to
introduce an extra parameter ~the set of available assignments~in the truth denition.
The basic declarative

statement

M, A l: (/>[oz]

then becomes

for A an appropriatesubsetof Do1n(M)

Clearly, this notion of truth is weaker than the classical one, since in the classical

casethere is only one appropriateset of assignments:A :2 Dom(M The key validity
which fails in the moregeneralsemanticsis commutativityof the quantiers Elv,-Eloy-gt
4->

371,-30,-<;§.
This is valid only if we makethe (strong)requirementof closureunder
paths. Németi [Ném86]showedthat it is preciselythis validity which is the cause
of the undecidability of F0 logic. The existential requirements given above lead to,
at least, ve natural classesof F0 models in which assignments are oztuples. These

modelswereintroducedby Németiin [Ném86].Let Ca stand for F0 logic with crmany
variables. Dene K as the class of F0 models whose set of assignments can be any
subset of the domain. Formally

K -2{M = ((0,1),/1) ; (3,1) is a so modelandA c_:
an}
Let K; denote the subclass of K in which the set of assignments is closed under taking

substitutions, Kj, the subclassconsistingof modelswhich are closedunder permuta~
tions, and Kg}, the subclass consisting of models which are closed under both. Let
Sub denote the classical FO models with A = D. The models are related as given in
gure 1.1. It is Well known that for oz2 3, £01is undecidable when interpreted on the

cubes
0/

oz

5\
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1.3

{1.4

RELATIVIZATION

In algebraiclogic, both for the algebraiccounterpartsof arrow logic and of F0 logic,
the nonsquareand non~cubicextensionalmodelshavebeenstudied relatively deeply,

underthe headingof relativization(cf. e.g.,Henkinet al. [HMT+81],Maddux[Mad82]
and Resek-Thompson[RT9l}). The emphasis,howeverwas different from what we
have sketched above. As the name relativization

indicates, the nonstandard models

wereviewedas beingderivedfrom the standardclassicalones,while in our set~up,
the classicalmodelsappearas a very specialcaseof the more basic (relativized) mod-

els. Recently,Andréka,vanBenthem,Monkand Németi([AT88],[Ben94a],[Mon91],
[Ném91])startedpromotingtheir study as structureswhichare interestingindependently of their squareor cube versions. Before, relativized algebraswere not really
studied in their own right, but as a tool to obtain results for the standard modelss.
Apart from that, one can view relativization as a way of turning negativeresults into

positiveones,sinceseveralrelativizedversionsof cylindricand relationalgebrasdo
havethe nice propertiesof being decidable,nitely axiomatizableand having an inter~
polation theorem, which their classical counterparts lack.

1.4

FINE

STRUCTURE

OF DEFINABILITY

In one sense,we can still view the abovelogics with their more generalsemanticsas
being derived from the classical ones, because we used the same logical language. But
just as we assumed a beginners mind when looking at the semantics, it pays to do the
same at the syntactical level. Which natural operations on sequencesdo we want to

express?Clearly, the existentialquantifiers,changingonecoordinateof a sequence,are
among them. They are termdenable in arrow logic only once we have reexive and
symmetric domains, so it might be useful to add them in other casestoo. We illustrate
this point with the example of the quantiers.
QUANTIFIERS AS PROGRAMINSTRUCTIONS. If we view the existential quantifier as

a programinstruction to changethe value of a particular (set of) variables(s)~as is
donein dynamic semantics(cf. [GS9l])~, we can get insights by looking at the regular
program constructions. Let the set {3.r,~: i E L0}be the atomic programs. We would
like to have programs for sequencing,choosing,and iterating aswell. Iteration, 3(.r*),
can be expressedjust by 3:13,
sinceZ-°l$3a:¢
is equivalentto 327$.Sequencing,El(:(:;
3;),is
built into the language,because(3(a:;y)q5<~>
3:c3yqb).The sameholds for choice,since
(3(:vU y)gzS
<>Hatgt
V 3;:/qi).
By the commutative law of the quantiers, it doesnt matter in which order we
As anillustrationwementionthe book[HM&#39;I_+81],
from whichit turns out that the authorsknow
much about cylindric relativized set algebras,but they treat this knowledgeas secondary,hencethey
do not include a large part of this knowledgein the book.

5Because
of this, the techniqueof relativizationwasstudiedquite extensively(cf. [HMT7l] Chapter 2.2), but that is not what we are interested in now. We are interested in the relativized algebras
in their own right.
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change the variables, making §lx3y more something like parallel execution. So we can

write 3(x Fl y)q5as 3a:Ely¢>
or Sig/312(1),
becausetheir order does not matter. But the
commutative law only holds in models satisfying the path condition. In models
Without that condition, we cannot termdene this very natural operation of changing
several places simultaneously. So it might be desirable to have them as primitive

operatorsin the generalcasee.So, if we changethe classicalsemantics,we havegood
reasons for changing the vocabulary as well. Natural operations which were term
denable before, and which we therefore forget, need not be denable in the general
case. The general~model analysis shows us the ne structure of the expressive power
of the original vocabulary.
These observations give rise to a research area which is at present almost completely
unexplored. Besides changing the semantics of well~known logics to turn negative
results into positive ones, one should reconsider the basic vocabulary as well. We
could

describe

this field

as follows:

Relativize to obtain positive results, and then strengthen the expressive
power as much as possible while keeping the positive results.
Besides adding what was termdenal5le before, one could also add new operations,

like the Kleene* to relation algebrasor the universal modality? to cylindric algebras
of innite dimension. We will encounter this theme in the chapter on arrow logic, in

which we add severaloperations(e.g., Kleene*) to the vocabulary,and in chapter 4,
in which we expand the vocabulary of relation algebras with the difference operator.

1.5

BAOs

AND GENERAL

MODAL

LOGIC

Both arrow logic and cylindric modal logic have intimate connections with algebraic

logic. The classicalmodelsof arrow logic are given by the full (or square)relation set
algebrasand thoseof cylindric modal logic by the full (or cubic) cylindric set algebras.
Both classesof algebrasbelongto the classof BooleanAlgebraswith Operators(BAOs).
There is a very strong connection between the three concepts: BAOs, general modal
logic and relational Kripke frames. This connection is given in gure 1.2, taken from

Brink [l3ri93].
For a brief explanation of the picture, we freely quote from Venerna[Ven94]. The
relation (a) betweengeneralmodal logic and Booleanalgebraswith operatorsis very
tight; for instanceBAOs appearas the LindenbaumTarskialgebrasof generalmodal
logics. The relation (b) is closely connectedto the work of Kripke, with relational
Kripke framesproviding a semanticsfor modal logics. The relation (c) was studied in
6S. Cornerand D. Vakarelovindependentlysuggested
to study theseoperations,both with mo~
tivations from computer science(e.g. database theory) (cf. Comer [Com91] and Diintsch [Diin91]).
Theseoperations are known in the cylindric algebraliterature as Cr, whereI can be any set of indices.
The operators Cy are studied in van LaInbalgen~Simon[LS94] in the context of relativized cylindric
algebras(seealso Comer [Comm] and Simon [Sim90]).

7Theuniversalmodalityis a specialcaseof the abovedescribedparallelexecutionor the Crs.
With the universal modality one changesall coordinatessimultaneously. Clearly Cp, for innite F, is
not even denable on the classical models.
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1.2:

CONNECTIONS

BETWEEN

THREE

FIELDS

Jénssonand Tarskisoverviewarticle on BAOs [JT52], long beforethe work of Kripke.
In that paper they started, what is now known as, the duality theory betweenBAOs

and RelationalKrip/ceFrames(seeGoldblatt [Gol88], [(30193]for a recent overview).
From a mathematical perspective, both the development of arrow logic and of

cylindric modal logic can be seenas lling in the modal part of the above picture,
where the other two parts already existed. This work started explicitly with Venemas

dissertation[Ven91].Besidesdealingwith thesetwo specic casesof BAOs and general
modal logic, Wewill, when possible,treat them in a uniform manner,using the theory
of BAOs as a unifying framework. In section 4.5 we show that every BAO can be
representedas an algebraof relations. For modal logic this meansthat everymodal
logic can be viewedas a multidimensional modal logic (cf. [Ven91]).

2

THE

ALGEBRAS

AND THE Looms

In this chapter,wedene the castof this piece,and fix notation for the comingchapters.
We alsoprovidea short reviewof that part of duality theory betweenBAOs and Kripke
framesthat will be used later on. In the first section,we deal in a generalWaywith
BAOs. In the secondsection, we provide some basic algebraic notions and some
duality theory. In the next section,we explain why relativization is an important tool
for studying the core of a logic. In the last two sections, we focus on two wellknown

classesof BAOs: relation algebrasand cylindric algebras.

2.1
2.1.1

BAOs, GENERALMODAL LOGIC AND KRIPKE FRAMES
BooLEAN

ALGEBRAS

WITH OPERATORS

BooLEAN ALGEBRAS
WITHOPERATORS
(BAOs).

Almost all algebrasin this work

are normalBooleanAlgebraswith Operators.An algebraQ1-=
(A,V, /\, -,0,1,<>z&#39;>;&#
is a BooleanAlgebra with Operators (BAO) if (A, V, A, -,0, 1) is a BooleanAlgebra
(BA), and every operation 0,;
E I) is additive in each of its arguments. Here,
additivity meansthat the operator distributes overjoin, as in (for a unary operator)
0(7) V72)= 071V072. This property is alsoreferredto as distributivity. An operation
is called normal, if it equals0, wheneverone of its argumentsequals0. In algebraic
logic, a (normal) distributive operationis calledan operator,in modal logic, operators
are called modalities.Note that by this denition everyzero~aryoperationis a normal
operator. In the rest of this work, operator means normal operator, and BAG
means

normal

BAO.

&#39;

SIMILARITYTYPES. It is usefulto introduce a specialsimilarity type for BAOs. Let
0 be a set of operation symbols,and p : O > to a function assigningto eachsymbol
in 0 a nite rank or arity. By a BAD type S, we mean the pair (0, p). We usually
assumethat the rank of the operationsis known, and identify 5 with 0. An algebra
21is of BAO~type S := (O, p) if and only if 521
is a BA expandedwith the operatorsin
0, having their rank specifiedby ,0. As a variableranging over operatorsWeuse 0. If

S is given,weuse8A5 for the classof all BAOsof type S. If S consistsof only one
operator, say 0, Whosearity is clear from the context, we write BAO.
TERMS, EQUATIONS
AND VALIDITY. Given a set of variablesX and a BAO~type
S &#39;=
(0, p), Weuse Term5(X) to denotethe set of terms constructedfrom variablesin
X usingthe Booleansand the operationsymbolsin 0. With Eqlang5(X),we denotethe
set of equations{T1= T2: 71,7; E Term5(X)}. If we dont say anything about X, we
13
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assumeit is countable. We use X,y, Z to denote algebraic variables, and T,7&#39;],
T2to denote

arbitrary terms. The set of variablesoccuringin 7&#39;
is denotedby var(T). An assignment
from the set of variablesX into an algebra21is a map 12: X --> A. The pair (2l,h)
is called an algebrawaluationpair. An equation T(X1,
. . . ,x,,) : *r1(x1,. . . ,x,,) of BAD
type S is valid in an algebra21of that type if for everyassignmenth : {X1, . . . ,xn} -->
A, T(h(X1),. . . , h(xn)) equals"r1(h(x1),. . . , h(x,,)) in Qt.An equatione is valid in a class
of algebrasK if e is Valid in every 2t 6 K. Both kinds of validity are denotedby
The set of equationsvalid in K is denotedby Eq(K). Using this notation Wecan give
the following denition of specic classesof BAOs. For example,if S 2 (Q7,2), then

BASor BAGdenotesthe followingclassof algebras:

BAWE{Q12(A,v,/\,,0,1,C?): (A,V,/\,,0,1) e BA&2tp: o(x,o)

= <9(o,x)
:0

8521I: U(xVy,z) ==Q?(x,z)VQ7(y,z)
«W l: <?<x,yvz) = <7(><,y)
v<?(x,z)}

If E is a setof equations
in EqlangS(X),
thenBA5(§3)
denotes
the class{Q16 BAS
Qt#22}. We call suchequationally dened classesabstract classes.
A classK of algebrasis called a variety ill it is denable by a set of equations. l.e.,
there existsa set of equations2, suchthat everyalgebraof the type of K validatesE if
and only if it is a memberof K. We call a variety nitely aziomatizableif it is denable
by a nite set of equations.

UNIVERSALFORMULAS
AND QUASPEQUATIONS.
Fix a BAO~type S 2 (0,/2) and
an equationallanguageEqlang5(X A universalformula of type S is a FO formula
build up from equationsin Eq|angS(X)using conjunction, disjunction and negation.
A universal formula gbis valid in an algebra21if (Z)is true for every assignmenth in
Qt. The universal theory of a classof algebrasK, denotedby Univ(K), consistsof the
universal formulas which are valid in every algebra in K.

A quasi~equationis a universal formula of the form e1&. . .8567,=> 80. Validity of
quasi~equationsis dened as for universal formulas. The quasi-equationaltheory of
a class K is denotedby Qeq(K). A classof algebrasis called a quasivariety if it is
denable by a set of quasiequations.Clearly, every variety is a quasi~variety.
2.1.2

RELATIONAL

KRIPKE

FRAMES AND MODELS

As shownalreadyin J6nsson~Tarsl«:i
[JT52],to eachclassof l3AOsof type S = (0, p)
therebelongsa classof structuresor framesof a very similartype, whichcanbe seen
asa semanticslfor the (abstract)classBAS.

CANONICAL
FRAMES.Fix a typeS = (O,p). Let Rt6 BA5. By 5.ifQl,
wedenote
the setof ultralters of Qt.921+
denotesthe frame(i1fQl,R°)<>e0,
in whicheachR0 is a
Fhe word semanticsis put betweenquotes, becauseit can be argued that this semantics_is just
a.sabstract as the equationally given classof BAOs. Seethe long quotation from HenkinMonkTarski

[HMT71]in the beginningof section4.5for suchan argument.
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p<>+ 1~aryrelation on Elf?! dened as follows:

R°yac1...a:,,o
<d=ef¢(Vx1...x,,<>
6 A): ([x16 a:1&...&x,,¢
6 mpg]
=:>
<>(x1,...,x,,o)
Ey)
In the literature, the frame91+is calledthe ultrafilter or canonicalframe or the canonical
atom structureof the algebra21.Note that in this denition we follow the modal logical
practice of putting the result as the first argument,whereasin [JT52] and in [Gol88l
the result is the last argument.

FRAMES
OFTYPE5&#39;.
A frameF is of typeS 2 (0,p) iii .73:(W,R°)OE0,
W is a
set and, for every 0 E O, the relation R0 is a subsetof POHW. K5 denotesthe class

of all framesof type 5. SinceK5 is a classof F0 structures,Wecanspeakabout K5
in the F0 languagewith (p<>+ 1)ary predicate symbolsR0, one for every 0 in 0.
We call this languagethe F0 frame languageof type 5. As a convention,the Roman
capital F corresponding to the script capital f denotes the domain of the frame .77.

COMPLEXALGEBRAS. Given a set W, P(l/V) denotesthe powerset of W, and

,]3(l/V)the Booleanpowersetalgebra(P(VV),U,,W,(ll,W)of W. Givena frame
.7:= (VV,R°)0E0of typeS, Wedeneits complex
algebra,
denotedby .7+, asthe algebra
(I3(W),<>)oEo.The operatorsare dened,usingtheir corresponding
framerelations,
as follows. For X1,. . . ,x,,o subsetsof W and O a p<>aryoperator we dene

<>(x1,...,x,,o)
(E{y EW2(Elan;
...ac,,<;
El/V)(R°g/1:1
...a:,,¢&ac1
Ex1&.. .&:::,,o
Expo)}
If K is a classof frames,weuseK+ to denotethe class{Qt: 91E fl" for some.7 E K}.
Note that we dened K+ so that it is closedunder isomorphisms. If K is a classof

BAOs,Cm1K denotesthe classof frames{.75: .7 E K}.
KRIPKEMODELS.Let K be a classof framesof type S, let .7 E K, andlet Term5(X)
be the set of 3 terms generated from a set of variables X. Let v be a function from

X to

Wecall v the valuation of the variables.Wecall M = (.7-",v)a (Kripke)

model(over .7).
Given a model M 2 (f,v), we dene the truth relation N betweenthe elementsof
the domain of M and the terms from Term5(X ) inductively as follows. For 23E F, We
dene

l\/I,:c1%
x
<g> :cE v(x)
for all variables
x EX
M,:cll-¢
4% l\/l,.7;IVT
M,a:ll-T1V7&#39;2<Lf> lVl,:l?llT10I&#39;l\/l,.EllT2

l\/l.,.Lll<>(T1,...,Tp<))
<23 (Ely1...g/Po¬F):R°a:y1...y,,<>&:M,y1Hr1&...&
M,y,,o It 7&#39;00
If M is clear from the context, we usually omit it from this relation. VVeequatethe
domain of a model with the domain of its underlying frame.
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VALIDITYATMODELS,
FRAMES
ANDCLASSES
or FRAMES.WeuseMM to denote
the set E Dom(M): M,:2:I}T}, henceE7]]M
givesus the meaningof T in modelM.
In the following denition we dene validity of equations at models, frames and classes
of frames.

M I: T1:2T2 <g> [71]];/I
=:([T2]]M

fl=T1=T2 (VM=(f,v)):M|:73=r2
K}:7&#39;1=:7&#39;2
4-32> (VJ-°EK):.7"}=7&#39;1=7&#39;2

Let gbbe a universal formula build up from equationsin EqlangS(X Validity of ()5
in a Kripke model M = (.7:,v) is dened recursivelyin the standard FO way using V
the clausefor the atomic formulas (the equations)given above. We have the following
connection between validity at models and validity at algebravaluation pairs:

(]7,v) }= <15
<==>.7-L(:2gt for the assignment
v
Given a classK of frames of type S and an equational languageEqlangs(X) with X
an innite set of variables,we useEq(K) to denotethe set of equationsvalid in K. The
next fact provides the connection between the dened validity relations on frames and
on algebras.

FACT
2.1.1.

M=(.7:,v)
}:T1
: T2
<===>
77+
l=T1
=T2
for
the
assignmen
v
f%3T1=T2
Kl:T1:T2
E<1(K)
2.1.3

GENERAL

<-33:} .:F+l»=7&#39;1=T2
2)
K+f:T1::*r2
=
Eq(K+)
MODAL

LOGIC

A general modal logic of BAO~type S is a propositional logic expanded with the 1nodal~
ities from S . We will dene logics semantically. ln three steps we give the language,
the class of models and the meaning of the formulas in each model.
FORMULAS ARE TERMS. What we call terms of type

S in algebra, are called well

formedformulas(Wffs)in modal logic. Algebraicvariablescorrespondto logical propositional

variables.

MODELS.
Thesemantics
ofageneral
modal
logicoftypeSisgiven
byKripke
models
over frames of that type.
MEANING. The evaluation of Wffs in a model is provided by the truth definition given

above.A wff 7"is true in a KripkemodelM :2 (.77,
V)iff [[T]]M
= F. This will bedenoted
by M f: 1*. Truth at a frame and truth at a classof framesis dened analogouslyas

2.1]
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EQUATIONS
ANDFORMULAS.There is a straightforwardcorrespondence
betweenalgebraicequationsand modal logical formulas. Becausewe alwaysassumethe Booleans,
we can restrict ourselves to equations of the form 7&#39;
= 1. This restriction is warranted,

becauseBA )= 7&#39;;
= T2if and only if BA l: (T1<>
T2) 2 1. Here, (T1<>
T2)abbreviates
(-73 V T2)A (~72 V T1). If we x a set of terms Term5(X ) and a generalmodal-logical
languageFml which use the same operations, then any bijection betweenthe alge-

braicvariablesandthe logicalpropositionalvariablescanbe extendedto a translation
functionit 2Fml> Term_g(X)
suchthat for everyframe.77of type S wehave:
(VTEFml):
(VTETermg(X)):

.7-(=7
fl=T=l

<==> .7C)=T#=l
<==> f)=T#

(V&#39;r1,72
E Term5(X))_:.7:|=r1 =72 <=:> .77l=71_#<~>1-2-#
The two languages are just notational variants of each other.

GENERALMODALLOGIC. Let a BAD type S = (O,p) be xed, let P be a countably
innite set of propositionalvariables,and let K be a classof framesof type S. A tuple
(FmIg(P),Mod(K), l!~5)is called a generalmodal logic Q/\/l£(K) if
0 Fml5(P) is the smallestset suchthat
- P Q Fm|5(P),
if gb,2l>
E Fm|5(P), then also -vgzi(negation), ¢>/\ 1/2(conjunction) and
q5V it (disjunction)

are in Fml5(P),

- for all 0 E 0, if (1);,. . . ,c]5,,o
E Fm|5(P), then also <>(qS1,
. . .,z;S,,o)
E Fm|5(P)
0 Mod(K) denotesthe classof all Kripke modelsover framesin K.
0 its denotes the truth relation dened above.

When the type 5&#39;
is clear from the context, we usually omit it as a subscript in the
notionsdened above. A wff qis valid in the logic QM£(K) if gtis true in everymodel
from Mod(K). We denotethis by K l: (t or )=K<1).
LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE. In logic, it is not the validity relation between models and

wffs which plays the central role, but the consequence
relation between(setsof ) Wffs.
Consequencerelations are also denoted by )2. There are two standard ways of
dening a consequencerelation, a local one and a global one. Both make sensein their
appropriate application domain; in modal logic the local one is most often used, while

in algebraiclogic the global one is dominant. There is no differencein symbolism
between the two notions, which is a common cause of confusion. Here we will make the

distinctionby a superscriptI or 9".Let Q./Vl,C(K):(Fml(P),Mod(K),ll-)be a general
modal logic. Let I Q Fm|(P) and <75
E Fml(P). We dene the consequence
relations

):="and }=9"asfollows

r4={gc¢ <£..é>
(VM¬Mod(K)):[[I])M
§[[¢]]M«
r)=;°¢ <f%>(\7MEMod(K)):l\/Il=1=>l\/Itzqb
2Fora comparison
of the two seee.g.,Venema[Ven91],AppendixB.
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Notethat if I = (D,thetwonotionscoincide.
Alsonotethat {g/21,
. . . , qn}lzlodo 4:
(at: 1&...&¢f = 1=.>es?2 1) e Qeq(K+).
2.2

REVIEW

or

BASIC

DUALITY

THEORY

CORRESPONDENCE,
CANONICITYAND SAHLQVISTFORMS
In this section, we indicate when we can reason at the frame level in order to obtain
results at the algebraic level. It is attractive to reason at the frame level because it is
usually easier. Everything in this section is built upon the following basic fact which

can be found in [JT52]. Beforewe state it we recall somenotions (seee.g., [HMT71]
or [BS81]).
HOMOMORPHISMSAND EMBEDDINGS. If 21 and 93 are algebras of the same type,
then a function h : A --> B is called a homomorphism from Q1to Qkif it commutes
with all the operations. If h is surjective, Q?is called a homomorphic image of Q1.
lf h. is injective, it is called an embedding, and Qtis isomorphic to a subalgebm of 3

Embeddingsare denotedby arrows with a tail >>.If Qlcan be embeddedin :8,We

WriteQ1§Q3orQ1>haQ3.
FACT 2.2.1. Every BAG Qtis embeddablein (Qt+)+by the canonicalembedding
func-

tioneA: A ->
P(U.fQl), whichis denedaseA(x)
(gr{ccE54fQl
:xE

Thealgebra

(Ql+)+is called the canonicalembeddingalgebraof QL
CORRESPONDENCE.
Correspondence
theory (cf. van Benthem[Ben84])is concerned
With equationse of BAOtype S which correspondto a condition z on type 5 frames
in the first order frame language of type S such that

.7-l:e<=>.7~&#39;l=¢>
When 6 and d)stand in this relation, we say that the equation e denes the condition

gb,or that e correspondsto rt. We call condition 915
the frame correspondentof e.
Somewell~knownexamples(seee.g., [JT52]) in BAOtype (O, 1) are the equations
x 3 Ox, 00x 3 OX and <><>x 3 x which correspondto reexivity, transitivity and
symmetry of the binary relation R0, respectively.
CANONICITY. We call an equation canonical if it is preserved under taking canonical

embeddingalgebras.Hencean equatione is canonicalif

Qllze <==>(Ql+)+l=e
(Note that the ¢: direction is trivially satised.) A variety which is closed under
canonicalembeddingalgebrasis calleda canonicalvariety. Henceeveryclassof algebras
which is dened by a set of canonical equationsis a canonical variety. Especially
interesting are canonical equations which dene F0 conditions on frames. The three
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equationsgiven aboveare examplesof these. Then the following holds. Let e be a
canonical equation which corresponds to condition q.
canonicity

~1t=¬ es

(91+)+l=6

corres ondence

3:

9i+l=</>

REPRESENTING
CANONICAL
VARIETIES. Canonicalequationswhich correspondto a.
FO condition giverise to easyrepresentationtheoremsin the following way. For a class

K of algebras,SK denotestheqclass
of all its subalgebras.
Notethat if K is a classof
frames,then SK+ is closedunder isomorphisms.
FACT2.2.2. Fix a BAO-type S. Let e E Eq|ang5(X)be a canonicalequation which
correspondsto a frame condition (,6.Let K be the classof all frames of type S which

validate()5.ThenSK+is a canonicalvariety.In fact BA5(e)2 SK+.
PROOF.Because
e is a canonicalequation,the classBAS(e)is a canonicalvariety.
We continue with the proof of the equality.

(2) Let 9!.E SK+. Then21S 7+ for some.7:E K. But then,.77)2 gt,and,sinceq
corresponds
to 6:,also.771
t: e. Sinceequations
arepreserved
undertakingsubalgebras,

alsoQtf: e,whence
91E BAS(e).Notethat weonlyusedthecorrespondence
part.
(Q) Let 221
E BAS(e).By fact 2.2.1,521
3 (2l+)+.Since(2is canonical,
(Q1+)+
I: e.
But then, by correspondence,
21+l: Q5.Hence21+6 K, so 21E SK+.

QED

Clearly,this fact alsoholds for setsof canonicalequations.If K is a classof framesand
SK+ is a variety, we call it a complexva1&#39;z&#39;ety3.
POSITIVEAND SAHLQVIST
EQUATIONS.We briey review the correspondence
theory of Sahlqvistequations(Sahlqvist [Sah75]),which is surveyedin de R.ijke-Venerna
[RX/91].VVedo not recall the denition of Sahlqvist equations,since we will almost

only dealwith the easierandbetterknownpositiveequations
(cf. [HMT71]p.440).A
term 7 is called positive if it does not contain any occurrenceof the symbol , for
complementation;an equationis calledpositive if both its terms are positive.
Let an arbitrary BAO similarity type S be xed. The set of Sahlqvistequationsof
type S is a strictly larger set than the set of positive equations(in the wider sense)

(cf. [R\/&#39;91)
Remark3.6). An exampleof a Sahlqvistequationwhichis not positiveis
the equation <><>x 3 x given above. Another exampleis x";(x;y) /\ y = O, which
is equivalentto the last axiom of relation algebras(HA5) (see2.4.11).
The most interesting aspectof Sahlqvistequations(and henceof positive ones),is
the following fact (for a proof, see[RV91]Thm 3.5).
FACT 2.2.3.

Fix a type 5&#39;.
Let e be a Sahlqvist equation in type S. Then there exists

an effectivelyobtainable5
sentence
qt»
in the FO language
of type S suchthat (2.1)and
3Thisnamewasintroducedby R. Goldblatt[G-0188]).
4A term is positivein the wider senseif thereis no subtermbeginningwith whichcontainsan
occurrence
of a variable.It is assumedthat the Booleanconstants0 and 1 arein the language.An
equation is positive in the wider senseif both its terms are. See[HMT71] Remark 2.7.16.

5Seethe proofof Thin 3.3in [RX/91)
for an algorithm.
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(2.2) below hold. in particular, e is canonical.

J}=q5 <2:-.>f+}:e
Qt|==e ¢_-> 2L.,.}=<;s

(2.1)
(2.2)

So, if S is a set of Sahlqvist equations, and K3 is the class of all frames satisfying

the framecorrespondents
of the equationsin 2, then the classBA5(E)is a canonical
varietywhichequalsSKE.
REASONING IN FRAMES INSTEAD or ALGEBRAS. There is another advantage of

working with Sahlqvist equations.As Venemawrites in [Ven91]:
Maybe the nicest aspectof (2.1) and (2.2) is that it frees us from giving tedious
algebraic derivations for Sahlqvist equations, allowing us to focus on reasoning
in atom structures. ([Ven91]page 11)

This movefrom algebrasand the algebraicdescriptionlanguageto framesand their F0
descriptionlanguageis justified by the followingfact (for a proof: see[RV91]Prop 4.1).
FACT 2.2.4. Let V be a canonical variety, and el and eg two Sahlqvist equations with
first order correspondents 451and qzg.T hen,

Cm&#39;1Vl:¢1<-+452
«:1? Vl:e1++e2
CONSTRUCTIONS

ON KRIPKE

FRAMES

We recall the part of the duality theory betweenBAOs and relational Kripke frames
which will be used later on. We rely on Goldblatts overviewarticle [Gol88]. When
we use different terminology,we provide the terms used there in footnotes. The facts

reportedherecanbe foundin Cor 3.2.5,Thm 3.3.1andlemma3.4.1in [Gol88].
OPERATIONSON CLASSESOF ALGEBRAS. Recall the following operations on classes

of algebrasfrom universalalgebra(weusethemin the senseof [I-lMT71]).Let K be a
class of algebras.
IK

class of all isomorphic copies of members of K

SK
PK
UpK

classof all subalgebrasof membersof K
classof algebrasisomorphicto direct products of rnembersof K
classof algebrasisomorphicto ultraproducts of membersof K

HK
SirK
EmbK
Rd {K

class of
class of
class of
class of

all
all
all
all

honiomorphic images of members of K
subdirectly irreducible members of K
canonical embedding algebras of members of K
I reducts of members of K
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VARIETIESAND QUASI-VARIETIES.By Birkhoffs theorem a class of algebrasis a.
variety if it is closedunder taking H, S and P. In general,HSPK is a variety, and it is
the smallest one containing K. A variety V is said to be generated by K if V = HSPK.

A similar theoremstatesthat a classof algebrasis a quasiwariety if it is closedunder
taking S, P and Up.

In general, SPUpK is a quasi~variety, it is the smallest one

containing K, and it is said to be generatedby K (see[BS81]Thin V2.25).
OPERATIONS
ON CLASSES
OF FRAMES. We will use the following operations on
frames.

ZigK

classof all zigzagmorphicimagesof framesin K

DuK
GSK

classof all disjointunionsof systemsof framesin K
classof all generated
subframes
of membersof/K

GspK

class of all point generated subframes of K

UeK

class of all ultralter

Rd[K

class of all I reducts of members of K

extensions

of members

of K

ZIGZAGMORPHISMS.
Let .77and Q be two frames of the sametype. A function f :
F ~+>
G is calleda zigzagmovjohism
if it is a surjectivehomomorphism7,and it has the
zigzag property, meaning that, for every 72+ 1 ary relation R,

RGf(J:)y1...y,,

EF):RFa:y;...y:,&f(y§)=:y;&...&f(y;,)

==y,,

If f 2F +>G is a zigzagmorphism,Q is calledthe zigzagmorphicimageof .7. We denote

thisby.77
f»Q.It iseasy
tosee
that,fortwomodels
M= (f, V1)
andN= (Q,v;;),
and
a zigzagmorphism f : F ~++
G which agrees on the valuations of the variables:8

for every term T, and for every atE F : l\/1,2:I!-T <===>
N,

it I

The operation of taking zigzagmorphicimagescorrespondsto taking subalgebrasin

the followingway. If h : A -~+ B and X _C;B, we useh"1[X] to denotethe set
{X E A 2h(x) E X}. Let Ql,§3
be BAOsof the sametype. If h : A > B, weuseh+ to

denote
thefunction
from5J.fB
to ilf Qt,dened
byh+(u)§f h1[u].Let.7, Qbeframes
of the sametype. If f : F -~>G, then f

denotesthe functionfrom 79(G) to 73

denedby f+(x) "=i
f~1[x].
FACT2.2.-5.

If h 2A >>B is an embeddingof Qtinto B, then 11+: ilf

» mm is a

zigzagmorphism from 88+ onto Ql+.

(ii) If f : F » G is a zigzagmorphism
from .7:ontoQ, then f+ : 73(0)>+73

is an

embeddingof W into fl.
Sin [Gol88],thesearecalledbounded
epimorphisms.

7111
themodeltheoret2&#39;c
sense,
hence
foreveryrelationRin thesimilaritytype:RFzo. . .a:,,implies
RGf(mg)...f(x,,).
lie, for everyvariablex, f*v1(x) : v;;(x).
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DISJOINTUNIONS. Let (.7}),E1be a systemof disjoint frames which are all of type

S. Thenthe disjointunion21.75}is the frame

: 2&#39;
E I},U{R2~°: i E I})oe_<;.

If (21,-),E1
is a systemof algebras,H, flu denotestheir direct product.
FACT 2.2.6. (21.77,-)+is isomorphicto H1.7-1+.

(PO1NT)GENERATED
SUBFRAMES.
The frameconstructionwhich corresponds
to
taking homornorphicimagesis that of taking generatedsubfmmesg.If .77is a frame,then
.77is a generatedsubframeof J7 if
F Q F, (ii) the relations R are the restrictions
of R to F, and (iii) for every n + 1 ary relation R and for all :7:E F&#39;,y1,
.
E F, if
Raryl. . . ya, then y; . . .y,, E F &#39;.
If a subframeis generatedby a singleton,it is called a
point-genemtedsubfmme(i.e., f is the smallestgeneratedsubframecontaining that
singleton).
FACT 2.2.7.
The complex algebra of a point~generatedsubframeis subdirectly
irreducible.

(ii) For any classK of frames,(GspK Q K & DuK Q K) :> K 2 DuGspK.
(iii) If .7: is (isomorphic to) a generatedsubframeof Q, then .7+ is a homomorphic
imageof Q.
(iv) If 21.
is a homomorphicimageof 28,then QL+is isomorphicto a generatedsubfrarne
of 23+.

ULTRAFILTEREXTENSIONS.If f is a frame, then the frame (}")+ is called its ultmlter extension10. It is the dual tWo~stepconstruction of taking canonicalembedding algebras. We say that a class of frames K reflects ultmlter

extensions if,

whenever
(.7+)+E K, also.7 E K. WeuseITeKto denote
theclass
of frames
{.77:FEQ&(Q+)+

GK}.

REDUCTS.

of frames

Reducts

are defined

in the usual modeltheoretic

sense.

CHARACTERIZATIONOF EQUATIONALLYDEFINABLEFRAME"&#39;CLASSES.
We say that
a class K of frames is equationally denable if there exists a set of equations A such

that K is theclassof all frames
whichValidate
A. ForV a variety,wedeneKy(13!
{.77:
7 E V}, and,for K a classof frames,
wedefineVK(lgHSPK+.
FACT 2.2.8. K is equationallydenable ifl" K = KVK.
Pnoor.

(:>)feK

<==:>fl=Eq(K)

4::

J}=Eq(VK) <=> }"+eVK

<:=> fe

Kv

(¢:K)J"eK¢=>feKvK<=>f+eVK<=>Jf==Eq(K
QED
The

overall

situation

is described

in the next

theorem.

The

theorem

shows

that

the

four constructions discussed above are very fundamental. In a sense,this is the frame

analogueof Birkhoffs theorem. The theoremin this generalitycan be found in [Gol88]
9Calledinner substructures
in [Gol88]
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(Thin 3.7.7). For classesof frames of type (0, 1), the theorem is in van Benthem

[Ben79].(SeealsoGoldblatt-Thomason
[GT74],vanBentham[Ben83],[Ben91b].)
THEOREM
2.2.9 (VANBENTHEM-GOLDBLATT).
For K any classofframes,thefol»
lowing are equivalent.

(i) K is closedunder the formation of ultralter extensions,generatedsubframes,disjoint unions, zigzagmorphic images and it reflects ultralter

ezzttensions.

(ii) K :: KVKand VK is canonical.
(iii) K 2 KV for somecanonicalvariety V.
2.3

RELATIVIZATION

AND THE LOGICAL

coma

In this small section, we introduce the operation of relativization, and show why it is
so important when we Want to nd the logical core of a logic. We will restrict ourselves

to generalmodal logics of the kind introduced above.
SUBFRAMESAND UNIVERSALSENTENCES. In chapter 1, we argued that the logical

core of a logic should not contain any existential import. For generalmodal logics
Q./Vl£(K),this meansthat K should be a universalclass. The operation on classesof
frames K which gives us the smallest universal class in which K is contained, is that

of taking substructures.The notion of substructureis usedin the F0 modektheoretic

sense.VVerecallthe denition (cf. e.g.,[CKQO]
or [Hod93]).Let T:
R,v)iEIbe a
frame.A frame55"= 04/, 1391-61
is a substructure
or subframeof T if W Q VV,and
the relations in f

are the restrictions

of the relations

in T to W.

We denote the

subframe of T with domain W by .7:F1/VI.
If K is a class of frames, SubK denotes the
class of all subframes

of frames

in K.

LOGICALCORE. Let Q./\/1/.",(K)
: (Fml,Mod(K), H-)be a.generalmodal logic. The logical coreof Q/\/l£(K) is the generalmodal logic Q/\/llC(SubK)2 (Fml,Mod(SubK), H-).
RELATIVIZATION.In [HMT71] (Def 2.2.1) an operator ERII,of relativizing algebras
of the cylindric type is introduced. For arbitrary BAOs it is dened as follows. Let

Qt= (A,/\,,f,:),~.g1
be a BAD,andsuppose
b E A. Let Rl;,Q1d==ef{x
A b : X E A}.
Forall x1,...,x,, 6 RIM,let x1/\x2 gm/\x2, -x1(if=f--X1/\ b,andfi&#39;(x1,...,x,,)
El
f,(X1,...,Xn)/\ Z2.Let £7iI;,Qlq&#39;?f(I1llg,2l,/\,-,f,),-61.
Wereferto 9~.(;,Ql
asthe algebra
obtained
by relativizing
the BAOQ1
to I). ForK a classof algebras,
RIK(9!{Sm;,B
:
%EKandbEB}.
In sharp contrast with the operators H, S and P, equations are in general not
preserved under R1. Below, we characterize which Sahlqoist equations are preserved
under R1. We end this paragraph with a technical lemma about relativization which
will

be useful

later

LEMMA 2.3.1.
K§L=>RlKQRlL.

on.

R1 is a closure operator, i.e., K Q RIK, RIRIK

2: RIK, and
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(ii) SR1= SRlS = RISRI,
(iii) Rl commuteswith P and Up.
(iv) If the classV is a quasimvariety,then SRIV is a quasiwariety.
PROOF.
and (ii). Straightforward.
(iii). Cf. [HMT71], Thin 2.2.8.
&#39;
(iv). SinceV is a quasi~variety,it is closedunder SPUp. By part (iii), the operator
PUp commuteswith R1. It follows from (ii) and the universal algebraicfacts that

PS
gSP
and
UpS
3SUp
that
SRIV
isclosed
under
SPUp.
So
itisaquasi~vari
QED
CONVENTION. In the sequel, we will speak about the class of relativized relation

algebras. In such a.context, we use relativi7;ed as an abbreviation for subalgebras
of relativized. We always take subalgebras as well, because even if the original class

is a variety~ only relativizing can lead to a highly complex class of algebras (i.e.,
in general, they are not closed under subalgebrasanymore). Examplesof this are
SRJCAQaéRlCAO,and SRICSO,
75RICSO,
when as> 2 (cf. [HMT71], 5.5.6 and 5.5.7)
and SRIRRA 75RIRRA and SRIRA ¢ RIRA (cf. Andréka [And88]). (Theseclassesof
algebraswill be dened in the coming two sections.)
RELATIVIZATION AND SUBFRAMES. The following proposition establishes the connection between relativizations and subframes. It shows why relativization is a key
tool for nding the core of a logic.

PROPOSITION
2.3.2.

For anyframe.7-&#39;
andsetW Q F, (.7-"[W)+
2 £R{wf+.Hence

RlK+ = (SubK)+.

(ii) Ifv = sPK+, thenSBJV= SP(SubK)+.
(iii) Lete bea canonicalequationwhichdenesa F0 framecondition(e.g.,a Sahlqvist
equation). Then e is preservedunder taking relativizationsif and only
to a universal

e corresponds

sentence.

PROOF.
By the denitions.
(ii). By
and lemma2.3.1.
(iii). Let V be the variety dened by e. The conclusionfollows immediately from the
following statement:

v =-RIV ¢==>Cm1V = subcixv
VVeprove the statement:

(=>). .7:E SubCm&#39;1V
:> .7 = Qfgi for some9*" E V and C Q G. The algebra.7 is
in V, because
.7+ = (Q[G:)+2 9t{(;:Q+
andthe assumption.But then,.77E Cm"1V.

(<2).v =.s(cm*v)+ -.=S(SubCm1V)+ = SR1(Cm1V)*"
= R1sR1(cm&#39;1v)+
=
RlS(SubCm"1V)+==RlS(Cm"1V)+2*RIV (thelaststepfollows,because
V is canon-
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RELATION ALGEBRAS,ARROW LOGIC AND ARROW
FRAMES

In this section, we concentrate on the similarity type of relation algebras, and deal
exclusively with the extensional view of arrows. In chapter 6, we will return to the
intensional view. We sketch a landscape of interesting classesof relation algebras which
all contain the class RRA, and provide a menu of the properties we will investigate. To
facilitate these investigations, we do some correspondence theory, which enables us to
do most of our reasoning at the framelevel.
The study of algebras of binary relations goes back to de Morgan, Schroder and
Peirce. Recent works which are both a good introduction to the field, and which also

coverthe history are Givant [Giv91], Jonsson[Jon91],Maddux [Mad91b]and Tarski~
Givant [TG87]. For a mathematical introduction, of. [HMT85]. For history, cf. also

Maddux[Mad91a],Pratt [Pra92]and Annelis~Houser
[AH91].A gentleintroduction
designedfor beginners,is the 1994versionof Németi [NéIn91].
2.4.1

RELATION

ALGEBRAS AND ARROW FRAMES

Dene BA! as the classof all BAOswith one binary inx operator ; (called
cornpOsition), one unary postx operator V (called converse) and one constant id (called identity). Vile will use rel as an abbreviation for the BAO type

{(;, 2),(",1), (id,0)}. The abstractclassBA": is obtainedby an abstractionoverthe
concreterelations (i.e., sets of pairs) of concreterelation algebras. Concreterelation
algebras and their Operations are defined as follows. For 5 a sequence, we use 3, to
denote the ith coordinate of 3. For V Q U X U a binary relation over some set U,
dene a ternary relation Cy, a binary relation Fy and a unary one IV on V as follows:

CV ii-etf{(a:,3/,2)
E3V: $0:: y0&3/1
= 308521:921}
FV fl-:61? E2V:$02:y1&x1=y0}
lv 4;: {:2:EV:.r0::3:1}
Analgebra
Q1:(.}3(V),
oV,&#39;1V
, ldv)is calledafull relativized
relationsetalgebra.
if J3(V)
is the Booleanpowersetalgebrawith domain P(V), and the operatorsare defined as
follows. For x, y Q V we dene:

xoty d-"Sal
{HUGV:(3yz¬V)(CV:cyz&yEX&2Ey)}

X

cg {yo6 V : (ElyEV)(FV:::y&
y Ex)}

ldv

(g {acE V: Ivar}

We attach a superscript V to the operators because,since V is only a subsetof a
Cartesianproduct U X U, the meaningof the operatorsis dependenton V. We note

that, for X,y Q V, xov y = (xoy)FlV , in which0 is theusualrelationcomposition,
and
similarly for the other two operations.For this reason,Wecall the algebrasrelativized.
An equivalentdenition of thesealgebrascan be given using the notion of pair-

frames.The notionOfan ar7&#39;ow~fmme,
definedbelow,is knownin the literature (of.
e.g., Maddux [Mad82]);the nameis due to Johan van Bentheni.
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A structure .7: (V,CV,FV,lV) is called a pairframe if V Q

U X U for some set U , and the relations are dened as given above.

(ii) If V Q U X U, then }7,,(,,&#39;,,(V)
denotesthe pairfrarne with domain V. The base
of this pairframe, denoted by Base(V), is dened as {u E U : (312E U)((u,v) E
V or (v,u) 6 V}.

(iii) A structure.7::=(W,C,F,l) is calledan arrawwfmme
if W is a set,C Q 3W,F Q 2W
and l Q W.

(iv)

denotesthe classof all pair~frames,
and KT the classof all arrOW~frames.

FACT 2.4.2.
If F is a pairmframe,then f+ is a full relativized relation set algebra.
(ii) If 21is a full relativized relation set algebra,then 21-2 (.T},,"-.,(1))+.

(iii) BA = S(K&#39;)+.
PROOF.

and (ii) follow from the definitions. (iii) follows from fact 2.2.1.

QED

PAIR~FRAMESVS ARR,OW~FRAMES.We make the difference between complex algebras of arrOwframes and complex algebras of pairwframes clear by the notation for the

Operators.We use the notation for abstract (equationallydened) operatorsfor complex algebrasof arrowfrarnes,and the usualset~theoreticnotation for the operatorsof
concrete(i.e., set-theoreticallydened) complexalgebrasof pair~fraInes.Our notation
is summarized in table 2.1. If V is clear from context, we sometimes forget about it

in oV,"1Vand ldv. For the relationsFV and F whichgivemeaningto converse,
we
sometimes
usethe (partial)functionsfv andf, respectively(seesection2.4.3below).
pair~frames

arrOw~frames

I
operator

0, 0

U17-1,
Id, Idv
TABLE

2.1:

RELATION

relation

Cv

FVafV
Iv

ALGEBRAIC

I
operator

relation

;

C

V
id

F7f
1

OPERATORS

AND THEIR

FRAME

RELATIONS

The great advantageof pair~framesis that we can draw pictures which immediately
explain the meaningof the terms. In Kripke frames,one usually draws the elements
of the domain (the worlds) as points, and indicates the (accessibility)relations by
arrows. In pair---eframes,
the worlds are pairs (u,v) which are drawn as an arrow
going from u to &#39;0,
and the accessibilityrelations need not be drawn, since they are
implicit in the arrows. One can say that in pairframes the accessibilityrelations are
coded inside the worlds. To avoid confusion?we draw abstract arrow-~frarnesas Kripke

frames. In gure 2.1, we establishour conventionfor drawing accessibilityrelations.
At the left are the pair~frames, and at the right the arrowframes.
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FIGURE2.1: (ACCESSIBILITY)
RELATIONS
IN PAIR-FRAMES
ANDARROW~FRAMES
2.4.2

A

LANDSCAPE

OF RELATION

ALGEBRAS

AND

RELATIVIZED

VERSIONS

In this section, we dene a landscapeof (relativized) relation algebras,and look at
several properties of the classeswhich inhabit this landscape. We start with dening
the classes.

DEFINITION 2.4.3.

Let H Q {R,S,T

Let R. stand for reezcive, S for symmetric, and T for transitive.

We use V is an H relation, to abbreviate that V has the

properties mentioned in H. Dene:

(E {.7 E

K:§§SQ déf {f E

: F is anH relation}

: F = U XUforsome
setU}

SRIRRA L-°s(K;:;+

SRIHRRA
:5:S(K;:iII)+
RRA

-3- S(K§&#39;§l1zs2~)+

Wewill referto Kggisq
asthesquare
pair~frames
, andto RS asthelocallysquare
01168.

RELATIVIZATION. We explain our notation. In section 2.3, Weintroduced the operator R1 of relativization. In the denition above, we put constraints on the relativization

in thesubscript
H. Forinstance,
RlR(K;§5Q)&#39;
means
that weonlyrelativize
with reescive relations.

By Writing out the denitions, one seesthat RRA 2 SRIRSTRRA =

SRlR5T(K§:i5Q)+,
andthenames
givento therelativized
classes
arecorrect.Thatis,
we can start out with dening only the classRRAand obtain the others by relativizing
and taking subalgebras. We gave a direct denition of the relativized classes to emphasize that the choice for a Cartesian product or an equivalence relation (as in the

caseof RRA) is just an option out of many, and that the relativized relation algebras
The reasonfor this nameis that Kggggs
equalsthe class{.776 KW
set : (Wu,2;)E F)(2{u, U} Q
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, -..

have a natural denition on their own Without referring to RRA. VVEhave chosenfor
the relativized names to stay close to the literature.
THE

LANDSCAPE

AND ITS PROPERTIES

The abovedened classesof algebrascan be orderedas given in gure 2.2 (X ~> Y
denotesX 2 Y). It is not difficult to showthat all the inclusionsexceptthe onelabeled
with

= are strict.

RRA = SRIRSTRRA

/R

SR1R5RRA

SRISTRRA

SRIRTRRA
SRISRRA
SRIRRRA

SRITRRA

SRIRRA
FIGURE

2.2:

THE

LANDSCAPE

OF ALGEBRAS

OFIBINARY

RELATIONS

One aim of this work is to study systematically all the classesin gure 2.2. For all of
these classes,we will look at the following properties:
a whether they are varieties
0 Whether they are nitely axiomatizable

0 whether their equational/universaltheoriesare decidable
9 whether they enjoy amalgamation, interpolation and denability properties
These notions will be made precise later on. Our intention here is to present an overview
of what is known, and to indicate What we will add to this knowledge. We start with
what is known about the pairfraInes with a transitive domain.

THEOREM
2.4.4(TARSKI).
RRAis a varietyandRRA= SP(K;§§.SQ)+.
This theorem gives us the following corollary.

COROLLARY
2.4.5. For all H Q {R,S,T}, the classSRIIIRRA is a quasiwariety.
Paoor.

lmrnediate by 2.3.1.

QED
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discriminator term (cf. [ANS94a]),and, by the universalalgebraicfact that any quasivariety with a discriminator term is a variety (cf. Németi [Ném91]Thm 9.2), we are
done. When T E H , this is the only property from the above list which is positive.

Results and (ii) in the next theoremare due to Andréka~Nérneti,the onesin (iii)
and (iv) to Németi~Sain
[ANS94a]).
THEOREM2.4.6 (ANDREKAMNEMETIMSAIN).
Let {T} Q H Q {R,S, T}. Then SRlHRRA has the following negativeproperties.
(i) it is a variety, but not aaziomatizable
by nitely many equations,
(ii) its equationaltheory is unclectdable,
(iii) amalgamationand interpolationfail, and
(iv) the Beth denability property of the corresponding(arrow) logicfails.
Because of this theorem, We concentrate on the case with T ¢ H. In table 2.2, we
summarize the results of the above theorem, and Wecontrast them with the results We
will find in the subsequent chapters for the caseswhen T Q H. In the last column, we
give the sections Where we deal with these results.

"

H g {R,S} {T} g H g {R,S,T} section7
SRIHRRA

avariety

SRIHRRA

yes

0 fin. axiomatizable
by equations
0 decidable eq.

yes

4.2 l-

yes

no

4.2

yes

no

3.2

no

3.2

no

5.4

theory
0generated
byits yes
nite

members

0 interpolation of
inequalities
TABLE

2.2:

RESULTS

yes

ABOUT

THE LANDSCAPE

BELOW

RRA

We will prove the positive results in table 2.2 by working with arrOw~frames.It will

turn Outthat, for eachclassH

with H Q {R, 5&#39;},
wecandenemusing
nitely many

canonicalequations~a classof arrow-frameswhich has the sameequational theory.
These equations correspond to simple and intuitive F0 conditions on arrowwframes.

For this reason,Wewill hardly speak in the algebraiclanguageabout the classesof
relation algebras. Instead Weuse the simpler FO languageof arrow-frames. In the
next subsection,we introduce the conditionswe will work with, and get familiar with
them. After that, we showhow theseconditionscan be dened by meansof equations.
2.4.3

ARROW~FRAMES

CONDITIONS
ON ARROWWFRAMES.
Considerthe conditions (01) (C15)on arrow»
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tences,and are valid on all pair~frarnes.Condition (C13)is valid on symmetricpair~
frames (i.e., pair~frameswhosedomain is a symmetric relation), and conditions (C14)
and C15) 011reexive ones.

(C1)
(C2)
(C3)
(C4)
(C5)

Va:y(F:z:y
:> Fyzc)
V:c(|a:=> Cmrx)
Vx(la:=> Frat)
Va:yzv(Ca:yz&Fyv
:> Czvcv)
V5vyzv(C:I:yz&Fzv
=:>Cyaxv)

(C10)
(C11)
(C12)
(C13)
(C14)

(C5) V;2:yz(C:cyz
& lac=>Fzy)

\&#39;/xyz(Fxy&Fa:z
=> 3/= 2)
\7xyz(Cxyz&ly=> cc:2 2)
Va:yz(C$yz&|z:> :1:2: y)
Vx3y(F:z:y)
V:c3y(ly&C:2:y;v)

(C15) V:1:Ely(ly&Ca:a:y)

(C7) V:z:yzv(Ca:yz&C9:va:&|v
<=> Cacyz&Cyvy&Iv)
(C3) Va:yzv(C;vyz&Cyyv&|v<==>C3:yz&C2vz&lv)
(C9) Vxyzv(C;z7yz&Czzv&lv<::=>Cxy2&C:c2:v&|v)
TABLE

2.3:

CONDITIONS

ON ARROW*FRAMES

The meaningof theseconditionsis most easilygraspedby checkingtheir validity using
the proposedway of drawing pair~frames.We briey go through the list. The meaning
of (C1) and (C10)is easy: every arrow has at most one converseand the converse
relation is symmetric (i.e., if we look at the relation as a partial function f, it says
that if fa: is defined,then so is ffacand it equals1:. (C13)Saysthat every arrow has a
converse.Conditions (02) and (C3) state that an identity arrow is its own converse,
and can be decomposedin itself. The meaningof (C4) and (C5) becomesclear by the
following pictures:

X

X

Condition(C5)statesthat if an identity arrowis decomposed
in y and 2, then 3;and
z are converses.Conditions (C7) (C9) expressthe fact that eacharrow can have at
most one identity arrow (its domain) at its tail, and one at its head (its range).

If an arrowis a pair (u,,v),then its domainis (u,u), and its rangeis (22,72).
So,if we
can decomposest into y and 2&#39;;
then (if they are dened) the domain of ILequalsthe

domainof y (C7),the rangeof 3;equalsthe domainof 2 (C8),andthe rangeof .2equals
the range of at (C9). Conditions (C14)and (015) Statethat for every arrow, its domain
and rangeare defined. The meaningof (C11)and (C12)is obvious.

PARTIAL

FUNCTIONS

FOR CONVERSE,

DOMAIN

AND RANGE.

By the conditions (C7),(C9),(C 111)
- (C12),we havethree partial functions living in our
frames. If one assumes(C13)- (C15)as well, they will be total. It is useful to make
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them explicit, so dene
fx =: y

ex

def

<==> Fry

otherwise 1is undened

at;= y ¢"iif&#39;I>
Cxyx& ly otherwise is undened
3:,=2y <g> Crazy
& ly otherwise isundened

So, if they are dened, fa: gives the converse arrow of ac,and the functions ac;and 2:,

(l for left and 7*for right) give,what we calledabove,the domainand the rangeof
9:,respectively.In other words: the two functions give us the left and the right endpoint of an arrow. It is convenientto haveexplicit symbolsin our algebraiclanguage

corresponding
to thetwodened
functions:
dene53,
x d==ef
(id/\x);1and5?x g 1;(id/\x).
Their meaningis given by the following three equations.This is easyto seeby writing
out the denitions.

5,1,7= {$Z£L(¬T}
s,7&#39;
= {:1:::z:,Er}
7

2 {:r:f:1:ET}

Thenotation
52-comes
fromcylindric
algebra
theory,
in which5;is usedasthesubstitutionoperator.Notethat if the meaningof p is a binaryrelation,the meaningof
s,pis givenby the set {(55,y) : (y,y) is in the meaningof
Note that, onreexive and symmetric pair~frames,the three functions give us all
permutationswith repetitions of a pair (u, U) which are different from (u, v).
Unary operatorswhoseaccessibilityrelation is a total function havethe nice property that they distribute over the Booleans(they are Booleanendomorphisms).If the
relation is a partial function, then the operator distributes only over meet and join.
For complementation of such an operator, only the weaker -Ox /\ O1 2 <>~xholds.
Both sides of this equation say that a world has a successor and x is not true at
that

successor.

Using the dened functions, Wecan formulate the following useful consequences
of
the frame conditionsgiven above(seeProp.2.4.7below).
(To) f,

and

are partial functions and f is idempotent

(T1)
l2:=>at==f(:2:)=:L&#39;;=x,
(inparticular:
ifla:
then
allthree
functions
are
dened
on
:r)
(T2) Fry ::> 321
= y, & 27,.= y;
(T3) C:1cyz:>sc;=yg&y,=21&z,=:c,
(T4) 1, and
are total

If f is a total function,wecanwrite (T2)in a simplerwayas3:;= (f:::)r and 1,2: (f:r);.
Since,by denition, I32;and Ixr, (T1)impliesthat 3:; = ($1);= (an),and 3),.= (113,),
=
($T)1.
uln F0 logic59P710211
wouldbe writtenas3U()(.P&#39;U(]l}1
/\ 1:02 221)
or equivalently
P121
121.Sothe
variable 221is substituted for &#39;00.

If weusetwopartialfunctionsf andg, thenfa: = gy meansthat eitherboth fa: andgy are
undened, or they are both dened and far 2 gy. Idempotency of a partial function f meansthat if
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2.4.7. (i) (0,) ~ (012) 1: (T0)
(33)(C1) (015) i: (To) " (T4)

[24

(T3)

- PROOF. (T0): Functionality follows from (C7),(C9),(C10) (C12). ldempotencyof 1
follows from (C1

(T1):L&#39;z:
(C2)&#39;§£>(C3)
Cxscrr
& Fm"<§&#39;(;>
as2 fa:2 cc;2 xr.
(T3): This is just a short way of summarizing(C7) - (C9).
(T2) 1 SupposeFry, and suppose11:;
is dened. Then Fwy& C:c:c;:1c.
Then, by (C5), we
get Canacy,
hence,by (T3), (:z:;),.=: y,. Finally, by (T1), (9:1),= :12;
: yr. Now suppose
2:; is not dened: assumethat y, is dened, and derive a.contradiction in the same way

as aboveusing (C4). The other condition is provedin a similar way.
(T4): That thesethree functions are total, follows from (C13) (C15).

QED

APPROXIMATIONS
OF (REFLEXIVEORSYMMETRIC)
PAlRFRAMES. COUISQ,
COX}ditions (C1) - (C15)are not arbitrarily chosen. They can be used to dene classes

of arrowwfrarnes
Km, (H Q {R,S whichhavethe sameequationaltheory as the
classes
of pair~frames
H.
We provethis in chapter4. Theseclasses
are givenin
the next denition. In gure 2.3, we presentthe inclusionsbetweenthese classesof
arrowframes and pair~frames. All relations are strict. When an arrow is labeled by eq,

this meansthat the two classeshave the sameequationaltheory (of. theorem 4.2.1).
In the diagram at the right, these relations are given for the varieties generatedby
theseframe classes.(That theseclassesare actually varietieswill be shownin the next
subsection.)
DEFINITION

2.4.8.

Kg

4.-E{yr 6 K" :1 g:(0.) (own

Kzts s {I e Ks : 1*l=(C13)}
K3}: def{7 E K57 37 l= (C14)»(C15)}
Kiflzs =

2.4.4

ARROW

K1335;
0 Kifé

CORRESPONDENCE

The next proposition showshow we can dene the conditions (C1)-(C15)by canonical

equations.It followsthat the classes
S(K:§,g)+
(H Q (R, S arenitely axiomatizable
canonicalvarieties (cf. 2.4.10).
PROPOSITION2.4.9.

For 1 _<_
2&#39;
3 15, every equation (A,) given below is canonical,

and it correspondsto theframe condition (C,:). The cor&#39;re3po7Ldence
of 2, and 7~.9
hold
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K§§:1zsT

I

Kiifzas
I

Krel
setS

K75351
I

eq

RRA

SRIRSRRA

eq
K1-el
setR
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I S(K;?1&#39;*zs
+ I

eq

KS3

K332 T
I

SRIRRA

K32
I

s<K:as>+
I S(K£?é)*

eq

Krel

s<K::

Krel

BAre
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only when 11 and 12 are assumed.

(01) Va=y(Fwy
=> F2/J2)
(A1) X A y S (XV A y)
(C2) V3:(|:c:> Ca::z:2:)
(A1) id : id ; id
(C3) Vx(|ac21>Fzczc)
(A3) x A id 3 x
(C4) V:cyz&#39;u(Cxyz&Fyv
=> Czvzc)
(A4) x";(x;y) 3 y
(C5) Va:y2v(C9:yz&Fzv
=> Cyzvv)
(A5) (x;y);y" 3 x
(C5) v&#39;:I:yz(C:ry2
& lm=> Fzy)
(A6) x;(xV) 3 id
(C7) V:vyzv(C1:yz&:C:vv:1:&|v
<==>C:cyz&Cyvy&lv) (A7) [(x A id);y];z = (XA id);[y;z]
(Cg) V:1:yzv(C:I:yz&Cyyv&Iv
<==>Ca:yz&Czvz&|v) (A3) [x;(y A id)];z 2 x;[(y A id);z]
(C9) V:cyzv(C:cyz&Czzv&lv4==>Ca:yz&C:m:v&lv) (A9) [x;y];(zA id) = x;[y;(z A id)]
(C111)V:cyz(F:Ey&F.7:z
=> 3/2 z)
(A111)X" A y" 3 (XA y)"
(C11) Vmyz(Ca:yz&|y=> :1:= 2)
(A11) id ;x 3 x
(C11) V.&#39;23yz(Car:yz&lz
=3 :12
= 3/)
(A12) X;id 3 x
(C13) Va:3y(Fa3y)
(A13) 1 2 1
(C14) V:1:3y(ly&C:cya:)
(A14) x 3 id ;x
(C15) V:c3y(ly&Ca3:cy)
(A15) x 3 x; id

PROOF.Straightforward,
sinceall equationsare,orare equivalentto, positiveequations (seethe claim below).
CLAIM 1. All the axioms can be given using only Boolean meet, top, and the non

Booleanoperators(i.e., with positiveequations).Axioms (A4) and (A5) are equivalent
to x A (y";z) 3 y;(z A (y;x)) and x A (y;z") 3 (y A (x;z));z", respectively.Axiom (A6)
is equivalentto id A(x;y) 3 x;(y A X").
PROOFOF CLAIM. The equivalencesare easyto showby using that (A4)
Sahlqvist equations and 2.2.4.

(A6) are
4

As an examplewe show the correspondence
of one side of (C7), which is a convenient
reformulation of the real correspondentof (A7). This real correspondentis (2.3)
below. The (=¢) half of condition (C7) follows from (2.3) using condition (C11).
Crnyz& Cyvw & lv :3»(Bu) 2Czwu8.:Cuwz

Let

(2.3)

denote[(xA id);y];z3 (xA id);[y;z].

CLAIM2. $3: (A375)
«:=> 7-): (2.3)
PROOFOFCLAIM. Clearly,
holdsoneveryframesatisfying(2.3).Forthe other
side,supposean arrowframef validates
We haveto showthat .77validates
(2.3). Assumethe antecedentof (2.3). Let x,y,z be variables,and dene a valuation

suchthat v(x) = {v},v(y) 2
andv(z) 2
Then (.7-",v),:L*
it [(x A id);y];z,which
is the antecedent
of
Because
f validates(A15),the point sowill alsovalidatethe
consequentof this equation. But then, by the given valuation, there exists a u such
that the consequentof (2.3) holds.
QED

LetAX g ((A1)- (.4,5)}.DeneBA"(AX)E-E {m6 BA : 211::AX}.
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The four varieties given below are canonical.

<2) BA*((A1> (An)
= S<K:7&#39;)+
(ii) BAMUAI)" (1413))
= S(K:i§)+
BArel((Ai) (A12),(/414)»
(1415)) = S(K:ii2)+

(W) BAreI((A1)
&#39;
(Anal)

= S(K:iizs)+

PROOF. Immediate by 2.4.9 and fact 2.2.2.

QED

REMARK2.4.11. Tarskiproposedthe followingaxiomsin orderto approximatethe
equational theory of the variety RRA. We list them, together with their F0 correspondents on arrow-frames.

(RAD) the BA"" axioms
(RA1) (x;y);z = x;(y;z)
(RA2) X;id = X
(RA3) (x)" = X
(RA4) (x;y)" 2 ";X"
(RA5) xV;-(x;y) 3 y

V:L&#39;yzuv((C:Lyz
& Cyuv) => E|w(C;vuw
& CwUz))
Va:yzuv((Cacyz
& Czuv) => 3w(Cxwv & Cw}/u))
V:c3z(|z& Czvacz)
Vary/z(Ca:yz
& lz :=>(1:2 y)
Varizlh/(Fwy
& Fyat)
V:cyz(3w(Facw
& Cwyz) ¢=> 3uv(Fuy & F222
& C:I:vu))
\&#39;/a:yzv((C:z:yz&Fyv)
:> Czvx)

The variety{QL6 BA! : Qt}:=(RAG) (R/15)}is calledRA (the varietyof Relation
Algebras,cf. [HMT85] Def 5.3.1). The axioms(RAG)- (RA5) are calledthe RA axioms.
All the RA axiomsshowup in a weakenedform in our list (A1) - (A12). We deleted
the existential import of the RA axioms by appropriate intersections. The associativity

axiom returns as the three weakenedforms of associativity (A7) (A9). The weakened

formof axiom(RA2)is x; id = X/\

id), whichis equivalentto axiom(A12).Assuming

(A10), axiom (A1) is equivalentto the more appealing (x") 2: X /\ 1, which is a
weakenedform of (RA3). To delete the existential import from (RA4), one has to
rewrite it as ((x /\ 1");(y /\ l"))" 2 (x";yV) /\ 1. By reasoningin frames,it is easily
seenthat this weakeningfollows from (A4) and (A5). (RA5) nally, is the only RA
axiom without existentialimport; this is our (A4).
2.4.5

ARROW

LOGIC

Arrow logic .is the general modal logic ~in the senseof section 2.1.3~ of the type rel =

;," ,id} of relation algebras.In the literature, one can find many notations for these
three operators. We will use the following: the composition operator is given by a
binary inx operator O, converse is denoted by a unary prex operator ® and for
the identity constant we use id as before. We use an underline to denote the duals

of theoperators,
so_@¢
<g>-v®-145
and4531!)
<g§>
~1(-~45
0 -vi/2).So,arrowlogicis a
propositionallogic with countably many variables{pi : l < co}, enrichedwith a binary
modality I, an unary ® and a constant id. Models are provided by arr0wfmmes
Le, a.BA axioinatizationplus equationswhichstatethat ; and arenormaloperators.
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.7:2: (W, C, F, I) plus a valuation v. The modalities are interpreted on thesemodelsas
follows:

M,acH~
id

#1:-4 ix

M,acH-69¢<4-=e=f=>
(ElyEW):F$y&M,yH~q5
M,xI}~qf>02/2
$3 (3y,zEW):C:cyz&M,yH-¢&M,zH~2,b
In thisway,anarrowlogicAL(K)lg(Fml,e;({p,~
: i < w}),Mod(K),
H-M)
is completely
determined by its specic class of arrowframes. Yde Venema wrote a nice overview

article about arrow logic ([Ven94]).
ALGEBRAIZATION or ARROW LOGIC. If wealgebraize

an arrow logic of a class of

framesK in the senseof algebraiclogic (cf. e.g., Andrékaet al. [ANSK94]), we get the
classof algebrasSPK+. Statementsabout metalogical propertiesof the generalmodal
logic Q/\/l£&#39;.(K)
translate into equivalentalgebraicstatementsabout the classSPK+.
(Cf. [ANSK94]for suchequivalencetheoremsabout completeness,
compactness,decidability and interpolation.) In the comingthree chapters,we will investigatealgebraic
counterparts of arrow logic of pairfraInes.

The algebraic counterparts of the arrow

logicsof the classes
of paireframes
H
arethe classes
of relativizedrelationalgebras
SRIHRRA.in chapter6, we transformthe obtainedresultsbackinto meta-logical
statements about arrow logic.

2.5

CYLINDRIC ALGEBRAS, CYLINDRIC MODAL LOGIC AND
ALPHA

FRAMES

In this section, we introduce algebras and frames of the cylindric similarity type. The
section is set up analogously to the previous one about the relational similarity type.
In subsection 2.5.4, we compare the two types of algebras.
The standard work on cylindric algebras is the monograph Henkin~Monk-Tarski

Parts I and H ([HMT71], {HMT85]). A book with a lot of information about relativized
cylindric algebrasis Henkin et al. [HMT"8l]. A Very extendedsurvey,including the
most recent developments,of this field is Németi [Ném91]. In our terminology and
notation we follow [HMT71].
2.5.1

CYLINDRIC

ALGEBRAS AND ALPHA FRAMES

Let 0:be any ordinal. DefineBoo,asthe classof all BAOs with ormany unary operators
cf, onefor eachi < oz,and constantsd,~j,onefor eachi, j < 04.The elementsd,j

arecalleddiagonals,
andthe operatorsC,-7
cylindrications.Weusea superscriptC9
to denotethis specic similarity type. Thesealgebrasare the appropriate abstract
version of the cylindric set algebras dened below. Let V Q U, for some set U; dene
15The name Boa comesfrom [HMT71], in which B00.is called the classof all Booleanalgebraswith

operators
of dimension
oz.Usingourconvention,
weshouldhavecalledthisclassBA°yl°.
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a setof binaryrelations2-32
Q V X V, anda setof unaryrelationsD}; Q V for each
i, j < ozas follows

C-I-"-S-f
{SEVZS,=8j}
5} i?.
{(s,r)EV><V: forallj¢i,s,-=9",-}
Wecallanalgebra
Qt: (J3(V),
C}/,

a full cylindiicrelativized
setalgebra
of dimen-

sion0:,if J3(V)is the Booleanpowersetalgebrawith domain73(V),andthe operators
are defined

as follows:

&#39;

C}/(X)
{sEV:(3r):sEY1&#39;&7Ex}
é {.sEV:D,l;s}
When V is clear from the context, we will suppress the superscript V.

The relations 3- and Dgj give rise to the notion of assignment-framesof dimension
oz. We call their abstract counterpartsowframes. Venema[Ven93]calls assignment
frames in which the domain consists of a full Cartesian product V = U, cubes. There
is an obvious analogy with the square pairframes.

DEFINITION
2.5.1. Astructure
.7:= (V,5},D3).
K0iscalled
anassignmentfmme
of dimension0: if V Q U for someset U, and the relations are dened as above.
(ii) If V Q U, then .7-&#39;a3(V)
denotesthe assignment~frame
with domain V.

(iii) A structure.7 = (W,T,Eli)-<0,is calledan oi~f7&#39;ame
if W is a set,T Q l/V X W
and E

Q W.

(iv) K35denotes
theclassofall assign1nent~frames
ofdimension
Cr,andK-""3
theclass
of all a-frames.

Clearly, if .7 is an assignnient-frame,then }7+ is a full cylindric relativized set alge-

bra. If .77:(W,Ti,E&#39;7)m.<a
is anoi~frame,
then.7 = (13(Vi/),c,«,d,vJ-),-J-(C,
denotes
the
complexalgebraof .77.The meaningof the C,»s
and d,~jsare computedas above,but

nowusingthe abstractrelationsTi and E . Fact2.2.1impliesthat B00,= S(K3"")+.
SUBSTITUTIONS. In order to dene more restricted classesof assignmentnframes, we

denethe notionof substitutions
of sequences.
For .9an 0/.sequence,
let f

denote

that sequence7*which equals 2: on its i~th coordinate, and agrees with s on all other

coordinates.
Wecall f ;.(s) the substitution
of thejmthcoordinate
of s for the ith
coordinate. Substitution functions are denable on assignment-frames of dimension cr

in thefollowingway.Fori, j < oz,denethe (partial)substitutionfunction onV Q U

asfollows.For3,7*E V, ifi 96j, thenfj-s2:7iff (s E,7&D,j7°).
lfi

= j, thenf;(s) = s.

Thefunction
f; corresponds
totheoperation
5;which
isdened
asSjxd:=ef
C¢(x
/\ DU)
ifi 75j, andSEX
:2Xifi = j. By thesedenitions,S;-x= {s E V : fjlsE X}.

NOTATION. Again, we make the difference between abstract and concrete oper
ations

clear in the notation.

Table

2.4 summarizes

it.

The

abstract

operator5} andthe function aredenedin the next subsection.

versions

of the
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cwframes

I

l
operator
C,

relation
E;

operator
C,

relation
T

Di!"

Dev

day

E7

5}

J3

5}

J?

TABLE 2.4: CYLINDRIC ALGEBRAIC OPERATORS AND THEIR FRAME RELATIONS

2.5.2

CYLINDRIC RELATIVIZED SET ALGEBRAS

We dene three specialclassesof assignmentfra1nes
by imposing one or more of the
existential requirements mentioned in section 1.2.
DEFINITION

2.5.2.

Kzzit g {f e K22?
: (vse F)(Vz&#39;,j
< a><fzs
e F)}
K:z£::%-&#39;i
{f e Kai 2(vse F)(a{3:&#39;
:I< a} g F)}
dz {.77
6 Kg?: F = U forsome
setU}
The first class is the cylindric algebraic analogue of the reexive pair~frames, the
&#39;
second of the locally square , and the third of the square pairwfrarnes. In the next

denition, we relate the classesof assignment~frames
to classesof cylindric (relativized)

set algebraswhichare knowyn
from the literature. Note that, by denition, these
classesare closedunder isomorphisms(sinceSK+ = ISK+). Our notation differs from
the conventionintroducedin [HMT85], becausethere the classCrsais not closedunder

isomorphisms
(i.e.,Crso,
is denedin [HMT85]astheclassS{.75+
: .77E K§Z§}).
DEFINITION2.5.3 (CYLINDRIC(RELATIVIZED)SET ALGEBRAS).Let a be any 0I
dinal.

crs.. s(K:zé>+,
D0

s<K:zi5>+

Ga 43 S(K§é§é)+,
RC/Mydé SP(K§Z2°§)+

These four classesare related as follows: RCA C_Z
Go, Q D,, Q Crsa. When Q!S 1, all

four classesbecomeequal. When or> 1, the inclusionsare strict. This can be seenby
the following equations:

D2

#2 Cgdgl 2 1

but CTS2% C0
dgl = 1

G2
ll: " doi S C0C1* 6301but D2
RCA2 *2 C0C1X &#39;"
C1C9X
G2

V: ~&#39;
Cll E C0C1" doi
% C0C1X 7- C1C0X

SURVEYOF PROPERTIES. In table 2.5, we present a survey of basic metawmathematical
properties of these four classes of algebras. The symbol I in the table stands for
2 < 0: < w, and the symbol II for Oz 2 w. The sources of the theorems which are

1&#39;3Crsc,
(for CylindricRelativized
SetAlgebras)
andRCA,(for Representable
CylindricAlgebras)
aredenedin [HMT85].The classDo,is denedin [AT88],and the classGain [Ném92].
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summarized in this table are provided in notes immediately below the table. When

0 3 CM
g 2, all the properties except interpolation are positive for all four classes".
Interpolation holds for all classeswhen ozg 1, and for CF52and D2 (see5.4.6). For G2,
we dont know the answer,and the interpolation property fails for RCA; (a result due
to S. Comer [Com69]).
.
D. Resekand R. Thompson([RT91]) providedaxiomatizationsof the varietiesCrsa
and D0,,for ozany ordinal. H. Andréka ([AT88], [Mon91]) provided simpler axiom
systems and proofs for these two theorems. The axiomatizations are recalled in the
next section, because We need them later on. R. Thompson claims to have a nite
axiomatization of the class Ga, but he did not reveal the axioms. Due to a result of

D. Monk ([Mon69]), the variety RCA,is not nitely axiomatizableif as>

2. Németi

showed that for C2> 2, the variety Crsc,is not nitely axiomatizable, not even by nitely

many equation schemes(cf. [HMT85]). For related and strengthenedresults, seethe
remarksimmediatelybelowThm 4 in [Ném91].The decidability issuesfor theseclasses
were settled by Tarski and N émeti.
The trend in the table is similar to what we have seen with relation algebras, be it
that the contrast is not so striking. When Ct> 2, all properties fail for the class RCAO,

(the classof subalgebrasof algebraswhosedomain is a.disjoint union of full Cartesian
products). As Wehave seenwith relation algebras,properties tend to turn positive,
once Weabandon the requirement of full Cartesian products.
Crsa
1

0 variety

ll

DO,
I

H

GO,
l

H

RCA,
I

ll

yes1 yes}7 yes yes? yes3 yes3 ye.s4yesh

0fin.(schema)not no1 yes?yes?yes?yes3n05 n05

fxd:/)31c£i<2;l:i1l:l:be13:.
yes6
yesyes5? yes6
yes6
n07n07
Ehgeeirriirated
by 7 .7yess.7 7 7 no77107
ll: fi

.

.

b

10
intgrprglezintiohrzf
yes9
yes9
yes9
yes9? ? nownow
inequalities
I

stands

for

2 < 04 < w and II

for O: = w.

1 Németi[HMT85]Thm5.5.10,
5.5.12,5.5.13 5 Németi[Ném92]
Thin 10
2 ResekThon1pson,
Andréka[M0n91],[AT88] 7
3 Thompsonunpublished
8
4 Henkin~Tarski
[HMT85]Thin 3.1.103
9

5 Monk[HMT85]Thm4.1.3

Tarski[HMT85]Thrn 4.2.18
Thin 3.3.1in here
Thm 5.4.6in here

10 Comer,Pigozzi[Pig72]Tab2.4.1,2.4.2

TABLE 2.5: PROPERTIESOF CYLINDRIC (RELATIVIZED) SET ALGEBRAS
These resultscanbe foundin or derivedfrom [HMT71]and [HMT85].
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2.5.3

CORRESPONDENCE

[2.5

AND COMPLETENESS

Wenow recall the axiornatizations of Crsa and DO. The axioms of Crsa and a soundness

and completeness
proof can be found in Monk [M01191],
but we note that} due to a mis-

print, axiom(A63)givenbelowis missingfromhislist. Fora simplerreformulation
and
an easiersoundnessproof of the last axiom, we refer to van Lambalgen~Simon
[L894].
The DC,axioms and a nice completeness proof can be found in AndrékaThompson

[AT88]. We provide a slight reformulation of the Do,axioms,which makesthe connec
tion with the norrrelativized axioms a bit clearer, and which will be helpful in the next
chapter. In order to compare the axioms with the well investigated cylindric algebra
axioms CA, we list them here as Well, together with their corresponding conditions on

ozwframes
(cf. [HMT71] Thm 2.7.40). The side-conditionsin the denition apply to

~

both the equation and the frame condition.

DEFINITION2.5.4 (CA AXIOMS).

(A1) X3 C,-x

(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)

c,-C1-x
_<_
c,-x
x 3 - Ci Cix
c,-cj X:: cj c,-x
CL,2 1

(C1) Va:Tlm:v. _

_

(C2) V;Lyz(T:cy
& Tlyz =>T&#39;a:z)
(C3) Vmy(T:1;y
=>Ty;r)
_
(C4) \/:z7yz&#39;(T&#39;a:y
& T7yz=>3w(Tsaw
& Twz))
V£CE;l?
&#39;

(As) cm Adkj)= dij (Cs) va:(E*Ja:
=>3:/<.Tw& W & fr9*y>>
if k ¢ {M}
Va7y(T&#39;f¢y
& Eky& Evkpjy
:$ E"x) if is¢

(A7) dgj/\c,«(d,j
Ax) 3 x (C7) Vxgz/(E"$
&:T:L*y
& Ey 23>
1: = 3;)

iii 75j

Dene the class CAQ of cylindric algebras of dimension oz, as the subclass of B0,,

which validatesall instanceswith indicessmallerthan ozof the axioms (A1) - (A7).
Note that all axioms, except number 3, are positive equations, and that axiom 3 is

equivalentto the positive equationx A c,;y g c,~(c,x /\ y).
CORRESPONDENCE

RESULTS

The correspondence results in this paragraph are all stated without proof. The latter
are trivial, because all equations are positive.

SUBSTITUTIONS.
Denetheabstractsubstitution
relation asfollows:if i 2 j, then

= :12,
andif 2&#39;
75j, thenfjla:= y <25-i:e£>
Tiny& Elly.
PROPOSITION
2.5.5. The axioms (A2),(A3),(A5), (A63) and (A7) are sujcient to

make a totolfunction.Without(A5) and(A52),it is a partialfunction.
Paoor.

Straightforward.

QED

Wealsodenetheabstractsubstitution
operator
5;, in a similarwayaswedid above

fortheconcrete
one:ifi = j, thenS}x(E-if
x,andifi ¢ j, then5;xE! c,»(x/\
dij).Using
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this operator, we can rewrite axioms6 and 7 to the onesgiven below, making it clear
that theseaxiomsare about the relation betweenthe substitutions and the diagonals.

(As) do= $5
do if 79
953&#39;
(A71) dij /\S.7<X
_<_
X
AXIOMS FOR D0,. Consider the following two equations and F0 frame conditions. The
frame conditions correspond to these equations Wheneverthe substitution functions are
total.

&#39;

(A4+) 5i5iX.=Sisix

_,

(04+) V$(fz{.fi$
7-

(AMGR)
sf-°s;s{ns§c"
ckx 2:sfns§"s}s";
ckx (CMGR)
V:cy(T.f,:"f,{1fJ-fik(1:)y
<=>
if iss {z,j,m},m9!{M}

T°f;{f;f."f,§.(:v):<1)

Axiom 4+ is the weakened version of axiom 4. This becomes clear, when We write the

denitionsout, andget c,>(cj(x
/\ djk) /\ dik) :2 C]-(c,»x
/\ dik)/\ djk). The secondaxiom
is called the merry go round equation. The axioms 1 - 3,4+,5
sufficientto axiomatizeD0,(see2.5.7below).

- 7 and (AMGR)are

AXIOMSFORCrsa. The axioms which are suicient to axiomatizethe variety Crsa
(3 3 Cr 3 w) are far more complicated. We mentionedabovethat no finite axiomatization is possible. The innite

axiomatization consists of all CA axioms without

existential import, plus the onesgiven immediately below (cf. [Mon91]). We need
somenotation in order to formulate the innite set of axioms(8) conveniently.We use
[i/ for the function in oz which sends2&#39;
to j and xes all other elements.

(A5...)C1,,
= dji

(Cm) \7wEJ&#39;_a_:
<==>E"":z:

(A55) dgjAdjk S Chic
(A53) Ck(d,k
/\ClL-J)
_<_
Clij

(C51,) V.73(E./U
& Ejkfl.=>Elkrli)
85Eiky& Ekjy 3-?Ei]$)
if is Q

(A8) 5;:Ck-~ Cm
X/\ lllekdzuu)
S C2X
subject to condition

below

Axiom (A3) correspondson or--framestoV(C3) below, and is subject to the same
condition

(C3)V1230
. . .$n(H El"(l)$,,
& Th"f;-&#39;;a:,,:I:,,_;&:
. . .&Tf]l11.K1CC0
2?»
Ti.L&#39;n5Cg)
IeK

(>1<)
whereK : {i1, . . . ,i,,,k1, . . .,k,,}\{z&#39;},1/
= [in/j,,]o. . .o[z&#39;,A/j1]
and km ¢ ([z&#39;m/jm]o
...o [£1/j1])*(K) for all m < 72.
Note that (A55)followsfrom(A1),(A5)and(A55).Weleaveit to beconsistent
with [Mon91).
19The condition should be read as follows: if all functions are dened and the antecedent holds then
the consequent holds. Note that the functions do not contain any existential import. in this way. The
condition could be written equivalently as a universal Horn sentence without the substitution functions

asfollows:
delete
alloccurrences
offj-is
fori = j, and,ifi %j, rewrite
Tkf;-oz,
yasTim,z&E7z&T°z,
y
using new variables.
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COMPLETENESS

[2.5

RESULTS

DEFINITION 2.5.6.

Let 0: be any ordinal greater than 0.

(i) TheclassK33 is denedastheclassof orframeswhichsatisfyall instances
with
indicessmaller than 0: of conditions (C1)

(C3), (CH), (C5) (C7) plus (CMGR).

(ii) TheclassK31is that classof ozfrarnes
whichsatisesall instances
with indices
smallerthan orof the conditions(C1) (C3),(C5),(C5a),(C51,),
(C65),(C7) and the
set of axioms (C3).
Let AX be a set of equations.Boo,(AX) denotesthe class{916 B00 : 21}: AX
THEOREM2.5.7 (RESEKrTHOMPSON).
Let a be any ordinal greater than 1. Then
Crso,and D,, are canonical varieties. In particular:

(ll
(ii)

B°a((A1) (Asla(Ash (Asa):(A512):
(Aeg)»(Ada (Asll
B°a((A1)&#39;
(A3): (A4+)»(As)

ll

s<K:?>+

(A7): (AMGRD

1|

PROOF. (i). Cf. [M01191]
Thm 9.4.
(ii). The axioms 1 - 3,4*, 5 - 7 and MGR are suicient to axiomatizeDu (cf. [AT88]
Thrn 1).

Crsa
s<K::}5*>+
Da

H
II

(A4,) d,~k/\c,-cixgc,icjx ifk¢{i,j}
So the only difference between the two axiom systems is that 4* is replaced by 4+.
But, assuming axioms 1~3 and 5-7, these two axioms are equivalent (cf. Thompson,

[Tho90],Prop 1).

QED

REMARK 2.5.8. Whenever Ozequals 0 or 1, the cases are much simpler. In case
a = 0, we have Crsa = D, = RCA, = BA. When a equals 1, Crsa = D,,, 2 RCA, .2

Boa((A1) (A3), (A5)). The classCF52can be axiomatizedby the equations(A1) (A3), (A5), (A5,,),(A7) (cf. [HMT85] Thm 5.5.5).
2.5.4

CYLINDRIC

ALGEBRAS AND RELATION

ALGEBRAS

We briey compare the two types of algebras. Both are algebras of relations. Rela
tion algebras are algebras of binary relations, and cylindric algebras of dimension C1

are algebrasof cwaryrelations. Cylindricalgebrasof dimensionorare the algebraic
counterpart of F0 logic with or many variables. The expressivepower of RRA equals
that of F0 logic with 3 variables and only binary predicate symbols. (For a purely

algebraicformulation of this result, see [HMT85] section 5.3.) We will comparethe
pair~framesand the Z:\.SSlgIII11¬I1l3"&#39;fIaIIl¬)S
of dimension2. VRecall the path~~condition
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PROPOSITION
2.5.10.

4:3

Let V bea reexive and symmetric binary relation. Then

.7-,,,,,<,.(V)
|r: C},/x
=1oV (ldv/\(1oVx)) and.7-&#39;,,,,;,.(V)
Ir:CYX= (ldv/\(x0V1))0V1.
(ii) Let V bea binaryrelationsatisfyingthepathprincz&#39;ples.
Then.7",,.,,~r(V)
}= CE,/X
=
1 ov x and.7-,m~,(V)
]= C}/x= x ov 1.
PROOF.
2.5.5

Cf. 6.3.1. (ii). Immediateby the previousproposition.
CYLINDRIC

MODAL

QED

LOGIC

Anexcellent
exposition
of cylindricmodallogic(CML)canbefoundin Venerna
[Ven93]
and [Ven91]. Here, we briey sketch the basic idea of this system. The aim of CML
is to study and devisea propositionalmodal formalism which is as expressiveas first
order logic. This can be doneby restricting the syntax of F0 logic in sucha way that
it behaveslike a (multi)modal propositionallogic. We briey describethis restriction.
For a discussionof sucha restrictedsyntax versusthe usual syntax of F0 logic (as well
as their equivalencewhen we haveinnitely many variables)Werefer to [Ném91].
Supposewe havea languageof F0 logic with the constraint that there are ozmany
variables(Whereozis a xed but arbitrary ordinal), and that the only admissibleatomic
formulaeare of the form 7).= vj (i, j < 04)or R(vgv1. . .11,
. . .),-<(,.Then the equalities
vi =: vj can be seenas constants6,7, and in writing the atomic relations we might
as Well leave out the variables since, due to their fixed order, they do not contain

any information. But then, we are in a rnulti~modalpropositionallogic enrichedwith
constants. As was explained in section 1.2, we can look at the quantiers 31);as if they

were modal operators <>,-.So we can dene the languageof CMLC,as a multi~rnodal
propositional languagewith a set of constants {6i,~: i, j < Oz}and Crmany modal
operators0,. The meaningof the formulas is naturally given in terms of a~frames.

Herearethe key clauses.Let .77be an orframe (l/l/,Ti,E"i),<,,~<(,,
M = (f,v) a model
and w E W:

lVl,&#39;LU
ll61] ¢(}=é>
Eljw

M,wll-<>,»¢<$5>(312
e W) zriwv& M,vatgs
Note that if we use orcubes instead, we get the classicalF0 interpretation of the
modalized

F0 formulas.

Using the equivalence theorems mentioned in section 2.4.5, and the fact that the

algebraiccounterpartof a cylindric modal logic of a classK of aframes is the classof

algebrasSPK+,all resultsin table2.5canbe transformed
into resultsaboutcylindric
modal logic.

3

DECIDABILITY

In this chapter, We focus on decidability for theories of relativized relation algebras

SRIHRRAfor H Q {R, S,T} (see2.4.3) and of the variety of cylindric relativized set
algebrasD0,(see2.5.3). Our main results are that the universal theory of the class
SRlHRRA is decidable if and only if T ¢ H , and that for nite 0:, the universal theory
of D0. is decidable.

This chapter is organizedas follows. In the first section,Weintroduce the method
of ltration

which Wewill use for obtaining decidability results. This method is quite

powerful: using it, Wecan showthat the uvziversaltheoryof a variety is decidable.In
the second section, we apply this method to relativized relation algebras and in the
third, to the variety D,,,.

3.1

FILTRATIONS

We will use the We1l~knownand widely applied ltration

technique from modal logic

(cf. Hughes-Creswell[HC84]),to showthat, in favorablecircumstances,the universal
theory of a class of algebras is decidable. The idea of the ltration method can be
described as follows. Given a class K of frames, a frame .7: E K, a universal formula ()5

and a model M = (.F,v) which falsifiesgt,we usethe set of subtermsof terms occurring
in equationsin (15
to createa nite model (.7:*,v*) suchthat .7-"*also belongsto K, and
Q5still fails. The nite model is called the filtration.
l/Ve will now make this idea precise. In the remainder of this section, an arbitrary

BAO-type S and a languageEqlangS(X),for an arbitrary innite set of variables X
are xed. Terms are supposed to be S&#39;~terms
constructed from variables in X.

DEFINITION3.1.1 (FILTRATION).Let M 2 (.7:,v) be a model of type S and E a set
of 5&#39;~terms
which is closedunder taking subtermsand under the Booleanoperations.
Dene an equivalence relation Eg Q F X F as follows:

(V111,?)
E F):w Ego §>(\&#39;/7&#39;
E E) [l\/I,w|1-T<-*->
M,vlE-T]
Let "25denotethe equivalenceclass10/22, and identify equivalenceclasses17;
with the
setsof terms {T E E : M,w I!-T}.
We call alinodel M* =: (.77*,v*)a ltration of M through E if:
(i) T is of type 5&#39;.

(ii) F*.if{m;weF}
We say that a set X is closedunder an n~ary operation f if, wheneverT1,. ..,Tn E X, we have
f(T1,...,Tn) E
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(iii) v*(x)"3 {if} e F* 2X6 m}, for all variables
x e 2:.
(iv) min and max , given below, hold for everyoperator in 5&#39;
The relationsin the ltration are denotedby a superscript*, like in R°*. For an n-ary
operator 0 and R0 Q "+117,the relation in .7:Corresponding
to this operator, min and
max

are dened

as follows:

min R°a:0...:z:,,=>R°*&#39;:2:5...5:;
max (V<>(n,...,r,,) E E3): ((R°*&#39;:E§§...§/2&7;
E y:&...&~r,, 63/") =>
<>(T1,...,r,,) EEC")
As their names indicate, min provides a lower~bound, and max an upper~bound for

R°*. They are designedto make the following lemma true.
LEMMA3.1.2 (TRUTH-LEMMA). Let M* = (.7-&#39;*,v*)
be a ltration of M = (.7-&#39;,v)
through2. Then (i)~(iii) belowhold.
(i) (V7 6 E)(\/DEEF*) : T e :5<-22>M*,z5n7&#39;
(ii) (VT 6 ;)(va: 6 F) : M,a: u«1&#39;
¢:.=> M*,?ill~7&#39;
(iii) Let (,5bea Booleancombinationof equationsbetweenterms in E.
ThenMl=q5 <==-.>
M*l=gb.
PROOF.

A straightforward induction on the complexity of the terms. We show

how min and max take care of the operators. Let 0 be a unary operator. Let 07&#39;
E Z.
We compute:

(=>)07 6 af(§f$>M,:4:
lb07% (fly 6 F) : R°;vy&M,y1+7 =>(bymin andind.
hyp.)(ElyEF*) : R°*?z:y&
M*,§jz+
7-<£>M2511or.

(<2)M*,EIt Or<3-°1§>(3"y
E F*); R°*§y&M*,3]
It &#39;r
=>(bymaxandind.hyp.)
(>7 6 3:.

(ii). Immediateby

(iii). By induction,using(ii).

i

QED

Note, that neither a ltration needsto be nite, nor that .77E K => .77E K holds. It
follows from the next proposition that for everymodel and for every set E, ltrations

alwaysexist. Call a ltration minimalfor R°* if it is definedminimally,that is
0..

_._def

,

__,___-

..,_.__7-

O

R*:I:0...;z:,,<===>(El93£,...a:n).:L0.-:r§)&...&:1c,,a:§2&R
and call it maximalfor 120*if it is dened maximally, as in

R°*i_7;7...y;<¥é»
(V/<>(&#39;r1,...,*r,,)
e 23); [(n eyT&...&¢,,6:27;)=><>(7&#39;1,...,&#39
ere]
A ltration

is called minimal if it is minimal for all the relations, and similarly for

maximal.

PROPOSITION
3.1.3. If R°* is dened minimally or maximally, then it satises min
and max

.

PROOF. This is a straightforward generalizationof the correspondingstatement in
[H084].
&#39;
QED
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LEAD TO DECIDABILITY

The following notion leadsin favourablecasesto strong deeidability results.
DEFINITION3.1.4 (ADMITSFILTRATIONS).Let K be a classof framesof type S.
K admits ltrations

if for any nite set of Swterms X , any .77E K and any model

M = (.7,v), thereexistsa setof S~termsE Q X anda ltration (.77*,v*)
of M through
X such that 7* is nite and it belongsto K.
We call the set X} 2 X above, the closure set of X. It is, by denition 3.1.1, closed

under taking subtermsand under the Booleanoperations.For K a classof framesand
2 a set of terms, we Call Z3nite modulo K if there exists a nite subset A of 2 such

that (VT 6 ):)(37&#39;&#39;
E A) : K l: &#39;r
2 7". For any classK of frames,the closureunder the
Boolean operations of every nite set of terms is nite modulo K. If
K, then any filtration of a K frame through E is nite.

E is nite modulo

Let K be a classof algebrasor frames. With FinK we denotethe classof all nite
members of K.

Recall that a universal formula is a Boolean combination of equations,

and that the universaltheory of a classK of algebrasis denotedby Univ(K).
LEMMA3.1.5 (FILTRATIONLEMMA). Let K bea classofframes.
(i) If K admitsltrations, then Univ(K+) = Univ(FinK+).
(ii) IfK is basicelementary(i.e., denable by a single F0 sentence)and admitsltrations, then the universal theory of Kl is decidable.

&#39;

PROOF.
Assumethat K admits ltrations. Clearly, Uhiv(K+) Q Univ(FinK+).
For the other side, supposegb¢ Univ(K+). Then there exists a frame .77E K and
a model M 2 (f,v) such that M b: (ii. Let X be the set of subtermsof all terms
occurring in equations in (15.Then X is nite. Since K admits ltrations, there exists a

frame .7-"*E FinK and a model M* 2 (.F*,v*), which is a ltration of M through some
set E Q X. But then, 3.1.2.(iii) implies that M* béa5,whence<75
¢ Univ(FinK+).
(ii). Assumethe antecedent. By an obvious changein the proof of Fact 1.4 in van
Benthem[Ben84],Wecan recursivelyenumeratethe set Univ(K+). SinceK is denable
by a single F0 sentence,we can also recursively enumerate all the nite frames of K. By

part
of this lemma, Univ(K+) 2 Univ(FinK+). So we havea recursiveenumeration
of the complementof Univ(K+) as well. Hence,Univ(K+) is decidable.
QED
COROLLARY3.1.6.

Let K be a basic elementary class of frames which admits ltra-

tions. Then (i)~(iii) belowhold.
(i) Univ(SK+) is decidable.
(ii) Univ(SK+)= Univ(FinSK+).
(iii) The variety generatedby Kl is generatedby its nite members.
PROOF. By the Filtration Lemma and preservation of universal formulas under S.
QED
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USINGFILTRATIONS.Supposewe want to use ltrations for proving decidability of
Univ(SK+). The main diiculty in sucha proof is to ensurethat the ltration is both
nite and belongsto the class K. For this last property, we have to ensurethat the
ltration satises the conditions which dene that class. This problem will usually lead
us to extend the closure set in such a way that we can still control these conditions in
the ltration. So the art in ltration proofs is to make the closure set large enough
to control the conditions, but at the same time small enough in order to end up with
only a nite number of equivalence classes.

In general, existential conditions of the form V§:&#39;(q5
~>Bgzlr),in which <1)and 21)

are constructedusingatoms,conjunctionand disjunction(andmaybenegation),are
very difficult or impossibleto control in ltrations. Ensuring the existenceof elements
satisfying the consequentof such a condition usually leads to a closureset which is

too large.PositiveF0 formulasarealwayspreserved,
because
the ltration mapis a
homomorphism
(by the min condition)(cf. [CKQO]
Thm 3.2.4).With universal(Horn)
conditionswe may have somehope that a ltration will work.
LOCAL

FINITENESS

The next lemmais a simplebut important tool in ltration proofs. It providesus with
a semantic way of showingthat we can closea set of terms under some operations

without losingniteness.Werecallthe denition of locallynite (classes
of) algebras
from [B881].

DEFINITION
3.1.7.

An algebrais locallynite if all its nitely generated3
subal-

gebras are nite.

(ii) A classK of algebrasis locallynite if everymemberof K is locallynite.
(iii) A frameis locallynite if all its nitely generated
subframes
arenite.
(iv) A classK of framesis locallynite if everymemberof K is locallynite.
LEMMA3.1.8.

Let K bea classofframes.IfK is locallynite andGspK is nite,

then the variety generatedby K+ is locallynite.

(ii) If a varietyV is locallynite, thenthe closureof anynite set of termsunderall
operationsof V is nite moduloV.

PROOF.
Assumethe antecedent.By duality theory,Eq(K)= Eq(GspK),hence
I-ISP(K)+ = HSP(GspK)+. By the assumption,(GspK)+ is a nite set of nite
algebras.Then,by Thin ll.10.16in [B381],HSP(GspK)+is locallynite.
(ii). This holds,because
the nitely generated
freealgebrasin V arenite.
QED
So, if a classK of algebrasis locally nite, then a ltration becomestrivial and will
alwayswork. More interesting classesof algebrasare not locally nite, but they might
have reducts which are. That means that we can close a nite set under the operations
2A formula.is said to be positive iff it is built up from atomic formulas using only the connectives
A, V and the quantiers V. 3.

3%is a nitely generatedsubalgebra
of B iii Qtis a subalgebra
of %, and thereexistsa finite set
X Q B suchthat A 2 {Y : X Q Y, and Y is a subuniverse
of
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of that reduct without losing niteness. In the ltration proofs for SRIHRRA (for
H Q {R, S and DC,this feature will be a crucial part.
DIGRESSIONZ EXPANSIONS WITH THE UNIVERSAL

MODALITY

In this small section, We show what happens to a class K of frames when we expand
the language of K with the so called universal modality. This section is an aside and
is not needed to understand the rest of this chapter. Let K be any Classof frames of
BAO-type S. Dene

K g {r= (W,R,U),.¬S
: (W,R),~65 e K andU = W x W}
So,K0is of BAO~type
S expanded
witha unaryoperator
0. SetBx(lg<>x,
andde
ne Oin thestandard
Way,
givenbelow,usingtherelationU. Let.7-"
= (W,Rl,U),~¬S
E
K. For.7 = (.I3(l/V),f&#39;.,<))f.*;_;S
andX C;W wedene:

<>xd=ef{w¬W:(ElxEW)(Uwa:&:1:Ex)}
The operator0 is calledthe universalmodality,becauseit hasthe following behaviour:
Ox 2 0, if x = 0, and ox = 1 otherwise. It is easy to see that a class of BAOs has such

an operatori it has a discriminator term. Hencethe variety generatedby (KU)+ is a
discriminator variety, and we can use all the powerful techniques which are available

for them (for denitions and applications,seee.g., [ANS94a]).
THEOREM3.1.9. K admitsltrations if and only

KCadmitsltrations.

PROOF. From right to left is obvious. For the other side, suppose that K admits

ltrations. Let .70 = (W,R, U),~E5
E K:, andlet XE be a nite setof termsin the
expandedlanguagewhichis closedundertaking subterms.Let MU = (.7D,v)be a
model. We have to nd a nite ltration of MD through someset E Q X D, which
belongsto the classK.
We will usethat, for every term 7&#39;,
Ni l: (Or = 1 or ()7 =20). Create the set X01
from the set X D by replacingevery occurrenceof a subterrn of the form OTin a term

with O or 1. E.g., if f(<)r,<>r1)6 X0, then {f(1,l),f(1,0),f(O,1),f(0,0)}

C X01.

Clearly, this is a nite set in the old language. Hence, by assumption, we can nd a

set E Q X, a frame35* = (VV*,R*),-55
E K and a nite modelM* 2 (J-"*,v*)which
is a ltration of the U~freepart of the model M through 23.

Let U* r: W X W*. Dene.775as(W*, R, U*),:¬_g,
andM
* as(.7"C*,v*).
Clearly,
Tm is nite andbelongsto KB. VVeclaimthat MCis a ltration of MDthroughthe
setE UX D. Forthe universalrelationU*, min andmax aretrivially satised.Forthe
other operators,min is still true. So we haveto show that 1) E U X &#39;3
is closedunder

subtermsand the Booleanoperations,2) E3 = 5-__:(§;UXo),
and 3) max is satisedfor
the old operators. Thesethree claimsfollow from (3.1) below.

(VT6 XU)(3T&#39;
E X) : MDl: r = T

(3.1)

(3.1)followsfrom the denition of X 01and the fact that EVIG
}: (Or : 1 or or 2: 0).
QED
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ASIDE ON COMPLETENESS. In favourable casesit is easy to nd an axiomatization

of the varietygenerated
by (KD)+.Let AX§ standfor the setconsistingof
0 equationswhich say that 0 is an S5diamond4
0 an equationf (X1,. . . ,x,,) _<_
<)x1/\ . . . /\ Ox for every n-ary operator f in S
THEOREM3.1.10. Let K be a class of frames of type 5&#39;.
Assume that SKJ is a
canonical variety which can be aziomattzed by a set of equations AX , and that ZigK =

Cm"1(SK+). ThentheclassSP(KD)+is a canonicalvarietywhichcanbeaztiomatized
byAX u AX§.
PROOF. Assume the condition of the theorem. The conclusion follows using straightforward duality computations from the following two facts, the proof of which only

involves standard 55 arguments. Note that all the equations we add are positive,
hence canonical.

(i) AX U AX59axiornatizes
the varietyS(KDI)&#39;*,
in whichK! is the classof frames
from Cm"1(SK+) expandedwith an equivalence
relation U whichextendsall other
relations5.

(ii) K! 2:Du{.77=(W,Rf,U)iES: (W,Ri),g5E ZigK& U = W X I/V}= DuZigKDQ
ZigDuKD

3.2

RELATTVIZED

QED

RELATION

ALGEBRAS

Recall the set of equations (A1) (A15) and their correspondingframe conditions
(C1) (C15)from 2.4.9. Weshowthat varietiesdened by severalsubsetsof (A1) - (A15)
are generated by their nite members, and that their universal theories are decidable.
This fact can be applied to prove the same statement for the varieties of relativized

relation algebrassSRIHRRA for H Q {R, S

The application has to wait until the

next chapter in which we show that these varieties can be axiomatized by the given

equations(cf. 4.2.5).
THEOREM3.2.1. Let E bea set of equationssuchthat {(A1) - (A3), (A7) -(/112)} _C_

2 Q {(A1)- (A15)}.ThenthevarietyBA"3&#39;(E)
hasthefollowingproperties:
(i) un;v(BA"(2))is decidable.
(ii) un;v(BA"(2)) = Univ(FinBA&#39;(E)).
(iii) BA&#39;(Z3)
is generated
by its nite members.
The theorem follows from lemma 3.2.3. We prove it after that lemma. Contrast this

theoremwith the following result by Andréka et al. ([AKN+94]). The theorem states
that associativity of composition leads to undecidability.

THEOREM3.2.2 (ANDR§3KA
ET AL.). Let E bea set of equationssuchthat {x;(y;z) =

(x;y);z}Q E _C_
{e : RRAtr:e}. Thentheequattonal
theoryof B/3383(2)
is undectdable.
"Theyare:()0:2U,()(xVy): OxV Oy,x g Ox,COX: Oxandx /\ ()y3 O(y/\ Ox).

5Forma.lly:
T: (W,R,U);6, 6 KC!iff 1) Riliel

6 Cm&#39;t(SK+),
2) U is anequivalence

relation, and 3) for every n + 1 place relation IE, R.y:c1. . .ac,,21>Uyml Se: & Uyacn.
6That SR1R5RRA is generatedby its nite memberswas shown in Németi [Ném87].
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LEMMA3.2.3. Let 2 be a. set of frame conditions such that {(C1) - (C&#39;3),(C&#39;7)

(C12)}Q E Q {(C1)~(C&#39;15)}.
ThentheclassKg? {.7 E K : .7 )2 E} admits
ltmtions.

PROOF. As indicated in section2.4.3,we have three (partial) functions living in the
frame classesfor which we want to prove the lemma. The main difficulty in the proof
will be to ensurethat in the ltration thesefunctions still behavecorrectly. To accomplish this, we have to closethe closureset under the operatorsid,s(1),s1
and V. This
is not dangerous, since our axioms are strong enough to ensure that such a closure

set remainsnite modulo Kg. This last, crucial, part in the proof followsimmediately
from the next claim. Recall that the accessibilityrelations correspondingto id, s(1,,s1,"

are l, (.)1,

and1,respectively(seesection2.4.3),and that (seethe proof of 2.4.7)

the conditions {(C1) - (C3),(C7) - (C12)}imply conditions (T0) and (T1) below.
(T0) f,

and

are partial functions and f is idempotent

(T1) la:=>ct: f(:r)= 3:1:my

CLAIM 1. Let K be any classof arroWframeswhich validates (T0) and (T1). Then

the varietygenerated
by the {V, A, , 0, 1,id,sf,sgf }«reductof K+ is locallynite.
PROOF OF CLAIM.

Let K be as stated in the claim.

By 3.1.8, it is suicient to

showthat every {l, f, (.)g,(.),}~pointgenerated subframeof eachmemberof K is nite

(i.e., the {l,f, (.)1,(.),.}reductof K is locally finite), and that we haveonly nitely
many of them. Let .7: E K and asE F be arbitrary. Since.7 t: (To),(T1), we can
write the frame as .7:-&#39;=
(VV,Q1,()1, (.),.,I). By denition of the functions
and (.),,
it holds that if they are dened on ac,then I22;and l;2:,. Conditions (To) and (T1)
imply that the subframewhich is {f , (.)l, (.)T,l}~generatedby
can be describedas
({a:,a:;,sr,,fa:,(fa:)1,(fa:),.},f,;,,.,l),so it is nite. Up to isomorphism,there are only
finitely many such point~generated subframes.

4

Let K; be as in the lemma. Let .7: (Vi/,C,F, l) E Kg, M = (.7,v) be a model, and let
X be a finite set of terms. Let the closureset CL(X) be the smallestset containing

X U{id} whichis closedundertakingsubterms,
s1,s(1,,"
andthe Booleanoperations.Let
.7 = (W*, C*,F*,l*), and let (.7-*,v*)
be the minimalltration of M throughCI/(X).
Conditions

and (ii) of the next claim give us that Kg admits ltrations.

CLAIM 2.

W* is finite, and (ii) .77E Kg.

PROOFOF CLAIM.

The proof of 2.4.7 implies that K}: t: (T;)),(T1). So, by

claim1, the closureset is finite moduloK; (use3.1.8.(ii)).Sothereare only nitely
many equivalence classes,and W* is nite.

(ii). VVeneedto showthat .7* I: Z. We needanotherclaim. Fromnow on, we suppress
the subscriptaux) in ECMX).
CLAIM 3. The following statements hold for the above .77and E.

la:& :c E 27&#39;
=> I17

Fa:y&F:2c&#39;::&a:E.r&#39;
=i> y~Ez

(3.2)

(3.3)
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Frry& anE 9: => (32) : F.7:&#39;z
Caryn:
& ly & :1:E :13=> (32) : C:z:&#39;2:1:&#39;
& lz & y E z
Camry
& ly & x E 32&#39;
:> (3.2): Ca:&#39;a7&#39;z
& I2 & y E 2:

(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

Paoor or CLAIM. (3.2). Immediatesinceid 6 CL(X).
(3.3). Assumethe antecedent.We compute:

7 E y <:=$ (sinceCL(X) is closedunderV) T E E <:=> T" E is-&#39;
4: T E E.
(3.4).Assumethe antecedent.
Then 1 E 31?,
whence1* E ?, so32 : F23;/.
(3.5).Assumethe antecedent.
Then5},1 = id ;1 E 3?,hencealsoin -:37,
sothereexistsa
2 such that Ca:z;z:
& lz. To show that y E 2, suppose that 7*E y. We compute:

7&#39;
E 3/ <=> (sinceCL(X) is closedundertakings(1,)
s},&#39;r
E 2? <2

53,76 :7 <==:>

7&#39;
E z.

(3.6)is similarto (3.5),usehereclosureunder5?.

4

Now we are ready to prove that .7-"*E: Z. We first show that it satises the set

{(C1) (C3),(C7) (C12)}of conditionswhicharealwaysin 2. Conditions(C1)

(C3)

are immediatebecauseof the minimal ltration. Conditions (C7) (C9) are all similar;
we show the => side of (03) as an example. Assumethe antecedent. Then (by the
minimal denition of C*) there exists (a:E :r,y" E y" E y E y,z E z,v" E 12E 1))
suchthat Caryz& Cyy&#39;v& lv. By (3.2) also lv, so by (C12)we have y" = y, and
by (3.6) and (3.2), (3v E 22): Cy&#39;yv"
& lv"&#39;.
By (C8) we obtain Czv"z and, by
denition of C*, C*§,"v",E.Condition (C10)is immediateby (3.3), and conditions (Cu)
and (C12)by (3.2).
The rest of the conditions in 2 may vary. We show for each of the conditions

(C4) (C6),(C13)- (C15)that, if .F satises the condition, than .7-"*satises it too. For

(C4),suppose
C*§E,§],z&#39;&
F*&#39;y",17.
Thenthereexists(x E x,z E z,v E v&y&#39;
E E 3;)
such that Cxy&#39;z&#39;
&; Fyv. By (3.3) and (3.4) we nd Fyv" & v E v for some 1)".

Then,by (C4),Czv:c,so,by the denition of C*, C*"z,
75,51Condition(C5)canbe
shownsimilarly. For (C6) use (3.2). Conditions (C13)- (C15)are guaranteedbecause
the ltration

is minimal.

QED

PROOFOFTHEOREM
3.2.1. Let BA&#39;eI(E)
bea varietyasstatedin the theorem.Let
E be the class of frame conditions corresponding to the equations in 2. Then, by 2.4.9

and 2.2.2,BAl(}3) = SK+,. The conclusionof the theoremfollowsfrom 3.2.3and
3.1.6.

3.3

QED

RELATIVIZED

CYLINDRIC

ALGEBRAS

I. Németi has shownthat the equationaltheoriesof the classesof cylindric relativized
set algebrasCrso,and G, are decidable,for all ozg u),and similar for D0,,providedthat

0:is nite. (Cf. [Nérn86]or Thin 10in the updatedversion[Ném92];for the denition
of theseclasses
seesection2.5.) ln [Ném86]7
he raisedthe openproblemwhether,if
a is nite, these varieties are generatedby their nite members,and if their quasi~
equationaltheoriesare decidableas well. We showthat, for nite oz,the classof frames
7This is remark 12 in the 1992version [Ném92].
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corresponding to Du admits ltrations. Using this result, we can solve these two open
problems for D0,. For the other classes,we refer to remark 3.3.4 below.
THEOREM 3.3.1.

Leta be any nite

ordinal.

(i) The classDo,is generatedby its nite members.

(ii) Theuniversaltheoryof Do,is decidable,
andUniv(D,,,)
= Univ(FinD,,,).
These results follow in a straightforward way from the fact that the class of ozfraInes

K,

(see2.5.6)admitsltrations. Wewill provethetheorem,
havingshownthenext

lemma.

LEMMA
3.3.2. [for is nite, thentheclassK3115
admitsltrations.
As was the case with relation algebras, a ltration is possible when we close under
taking substitutions. in the proof of the lemma, we need the following proposition.

PROPOSITION
3.3.3.LetasZ 1 benite andK QKg. Then
thevariety
generated
by the {V,/\,,0,1,d,j,s}};,j<a~reduct of K+ is locallynite.

PROOF.Let P Q U, for somenite av2 l andT E Kzia. To use3.1.8,wemust
showthat every{f,&#39;:},,j<o,~point~generated
subframe
of .77is nite, andthereareonly
nitely many of them. (Note that the unary relations Di, do not generateany new
elements,so we do not needto take them into account.) Let :3 E F be arbitrary. The

domainof thesubframe
whichis {f,:},<J~<a~generated
by
equals
theset

(3lc)(h.
= o...of;»:)
for (im,jm<

Because?
6 Kg, h(:c)isin "{a:g,
. . . ,:ra_1}.

Hence,becauseor is nite, the frame generatedby
there are only nitely

EF :

is nite.

Up to isomorphism,

many such point-generated subfrarnes.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3.2.

QED

When ct = 0, we just have Boolean algebras, and the

statement
is trivial. When0:= 1,theclass

formstheclassof modalframeswith

onebinary equivalencerelationg. It is known that this last classadmits ltrations (see
e.g., [HC84],Thm 8.7). In the sequel,let 04be any nite ordinal larger than 1.

Let .7=(lV,T,E&#39;l)
6 K33, M = (}&#39;,v)
a model,andX a nite setof terms.
Let CL(X) be the smallestset containing X U {djj 2i, j < oz},which is closedunder

subterms,
theBoolean
operations
andthes;.s.Dene:
W*
d-cg {TE: w E W}
E-&#39;77&#39;*?c&#39;
<3?-&#39;§>
dg,E T
T*r,y

def

<==> [c,~7&#39;EZf<==>c,~7&#39;¬§]

Let 37*= (W*,T, Em), anddefinev* : uar(CL(X)) +

73(W*)in the standardway.

CLAIM 1. M* = (f*,v*) is a ltration of M through CL(X).
PROOFOF CLAIM. V/Vehave to show that min and max hold. For E,

mediate.ForT, this followsfrom the proofof Thin 8.7in [HC84].
The next

claim

states

that

this ltration

Works.

8Anda trivial nnaryrelationE00whichholdsfor everyelementof everyframe.

this is im-

4
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CLAIM2. (i) W* is nite, and(ii) 97*e K,;f,,,.

PROOF
onCLAIM.(i). By2.5.7,
S(K§,&#39;§)+
= D02 S(K§,j:,3)+.
Hence
Eq(K:§1§*)
=
Eq(K:f,f:&#39;l)).
SinceKgfjfj,(_IKgz,it followsfrom3.3.3that C&#39;L(X)
isnite modulo
But thenit is alsonite moduloK:§,;, whence
W* is nite.
(ii). Wehaveto showthat .7 satisesthe conditions
deningK:§1l§&#39;
(cf. 2.5.6).The
first three conditionsmakethe T equivalencerelations. This followsimmediatelyfrom
the denition of the T. The other conditions,which deal with the substitutions and
the diagonals, are handled in a uniform way using the next claim.
CLAIM

3.

E"*:E <.-==>E7:2:
5:"= 1/ =>
=2

(3.7)
(3.8)

fjix :: y <==> T*3:,&#39;g&
E7*&#39;gj
ifi ;A3
PROOF OF CLAIM.

(3.9)

The first two statements follow from the closure under the diag~

onalsand the s;s.
(3.9). The direction from left to right is immediateby min . For the other side,assume

2&#39;
andTi*T,"y&#39;&
Ei-i*§.
.Wehaveto showthat ii =

Wecompute:

(Q):refs? ¢=-4s;i7-ee<-ii>
C,-(T/\d,&#39;_,&#39;)Ef
c,;(r/\d,&#39;,v)/\d.,~E(g)7
(_C_):
7&#39;
E § «<5-33
T /\ d,-,-E §:> (by (A1), and because
CL(X) is closedundertaking

s§s)
c,~(r
/\ dij)ii-ref
53¢
E1/:> (byT*e,y)5327
EE <===>
TE
4
Set itef By(3.8)above,
thisiswelldened.
It follows
fromconditions
(C5)
and (C6) that, if i # j, wehave.7:[= Va:3y(Ta3y
& Eijy). By min, this alsoholdsin

theltration. Butthen,by (3.9),theff-.*
aretotalfunctions
whicharedenedcorrectly.
If thef} aretotalfunctions,
wecanrewriteconditions
(C5)and(C7)to thefollowing
(note the correspondence
with (A6!) and (A7:)):

(C6,)

<==>
Eklfikx ifk

(C71) E.7:=>av:2
Nowwe caneasilycheckthe otherconditions.(CH) holdsby denition of

Con-

dition (C5) holds by (3.7). The others we spell out.

(C6,):Ei*zc*
41-3EH3:ESE;
E&#39;v&#39;f,.&#39;°x
£22»
E&#39;=2*}2?§
<91->
E°j*f,7*Ec.

(C7,);
Ewe 3 E7a:E-3"
f;a.»
= cc=> =as4%f;&#39;*e
-_~
3:.
For(CMCR),assume
the antecedent
T f,:"&#39;*
ff f,.°*

By the denitionof T,

theconsequent
holds
iff[ckTE§ <==>
ck&#39;r
Ef;{*f}*f{"*
Ck7&#39;
63

cmewmm

<==> (byT*f£"*f3;.*f}*f."*(f)])

&>

Ck1 ¬ f;Zf%zf,f.°(a3)<==>
sfsgsnsff
Ck7&#39;
E if
sgsznsgsfc
ck&#39;r
E 50

1
<==>

cnenmmm

4%

cnennwen

(by (A1g[GR))

Wecompute:
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The other side of (CMGR)is shown similarly. We checkedall conditions, whence

f* E Kf,?1&#39;§..

QED

PROOF
OFTHEOREM
3.3.1. Let 0:benite. Theclassof framesK:f1l§&#39;
is basicelementary,
andadmitsltrationsby theprevious
lemma.By 2.5.7,theclassS(K:§,§O)+
is a variety which equals D3. Then the theorem follows from 3.1.6.

QED

REMARK3.3.4. We briey return to the two other (decidable)classesof cylindric
relativized set algebrasCrsa and G0. For G0,,a similar proof as given abovefor Da
awaits an axiornatization which is at present unknown to us. For Crsa, a ltration

proof is more difcult than the presentone, sinceit is axiomatizedby innitely many
axioms which are rather complicated. Note that for Cr3 2 the aboveltration proof

goesthroughfor Crso,(see2.5.8for the axiomatization
of theseclasses).
CONJECTURE
3.3.5. The abovegiven ltration proof goesthrough for Crso,and G0,.
REMARKS3.3.6. When we comparethe proof for the decidability of Eq(Da) given
here with the one of Nérneti, we can concludethat proving the stronger statement is
easier,and has a larger pay~off. As the aboveremarksshowhowever,using ltrations
in a simple way needsa (nice) axiornatization. Moreover,to show decidability the
axiomatization should be nite as well. The more complicated,but powerful mosaic
method,which is developedin [Ném92],does not need an axiomatization, and also
works when a classis not generatedby its nite members.
We now give an example where decidability cannot be shown by the ltration
method. Definethe variety NCAO,of Nonwcommutative
Cylindric Algebrasas the class
of thosealgebrasof the cylindric type which satisfy all CA axioms except (A4). That
is,

NCAL,
*3!
{Q1
6 B0,,; 21i: (A1) (A3),(A5) (A7)}
For oz > 1, by the completenesstheorem for D0,, this class is not representableas
subalgebrasof complexalgebrasof assignmentframes,but it clearly equalsthe class
of subalgebrasof complex algebrasof a~frarneswhich satisfy the frame conditions
correspondingto its axioms. Németi showed,using the mosaicmethod, that for finite

oz,Eq(NCA,,,)
= Eq(FinNCAO,),
henceits equational
theoryis decidable
(cf. [Ném92]
Thm 5). Healsoshowed,
for 1 < Oz,that Qeq(NCA,,)
52$
Qeq(FinNCA,,,).
But then,the
classof framesgeneratingNCAO,
cannotadmit ltrationsg,because
that wouldimply
that the quasiequationaltheory of NCAQequalsQeq(FinNCAO,).

3.4

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

The decidability resultsfor relativized relation algebraslead to severaldecidablearrow
logics. Theselogicsmight be usedfor applicationswherethe complexityof the problem

is low. Thepricewehadto paywasthe lossof associativityof composition(cf. 3.2.2).
To get decidableversionsof F0 logic a similar price has to be paid: one should give

9Note
thattheproblem
is notin theconditions,
butin thefactthatthesjwreduct
isnotlocally
nite.
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up the commutativity of the quantiers (cf. [Ném92]).
We conclude this chapter with some questions.

1. It seemsthat in BAOs, or in generalmodal logic, decidability is indeed closely
connectedto the form of the F0 theory of the classof frames. Existential quantiers clearly form a dangerouspoint. Van Benthem [Ben93]conjecturesthat
all modal logics (with one unary diamond) which are completewith respect to
a class of frames dened by a nite Universal Horn theory are decidable. This

problem is still open, and the results in Kracht [Kra93] showthat one has to be
careful, extending this conjecture to arbitrary similarity types.

By the well~knowntranslation (cf. van Benthem [Ben84])of modal formulas to
F0 formulas, we know that every modal language is living inside a fragment

of F0 logic with nitely many variables. lf the class of frames is elementary,
one can derive the modal validities using a F0 derivation system. One can
View this translation as an application of F0 logic to modal logic. Then the
obvious question arises: In which F0 logic is modal logic living? A possible way
of proving van Benthems conjecture would be to show that these modal logics

are living in a F0 logic whoseconsequence
relation P l: (,5is decidablefor nite
sets of sentencesF. A possible candidate could be the FO logic corresponding to
the variety Da.

2. A question related to the previous one is the following. E. Orlowska [Orl9l]
shows that modal logics are interpretable in the class RA of relation algebras,
and she defines a relational proof system for several modal logics. The purpose
is to prove both theorems and meta-theorems of modal logic within the theory
of relation algebras. This is nice, except that in several casesthere is a mismatch
in complexity: a decidable modal logic is interpreted in the undecidable logic of
relation algebras. Would it be possible using Qrlowskas translation functionto interpret decidable modal logics in decidable weakened versions of relation
algebras, and obtain results similar to hers?
3. We have shown that ~for nite or the variety Dc, is generated by its nite members. What we do not know however, is if these nite algebras are isomorphic

to oneswith a nite base). The problem whether every non Do,valid equation
can be refuted on an algebra with a finite base is still open. This property is
sometimes called the nite baseproperty.

The twoe1ement
algebrawith a universeconsistingof the emptyset and the set {(n, n) : n < w}
is a nite

D2 whose base to is innite.
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REPRESENTATION
& AXIOMATIZATION
To beginwith,lin this chapter,weshowfor severalclasses
K of pair-framesthat SK+is
a nitely axiomatizable
variety.Weobtaintheseresultsby workingat the framelevel,
that is, we showthat everyframe which satises somespecic nite set of equationally
denable F0 conditions is representableas a. zigzagmorphicimage of some (disjoint
union of) frame(s) in K. We start this chapter with a few generalremarks about this
proof strategy (section 4.1). Section 4.2 is about the classesof relativized relation
algebrasSRIHRRA,for H _C_
{R, S,T We showthat theseclassesare nitely axiomatizable varietiesif and only if T ¢ H. The techniqueswe introduce here are usedin
the next sectionto obtain quick results about subreductsof SRIRRA. In section4.4,
we regain someof the expressivepower of RRA, which was lost by relativization, by
adding the differenceoperatorto the classSRIRSRRA. We can still nitely axiomatize
this expansion.In the last section,Wegeneralizeour results to arbitrary Booleanalgebraswith operators. We showthat everyBAO can be representedas an algebraof
relations.

4.1

AXIOMATIZING

BAOs

BY REPRESENTING

FRAMES

In this section, we show how we can find an axiornatization of a class of representable

BAO°s by working solely with frames. Supposewe are given a class of algebrasin
which the operationsare dened in a uniform set~~theoretic
manner. (Note that this
implies that if two algebrasare different, their universesare different.) "Wewill refer
to the closure under isomorphisms of such classesas representable or concrete classes.

In [Ném91],it is explainedthat both taking subalgebrasand taking direct products
preservesthe intuitive notion of representability.So,if a classof representablealgebras
is dened as K+, for K someclassof frames,then SPK* is a representableclasstoo.
Thus we call a frame .77representableas a K frame if 77+ E SPK+. Duality theory
then implies that .77is representableas a K frame if the ultralter extension of .77
is a zigzagmorphicimage of the ultralter extensionof a disjoint union of frames in
K. If K is elementary and closed under disjoint unions, we can simplify this to the

requirementthat the ultralter extensionof .7:is a zigzagmorphicimageof a frame in
K (useThin 3.6.2in [Go188]).
We now restrict ourselves to elementary K which are closed under disjoint unions.

Let K be such a classof frames. Lemma 3.6.5 and theorem 3.6.? in [Gol88j imply

that 1), SK+ := SPK+ 2: SPUpK+, henceSK+ is a quasiworiety,and 2), if SK+ is

a variety,
it is canonical.
Nowsuppose
thatSK+is a variety.LetKvCgCm&#39;1SK+.
BecauseSK+ is a canonicalvariety, it equalsthe classSK? Henceeveryframe in Ky
F

a7
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is representableas a K frame (ie, its ultralter extensionis a zigzagmorphicimage of

a Kframe),
soKy= ITeZigK.
Thisobservation
leads
tothefollowing
fact.
FACT 4.1.1.

Let K be an elementary class of frames which is closed under disjoint

unions. Then SK+ is a nitely axiomatizablevariety if and only if there exists a K

validcanonical
equation
esuch
thatT.TeZigK
= {.7: .77
l: e}.
PROOF.

Assumethe antecedent.We saw abovethat SK+ is canonical. Because

we have the Booleans, the class is axiomatizable by one equation 63. But then e is

canonical.The rest follows from the earlier observations._
(<=) Assumethe antecedent.We must provethat 1), S(UeZigK)+ is a variety axiom-

atizable
bye,and2),SK+= S(ITeZigK)+.
1)holds,
because
eiscanonical.
2)follows
from a straightforward duality computation.

QED

AN EXAMPLE: PA1R~FRAMES. We illustrate the strategy which is implied by the

last fact with the classof all pair~frames

Clearly,this classis closedunder

disjoint unions. It is also easy to show that it is not closed under zigzagmorphic images

(e.g.,showthat the Kgivalid framecondition(Fyzrac
:> lvzr)is not preserved
under

zigzagmorphisms).
Because
K&#39;
andK;:iSQis elementary
(cf. [Ven9l]),
set = SubK:§£5Q
is elementary.Sothe classKTsetis elementaryand closedunderdisjointunions.
Wewantto showthat S(K;:§)+is a nitely axiomatizable
variety.By the last fact, it
is necessaryand sufficient to dene a class K as the class of allarrow~frames satisfying

some validcanonical
equation,
andshow
thatK =2ITeZigK;:§.
It turnsoutthat
our taskis eveneasier:in thenext sectionweshowthat the classof arrow-frames
Ki?,
which is dened as all frames satisfying the set of canonicalequations(A1)

(A12),

equalsthe classZigK;§§.
4.2

RELATIVIZED

RELATION

ALGEBRAS

Weprovethat,for H Q {R,S}, theclasses
SR1HRRAarenitely axiomatizable
canon
ical varieties. This section is organized as follows. First, We state our main results.
Then we look at the reduct with only Booleans and composition, and show how to axiomatize that fragment. In the next subsection, we introduce the concept of a mosaic
in order to deal with the additional difficulties coming from identity and converse, and
adapt the easy proof for the composition only~reduct.
4.2.1
FINITE

MAIN

RESULTS

AXIOMATIZABILITY

The next theorem might look a bit clumsy, but it nicely shows the route we follow
when we represent an abstract algebra. First, we embed it in a complex algebra over
1A F0 definition of any class of pairframes of the form (V, Q) with {CV} C_IQ Q {Cy, FV, IV},
and V a.binary H relation (H _C_
{R, S,T}) can be derived from Kuhler [Kuh94].
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an arrow~frame(its canonicalembeddingalgebra), and then we embed this second
algebrain a complexalgebraover a pair~frame.The axiomscan be found on page34.
THEOREM4.2.1. Let H Q {R,S}. Then the classSRIHRRA is a nitely a:z:iomatizablecanonicalvariety. In particular:

BA"((A1)~<A12)>
= s(K:i&#39;>+
== s(K:::)+ = SRIRRA
BA<<A1>(Am>>
= s<K:i;>+ = s<K::is)+ = SR1sRRA
BArd((A1)"(A12)»(A14)»(A15))
2 S(Kiii2)+ --- S(K§§i12)+
7&#39;
SRIRRRA
BATel((A1)"(A15))
= s(K:as>+ = S(K::iRS)+-~ SRIMRRA
PROOF. The first equality in each row is theorem 2.4.10, the secondfollows from
lemma 4.2.3 below (use fact 2.2.5), and the third is the denition of the classes
SRIHRRA .
QED
The theoremhas the following corollary.
COROLLARY
4.2.2. Let H _C_
{R,S,T}.
able

The variety SRIHRRA is nitely ariomatiz

and only ifT ¢ H.

PRQOF. By theorems4.2.1 and 2.4.6.

QED

LEMMA4.2.3. Let H g {R,S}. ThenKm, = zigK;g;,,.
To warm up, we will provea representationtheoremfor the reduct which only contains
the compositionoperator and the Booleans. Rather surprisingly, no assumptionson
the framesare neededin order to representthem as pairframes. After that, we prove
the above lemma

in section

4.2.4.

REMARKS4.2.4. Finite axiomatizability of SRIRSRRAwas shown by R. Maddux

([Mad82],Thm 5.20). Madduxdenedan axiomaticclassWA (for weakassociativity) by keepingall RAaxioms,but replacingthe associativityaxiomwith the weaker
((id ;T);l);1 = (id ;T);(1;1),and showedthat WA equalsSRIRSRRA.The WAaxiomsare
a bit different from ours, becauseWeget our result as a byproduct of the axiomatization of SRIRRA. That this last classis nitely axiomatizablewasshownby R. Kramer

([Kra91],Thm 5.4). The proof of Krameris rathersyntacticand complicated.The
proof presentedhere usesa similar step-bystepconstruction which Maddux used in

[Mad78]to prove3axiomatizabilityof SRIRSRRA,
togetherwith the mosaicswhich
Németiintroducedin [Ném86]to provedecidabilityfor relativizedversionsof cylindric
(set)algebras.An advantage
of this proofemethod
is that it givesus easyresultsfor
reducts

as well.

2Thesituationis similarto theonewith Da,therelativized
version
of thecubiccylindricsetalgebras. To axiomatizeDu, oneneedsto weakenthe axiomwhichmakesthe cylindricationscommute.
However,with Du, the extra merrygo-round
equationis neededfor a completeaxiomatization.

3111
[Mad82},
hegivesanotherproof,not usingthestep~by~step
construction.
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DECIDABILITY

By the last theorem,the decidability results of the previouschapter also apply to the

classes
SR1};RRA.Part

of the theorembelowwasprovedby Németi(p[Ném87])
for

the class SRIR5-RRA. All other results seem to be new.

THEOREM4.2.5. Let H Q {R,S}. Then (i)«(iii) hold.
(i) The variety SRIHRRA is generatedby its nite members.
(ii) The universal theory of SRIHRRA is decidable.

(iii) UHlV(SR1yRRA)
= Univ(FinSRlHRRA).
PROOF. By theorems 4.2.1 and 3.2.1.

QED

COROLLARY
4.2.6. Let H Q {R,S&#39;,
T}. Let P beany of the properties(i)(iii) in the
previoustheorem. Then SRIHRRA has P and only ifT ¢ H.
PROOF. By theorems 4.2.5 and 2.4.6.
4.2.2

WARM

UP:

BOOLEANS

QED
WITH COMPOSITION

We presentone part of the technique~the step~bystepconstruction~which Wewill
use to prove the aboverepresentationlemma (11.2.3),using a simple example. Dene
the following two classesof frames:

KC éf {.7:=(W,C):WisasetandCQWXWXW}
Kg ¬13 {.772(V,CV): V Q UXUfor somesetU}
The next lemma is stated for nite frames only, because we wanted to make the ex~

ample as simple as possible.In the proof of 4.2.3 (the analogouslemma for the whole
language),we representframesof any cardinality.
set&#39;
LEMMA4.2.7. Everynite .776 KCis a zigzagmorphic
imageof someQ 6 KC

PROOF.Let .77= (W,C) 6 KCbe nite. Stepby step,wewill constructa setof pairs
V and a function I : V -> W. It is convenient to think of l as a labelling function,
which labels each element of V with an element of W. In each step n + 1, we will add

pairsto V", suchthat ln+1is a homomorphism
and for all pairsin V, the function
l,,+1hasthe zigzagproperty. The functionwill not havethe zigzagpropertyfor the
pairs addedin step 77.
+ 1, but we repair that in the next step. Hence,after to stepsour
zigzagrnorphismis complete.
Construction.

Let U be some countable set.

_

step 0 In this step,we ensurethat l is surjective.Let V},C U X U suchthat (1),
WV!= [V5],and (2), K]is irreflexiveanddisconnected,
that is, (V.s,rE l/};)(Vz&#39;,j
3 1) :
3; = Tj <::> 3 2 r 852&#39;
= j. Let Z0be anybijectionbetweenV0and W.
step n + 1

Let X be the (finite) set of pairs which wereaddedin the previousstep.

Foreach(um) E X and 3/,2E W suchthat Cl,,(u,v)yz,do the following:

4.2]
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Takean element11)E U whichwasnot usedbefore,and add (u,w) and
(w,v) to V. Then set l,,+;((u,w)) = y and l,,+1((w,v)) = 2 (seethe
picture below).
Dene V,,+1as the result of all theseadditions to Vn, and Zn. as the result
of these additions to l,,.

stepto
End

SetV d--&#39;3,
UK,V,,andl EfUK,In.

of construction

CLAIM.Z: V >

W is a zigzagmorphism
from C]= (V,CV)onto.75: (W,C).

PROOFOF CLAIM. The function I is surjective by step 0. The zigzag property is

immediateby the construction. To showthat l is a homomorphism
we showby
induction that it is a homomorphismafter every step. This is clear for V0, since

(Vzryz6 V0): vCV:1:y2.
Suppose
it holdsfor stepn and supposeCyzryz,and at least
one of {ar,y,z} wereaddedin the n+1~th step. SinceWetook a new point from
U for everyrepair Wemade,it followsfrom our constructionthat (3y,2 E W) :
Cl,,(sc)g/2
& l,,+1(y):: y & l,,+1(2) = 2. But thenCl,,+1(:c)l,,+1(y)l,,+1(z).
Hence,I is a
homomorphism
aftern + 1 steps.Clearly,I is a homomorphism
after the limit stepas
Well.

QED

REMARK4.2.8. The constructionusedabovecan be seenas a generalizationof the

unravelingconstruction
from standardmodallogicto binarymodalities(cf. Sahlqvist
[Sah75],
de Rijke [Rij93]).In section4.5,wewill generalize
the aboveconstructionto
operatorsof arbitrary arity. In the spirit of Proposition6.3.5in [Rij93],Wecanalso
givea direct denition of the unravelledpairframe. Let 5
= (W,C) be a frame
suchthat the subframegeneratedby {CL}is againfa. Dene the set B as the smallest
set such that

o ((a0,al),a) E B

0 s=

LetV (hf (u,v) :

E B & 3yzC3:yz
22>
{((u,s:Cwyz),y),((s:C:vyz,v),z)}Q B

v),3:)E

Using
theargument
givenin theabove
proof,

it is straightforward
to showthat B is a zigzagmorphism
from the frame(V,Cy) onto
fa.

REMARK4.2.9. To get an idea how Wewill prove a similar representationtheorem
for arrowframes,the following might be useful. Think of the abstract frame as being

built from little frames({:r,y,z},C:ryz) (:I:,y,2 neednot be different).Later,we call
these little frames mosaics. Clearly, each such frame is representableby a triangle
{(u,v), (u,w), (w,
If we neededto make a repair in the aboveconstruction, we
addedthe representationof a mosaicto the partially constructedgraph using a.fresh
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point. The intuitive idea is that in the construction we play a kind of domino game
in which the tiles (representedmosaics) may want one or more tiles being laid next
to them. If we play this game innitely, Wecan fulll the desiresof each tile, and
thereby create a zigzagrnorphicpre~imageof the frame which was to be represented.
The function will be a homomorphismpreciselybecausewe alwaystook fresh points.
REMARK 4.2.10.

The construction does not depend on the niteness of .7. A similar

constructioncan be usedto representframesof any cardinality. The only differenceis
that, in general,we haveto make innitely many repairs in the inductive step. In the
next section,we show how to changethe construction to representinnite frames as
well. Lemma 4.5.3 generalizesthe last lemma in two ways: it is about framesof any
cardinality, and it representsframeswhere C can be any relation of rank higher than
2.

APPLICATION OF THE LEMMA. The above lemma leads to the following corollary.

The argumentwhich is usedin its proof will be usedin many placesin this Work.

COROLLARY
4.2.11. BA = S(KC)+:2 S(K§e,)+is a canonicalvariety.
PROOF.S(KC)"is axiomatizable
by the BAOaxioms,
andobviouslyit is a canonical

variety(use2.2.1).Clearly,KC
set Q KC. Onthe otherhand,eachframefromKCis
a zigzagmorphic
imageof a framefrom Kit, by 4.2.7and 4.2.10(or alternativelyby

4.5.3)4.
But then,by duality,(KC)+Q S(KC
S(KC)+= S(KC
set)+. Hence
set)+.
4.2.3

REPRESENTATION

QED

BY MOSAICS

We now introduce the secondconceptof our method: mosaics.The next denition is

a bit moregeneralthan neededfor our presentpurposes,but this generalityWill be
usefulwhen dealingwith reducts. We shall expandthe similarity type of arrow-Mframes

with thetwopartialfunctions and

Whena mosaic
belongs
to the classKfl,

wecandeletetheseexpansions
again,because
thesefunctionsaredenablethere(see
2.4.7).

DEFINITION
4.2.12 (Mosmcs). Let fr-(W,C,f,(.),,(.),,i) be an arrowframeex~
pandedwith partial functionsf,
and
(i) .7:is an (:3,y, z)mosaiciii {:c,y,2} Q W (cc,y, 2 neednot be different),Cacyz
holds,
andthereis no propersubsetof W whichcontains{:1:,y, 2} andwhichis closedunder
the functions f,

and

Theelements
at,y,z arethegenerators
of the (ac,
y,2)--mosaic.
(ii) An (m,y,2)-«mosaic
.7is repairable
if thereexistsapairframe((u,U),(u,w),(w,v))~
mosaicgm,-,(V)with base{u,v,w} (u,v,w neednot be different),and a surjective
function

I :V >

F such that

o l(u,v) = 3:,l(u,w) = y andl(w,v) = z,
Lemma4.2.7givesus onlythat S(KC)&#39;l"
2 HSP(KC
way.It is
set)+. It doessoin the following
obvious
that KCallowsltrations(anyltration works),soS(KC)+ = HSP(FinKC)+.
Nowapplythe
lemma (and use the fact that SPK 2 SPSK).
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o l is a homomorphism for CV,

0 (Vs E V) : lys <==>ll(s) and
0 l commuteswith f,
and
in the following strong sense:lfvs = fls means
that if onesideis defined,then alsothe other, otherwiseboth sidesare undened,
and similar for
and
&#39;
We call the tuple (Q1m,.(V
),l, (u,v,w)) a repair of .75. Sometimeswe also call the
pair-frame QW~,(V)a repair of .77.

REMARK4.2.13. It is easyto seethat in theclassof locallysquarepair~frarnes
K331,
everymosaicis oneof the threesquarepair-fran1es
in gure 4.1below.In case1, the
mosaicis generatedby one identity arrow; in case2, one of the three generatorsis an
identity arrow, and in case3 none of the generatorsis an identity arrow. The set of
mosaics

can be described

as follows:

{~*"pm({(u»v):(u»w)»(w»v)}
UX})= X E {<u»u)a(v.v>a(w,w).<v.u>,(w:u)«(vlw)}
and u, v, 21)not necessarilydifferent}

0
I

3

2

(4.1)

Mosaicswill be usedin the step~bystepconstruction to repair a situation Wherewe
havea pair 5 in the partially constructedgraph, and Cl,,(s)yz& »|y& ~42holds in the

frameto be represented.
ThenWewill add a repairof the (l,,(s),y, z)~mosaic
to the
partially constructedgraph. The denition of a repairensuresthat we only haveto
repair these situations.

The following fact will be useful later on.

FACT4.2.14. Let .7:be an (:2:,y,z)~rnosaic
and (Q,,,m.(V),l,
(u,v,w)) a repairof .73.
Then

(i) For everypoint :9E F , andfor everypair 8 E V suchthat l(s) 2 x, and for every
function1,(.)g,(.),, the functionis denedon 9:if andonly if it is denedon .5.
(ii) If we Viewthe partial functions as relations, then:

0 Zis a surjectivehomomorphism
from g,,.,,»,.(V)
onto.73,
0 Zhas the zigzagproperty for L1,
PROOF. Immediateby the denitions.

and
QED
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MOSAICS

The next proposition contains the heart of the proof of lemma 4.2.3. VVeonly need
the axioms in the proof of this proposition. For gluing mosaics together, no additional

axiomsareneeded,
just asin the composition-only
case.Recallthat Kffi is the class
of arrow-frameswhich satisfy conditions (C1) - (C12)from 2.4.9.

PROPOSITION
4.2.15.
Every(a:,y,z)~mosaic
.7 E Ki?is repairable.
(ii) Every(:c,y,z)~~mosaic
.7:E Ki?is uniquelyrepairable
up to isomorphism.Hence,
given a base{u,v,w} we can speakaboutthe repair of .7

(iii)Llet
HC;{R,S}.If an(.r,y,z)
mosaic
.7belongs
toKm],
then
itsrepair
belongs
to K::tH&#39;A

PROOF.

Let .776 K3 be an (:z:,y,z)~-mosaic.
In the proof, we usethe KS

theorems(Tg)"(T3)from 2.4.7. Recall that these theoremsshould be read as if the
functions are partial (e.g., 2:;= y; meansthat either they are both undened, or they
are both definedand :13;
= 3/1).
VVeget the first insight by looking at the possibleI valuation of the generators.r, y
and 2. The third column in the table below expressesthe fact that if two of the three

generatorsare identity arrows,then so is the third one. Sowe haveonly the caseswith
three, one or zero identity generators. All theseresults follow from conditions (011)
and (C12).The results in the last column follow from (T11) (T3) and (06). This will
become obvious if we look at the casesseparately below.

(9: y z result
1 I

I

2
3

I
I

I

4

I

I sizeof domainF

I rzyzrz
I

impossible
impossible

I

impossible

I

as= 2 ¢ y
=y# 2

~"v#y,a3#Z

5

I

6
7
8

I

[FI = 1

2SIFI.<.4
2 3 [F] g 4
2S
3 4
1S I I S 9

We will look at the remaining casesone by one.

case 1. In case1, by (T1),the mosaicconsistsof just one element,and clearly that
is isomorphicto the pair~fran1e.7,,,m({(u,
case 4. In case4, (C6) and (C1) imply f(y) 2 2 & f(z) = 3;. By (T3) and (T1), we
have 9: = 931r: at, = fr : y; = 2... If y,. is not defined, the domain of the mosaic equals

{:1:,3,1,2},
andwerepairit by the pairframeat the right in figure 4.2.
Thesegures shouldbe read as follows. At the left, we draw the mosaicwhich is to
be repaired.and at the right the repair. An :1:attachedto an arrow (u, v) meansthat
:1:is representedby (u, v) (in other words l(u, v) =2
It followsfrom the argumentgivenabovethat the ((u, u), (u, w), (w, u))-~-mosaic
and
the function I as given in figure 4.2 form a repair of the mosaic at the left. This is
easily checked using the provided pictures.
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w

y<)
Z

x=xl=xr=fx O
x

(4.2)

We continue with case4. If yr is defined, (C4) (becauseCyyyr & Fyz) implies that

Cyrzy- By (T1)?yr : (3/r)r: (yr)! 2

Againby (T3):21= yr: SOWeadd <w1w)

to the mosaic,and set l(w, w) = y. (seegure 4.3).
This picture really coverstwo cases:the one Wherey 762, and the onewherey = 2
(which implies that :2:= yr). For the argumentgiven above,this distinction doesnot
matter: so we really coveredboth cases.All argumentsin the sequelcover the cases
when someof the points in the mosaichappento be equal.
In a case4 mosaic,the functions f,
and
cannot generatefurther points, so
we are done.

yr=zl
;1\_

yr

.i..........
.......

1

r

w

y()2

x==xl=xr=fx
O
X

(4.3)

cases 6 and 7. If the functions are all dened, cases6 and 7 are very similar to

case4. Wetreat case6 only. Case7 mosaicsarehandledsimilarly.If an,andf
are
not dened,we represent3:by (um) (u 75v), and y by (u,u), and we are done(see
gure 4.4). If as,is dened,Weadd(12,
7,1)
aswell,andsetl(v,11) z: x:,. If
is defined,
(C5)impliesCyxf and (if at,is denedasWell)Crrf
whichlandsusbackin the
two situationsof case4. Wetreatedall possiblecase6 mosaics.
y=yl=yPfy=x1

x=z

V
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Z(w,v) 2 2, and u,7.),ware all different. Dependingon the presenceof other arrows
in the mosaic,we have to add more pairs. First, suppose3:;is dened. Then by (T3),
2:;r: y;, and we can representit by (u,
Similarly for y, =: 2:;and 2, = :1:,.If f
is
dened, we needto representthat by (w,
Then Cg/(w,22),(w, u), (a, v), but by (C4)
also Czf(y)a:(seegure 4.5).

fy...........

Z

W

Eh
v

(4.5

Use (C5) in the similar situation wheref(z) is defined,and (C4) and (C5) when two or
more of f(;1:),f
and f
are dened. To seethat the function I behavescorrectly on
parts like {(21,u), (u, w), (w, u), (w, w)}, reasonasin case4. If all functions are dened,
the representation looks as in gure 4.6.
1:21

fz

X1-Y

xr-:2r

fx

»

(4.6)

We covered all case8 mosaics. So Wecovered all possible mosaics, and we have nished

the proof of part
of the proposition. Parts (ii) and (iii) are immediateby the proof
of part (i), in combinationwith fact 4.2.14(i).
QED
MOSAICS OF AN ARROWFRAME. Mosaics are very small arrowframes which tend

to live in biggerframes.ForanarroW»frame
.77= (W,C,f, I) E KW,wedenethenotion
of an (x,y,z)~mosaic of .77as follows. An (.7:,y,z)-mosaicQ is an (a3,y,z)~mosaicof
f if G E W and the relations in Q are the restrictions of the relations in .7: to G. We

can say the following things about these (ac,y, z)~mosaicsof f.

FACT4.2.16.
K;;&#39;
.

Let H Q {R,S}. If./7E K:.%1,
thenevery(a:,y,z)m0saicoff is in

(ii)Hlf
.77
EKffl,and
{a:,y,2}
_C_
Fsuch
thatCzcyz,
then
there
exists
aunique
(:1:,y,z)~

mosaic

of .77.

(iii) If .77E Kifl, and

or

is a total function,then everypoint in F belongsto

some(:c,y,z)~mosa.icof F.

(iv) If T 6 K3, and both

and

are not total functions,then the only points

which are not part of any (22,3;,z)mosaic of .7 are those points 1: suchthat alas,and
which generatea subframeconsistingonly of
or of {safer}. Each such (point-
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LEMMA 4.2.3

We are ready for the proof of 4.2.3. We first give a sketchof the proof, after that we
dene the construction formally.

PROOF-IDEA.Let .7: (W,C,F,I) E KI?bearbitrary.Let M bethe setof all (m,y, 2)
mosaics of .77. We want to copy the step~by~step procedure from 4.2.7. There, our

mosaicsweremuch simpler, and all of them could be repairedin the sameway. In the
presentproof, we repair whole mosaicsat once. Then it is easy to seethat we only
needto repair situationswherewe haveCl(;z:)yz&-1|y& -vlz. (Sowe only needto repair
case4 and case8 mosaics.) Sincewe know that we can repair eachmosaic,we know
that we can make any necessary reparation. So, by construction, we ensure that the

function I has the zigzagproperty. The more difficult questionis whether the function
l is a homomorphism. In the simple situation of 4.2.7, Wecould prove that l was a
homomorphism,becausewe took fresh points everytime we connectedtwo mosaicsin
the representation. Since we took fresh points there, no other CV relations came into

existencein the representation,except the ones we explicitly constructedourselves.
But here Wecan alwaystake fresh points too, becausewe only need to add mosaics
with CZ(:r)yz& ply & -vlz, whencewe should represent3/and 2 by nonidentity pairs.

But then, againthe only new Cg/~relations
are the onesof the added(represented)
mosaic.

PROOFOFLEMMA4.2.3. Let H Q {R,S}. We haveto showthat the classKm,
equalsthe classZigK§:iH. The validity argumentsin the beginningof section2.4.3
showthat 1,
Q
SinceKm, is closedunderzigzagmorphism,
this implies
ZigK:::HQ
The othersidefollowsimmediatelyfrom the next two statements.
(i) Every.77E KI?is a zigzagmorphic
imageof someQ 6 Kg.
(ii) Let X Q {(013),(C34),((715)).If in addition.7 |= X, thenalsoQ l: X.
(i). Let .772(W,C,F,l) E KI?be arbitrary. Let M be the set of all (:v,y,2)mosaics
of .77.By 4.2.16,everymosaicin A4 belongsto Kffl. So,by 4.2.15,all of them are
repairable. We now definethe necessaryconstruction,interspersingit with the argument why it works.
Construction

Let U be an innite set suchthat {U} 2
\/Vewill usethe elementsof U to construct
the pairs of the representation.The condition ensuresthat U is large enoughfor this

purpose.
LetP dz-if
{:13
E W 2(Vyz)-1(Cxy2VCy:1:zV
Cyza:))
bethesetof loosepoints
(pointswhicharenot part of any mosaic).Werepresentthe subframes
generated
by
theseloosepoints as stated in fact 4.2.16.(iv). l.e., by a subset7"ep(P)of U X U, such
that all the representations are pairwise disjoint.

step 0 Let V0C U X U be the pairwise disjoint union of rep(P) and all representations

of mosaics
in M suchthat {U\ Base(V},)|
=
representations.

Let Inbe thefunctiongivenby these
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CLAIM 1. Z0is a surjective homomorphism which satises the zigzag property for I, F
and the substitution functions. This last claim is spelled out below.

(Va:6 V9) : Flg(x)y
=> (3y&#39;
E V0) : F/my& l0(y) : y
(Va:6 V3) : Clo(a:)lg(.r)y& ly :» (3y&#39;
6 Va) : Cvzzry& l0(y) = y

(V3:6 V3): Cl0(:r)yl0(:2:)
& ly =3>(3y 6 Va): CVa:y:L&#39;
& l0(y) = y
PROOFOF CLAIM. Z0is surjective,becausewe representedall loosepoints, and (see
4.2.16) all other points belong to at least one mosaic. By fact 4.2.l6.(iv), Z0is a
zigzagmorphismfor the part rep(P). Z0is a homomorphism,because,by 4.2.15 it
is one for every mosaic separately, and all the representations of separate mosaics

and rep(P) are disjoint. The function lg satises the zigzagproperty for l, F and the
substitution functions, because we represented mosaics.

4

step n+1 Let X" be the set of pairs which were addedin the previous step. Create
for each3 E X a function5 gs : {yz : Cl,,(s)yz & *-«ly& 1lz} > (U \ Base(V,,))such
that

I all g3s are injective,
0 the ranges of the g3s are pairwise disjoint, and

&#39;
lU \ Usex,.(g2)|= W
Sucha set of functions clearly exists. They guaranteethat we usea brand new element
from U for every mosaicwe add, and that the set U \ Base(V,,+1)stays large enough
to continue the construction using new elements.

For every 3 E X,,, and for every 3;,2 E W such that Cl,,(s)yz & =|y& -«lz, we repair

the (ln(s),y,z)~mosaic
of .7 by the ((sg,s1),(sg,g3(yz)),
(gs(yz),s1))«mosaic,
and add
that representationto V", in this way creating V,,+,. Dene In as the extensionof Zn
in which the new pairs are mappedas given by the repairs of the mosaics.This can be
described formally as follows: dene

REPCg (.77,,a.+(S&#39;),
h,(sg,s1,g3(yz)))
:3 EX, Cl,,(s)yz
& -wly
& -«I2and
(.77,,.m(.S&#39;),
h, (30,s1,g3(yz)))is the repairof the (l,,(s).y, z)~mosaic
of .75}
Then

set:

Vn+1
ln+1

II

V71U
I" U

3<]:P¢l§7(S)vha(30a51:g8(yZ)))
E REPni
: (fP0iT(S)7hv
(S0331vg3(yZ)))
E REPW}

In is well defined,because
for everyrepair(.7L-W,-r(S),
h, (30,31,gs(yz)))E REP and
for every 1 E S O V it holds that Mr) 2 ln(r). This follows from the denition of
repair of a mosaic.

CLAIM 2. Let n < asbe arbitrary. Then (i)~(iii) below hold.
(i) Znis a surjectivehomomorphism;
(ii) In satises the zigzagproperty for l and F;
(iii) Let n > 0. ln satises the zigzagproperty for C for all elementsof V,,_1,i.e.,

(V36 V,,_1)(\/yzE W) 2(Cl,,.1(s)yz:» (33/,2E V) 2CVsy&#39;z&l,,(y&#39;)
= y&l,,(2) 2 2:).
5If f : X +
range of f.

Y then we use f(X)

or if the domain is clear by the context~ f to denote the
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PROOFOF CLAIM. The proof is by induction on 72.By the previous claim, (i), (ii)
and (iii) restricted to the substitution functions hold for lo and VB.Assumethey hold
for Znand V.

(i). Supposea pair 3 was added in the n+1th step. Since 5 is part of a mosaic,
homomorphism is guaranteed for Iv and FV. For CV we are in precisely the same

simple situation as before. Sincewe alwaysusedfresh points, 5 will only stand in CV
relations with elementsof the mosaicit is a part of, and they are guaranteedby the
mosaic proposition.

(ii). That Zn has the zigzagproperty for l and F is, given that 1,,has, immediate
because we represented whole mosaics.

(iii). Supposes wasaddedin step 72and Cl,,(s)3/2.If -wlyand ~1l2,we addedthe needed
previmagesin step n+1. In the three other cases,the neededpre~imagesare either 3
itself or (sg,s0) or (s1,s1), and since3 is part of a mosaic,thesewere why induction
hypothesis» already in V". &#39;

4

step(.0.SetV iii um, V, andH-3UN, 1,,
End

of construction

CLAIM3. l is a zigzagmorphismfrom the pair~frame.7~",,,,,~,(V)
onto the arrowwframe
J.

PROOFOF CLAIM. l is surjectiveby step 0. ln is a homomorphismfor every step, so
I is one too. I is zigzag, because each added point is repaired in the next step.

4

With the last claim we nished the proof of part
of the lemma. We are almost done.
(ii). If T satises oneor more of the conditions(C13),(C14),(C15),this meansthat the
correspondingfunction is alwaysdened. Hence,by 4.2.14.(i),in everyrepresentation
of a mosaic the corresponding function is always dened, so the representation veries
these conditions.
QED
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Welook at subreducts
of SRIHRRA,for eachH Q {R,S, T}. For Q Q {id," , ;} and
H Q {R,S,T}, we denote the ({V,/\, -,0, 1} U Q)~subreductof the classSRIHRRA
by SRlgRdQRRA. This notation is warranted,because(cf. [I-lMT71]):
SRdQSRlHRRA= SRdQRlHRRA= SRl;;RdQRRA

(4.7)

REMARK4.3.1. Andréka~Nérneti[ANS94a]showedthat wheneverT E H and ; E
Q, the classSRl;;RdQRRA is neither nitely axiomatizablenor decidable. For this
reason,we concentrateon the casewithout T. The casewhere T E H and ; ¢ Q is
uninteresting,becausetransitivity does not inuence the behaviour of the operators

exceptcomposition.WheneverQ Q {idf }, 4.8 belowholds (cf. [ANS94a],Thm
2.1.64).

=

=
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AXIOMATIZABILITY

We start our investigation with an easy theorem.

THEOREM4.3.2. For any Q Q {id," , ;} and H Q {R,S,T}, the classSRlgRdQRRA
is a quasiwariety.

PROOF. This follows from the universal algebraicfacts (cf. [HMT71] and [HMT85])
that (1) RRA is a variety, henceit is closedunder S1-Up,(2) the operator SPUp
commuteswith SR1 and SRd, (3) 4.7 above,and (4) every classclosedunder SPUp
is a quasi~variety.

QED

In virtue of the above theorem we will investigate for all interesting choices of Q and H

whether the classSRlHRdqRRA is a variety. It turns out that, for every Q, the class
SRlRdQRRA is a nitely axiomatizablecanonicalvariety. If we considersubreducts
for other choices of H, the situation is not so uniform. Some are not varieties, some
are, and for some, we dont know the answer. Table 4.1 lists the results we do have. As

a contrast, we add the results for subreductsof RRA (recall that RRA= SR1R5TRRA)
in the fth column. Theseresultscan be found in [ANS94a].It is easyto showthat the
subreducts of RRA with composition are varieties, because they have a discriminator
term. This is not the casewhen we do not have a transitive relation. For completeness
sake, we add the results for the full language at the bottom.
HOW TO READ TABLE 4.1.
reduct

involved.

The

next

In the left column, We list the operators of the sub-

four

columns

stand

for

the four

different

relativizations

we have studied in the previous section. Each item in the table stands for the class

SRlHRdQRRA in which Q is given by the row and H by the column. A V means
that the classSRIHRIIQRRAis a nitely axiornatizablecanonicalvariety. We give the
axiomatizations in table 4.2 below. With V* we denote that the class is a Variety, but
it is not axiomatizable by nitely many equations. A QV means that the class is not

a variety,but it is a nitely axiornatizable
quasiwvariety,
and a QV?denotesthat we
only know that it is a quasi~variety(it might still be a variety).

any
relation

reexive symmetric reexiveand T re., symm.and 1
relation

relation

symmetric rel.

transitive rel.

SRIRRASRIRRRA
SRl5RRASRlR5RRA
+tSRIRSTRRA
= RRA
id
"

V
V

QV
QV

L", id
;

V
v

QV
QV7

;,V

V

QV?

;,id L v

;," ,id

v

V

TABLE

V
4.1:

SUBREDUCTS

V
V

QV _
QV

V
QV
Qv&#39;- Qv"
V

Qv?
V

or

RELATIVIZED

QV
QV

QV
v*

QV?

V*

Qv? +

v*

V

RELATION

V*

ALGEBRAS

3
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We summarize the axiomatization results in the following theorem. We prove them in
section

4.3.1.

The axioms

THEOREM 4.3.3.

are listed

in table

4.2.

The following classes are all nitely

aaviomatizablecanonical vari-

eties:

(VQ _C_
{;," ,id}) : SRlRdQRRA
SRl5Rd{;d}RRA
(\7{} Q6) Q {;,",id}) : SRlgRdQRRA
SR1RRd{,,;d}RRA

COCO
DECIDABILITY

OF THE REDUCTS

Above, we have stated that WheneverT E H and ; E Q, the equational theory of the
resulting class is undecidable. For all other classesin table 4.1, the results are positive.
THEOREM 4.3.4. Let K be any class occuring in table 4.1. The universal theory of K
is decidable if and only if K is not marked with V*.

PROOF. The undecidability results can be found in [ANS94a]. Here, we prove decidability for all classesnot marked with V*. For the three quasi-varieties in the last

column, the claim followsfrom (4.8) aboveand the argumentgiven below. So we are
left with the first four columns. By 4.2.5, we know that the universal theories of the first

four classesin the bottom row are decidable.The following chain of reasoningshows
that we can decide universal sentencesin the reductrlanguage, using a decision proce-

dure for the full language.Let gt be a universalsentencein the reduct Q Q {id," , ;}.
Then:

SRlHRdQRRA
SRdQSRlHRRA
RdQSRlHRRA
SRIHRRA

l:
}:
}:
l:

(/2 4::->
(by equality (4.7) above)
¢ ¢=:> (universalsentencesare preservedunder S)
¢ 4:»
((35
is in the languageof
¢
QED

There is also an oppositedirection possible.Instead of taking reducts, we can expand
the language with operators like the cylindrifications C0and C1,or the universal rnodal~

ity O which are termmdenablein RRA (though not alwayswhen we relativize). We
can also expand the language with operations which are not even RRA denable, such
as the Kleene *. We will look at this direction of research in the next section, and in
chapter 6.

4.3.1

AXIOMATIZINGTHE REDUCTS

We investigate the reducts in table 4.1, following the order of that table. Here is a
sketch

for the first

four

cases.
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COMPOSITION

ONLY IDENTITY. It is straightforward to see that this subreduct is axiomatizable

by the BA axioms WheneverH = IDor H 2 S. Relativizing with a reexive (and
symmetric) relation doesnot yield a variety. To seethis, take the complexalgebraof

the squarepairframe.7}m&#39;r(2{u,
v}) (u,# 12).It is easyto checkthat relativizingwith
{(u, 12),(1),

is a homomorphismonto the 4~elementBA in which id = 0. Clearly,this

algebrais not representable
asa (subalgebra
of a) complexalgebraof a reexive(and
symmetric)pairframe.Hence,for H 2 or H = R3, theclassSRlHRd{;d}RRA
is not
closed under homomorphisms: so it is not a variety. It is a nitely axiomatizable quasi-

variety,however.If we add the quasiwequation
(id = 0 => 0 := 1) to the BA axioms,then
every non~trivial algebra contains a non-zero identity. This quasi-equation denes the

frame condition El;r(a:= 2:) => 3;z:(la:).
ONLY CONVERSE. The subreduct with only converseis axiomatizable by axioms (A1)

and (Aw). This follows from 4.2.16.(iv). If we want a symmetric relativization, we
add axiom (A13). The counterexamplegiven in the previousparagraphshows,here as
Well,that relativizing with a reexive relation is not a variety. But this is repairable
by adding the quasi~~equation
(TV : 7&#39;
=> 1 = 0) which denes the frame condition
3a:(3c
= x) => 3m(fat2:
CONVERSE
AND IDENTITY. Clearly, it is sufficientto add axiom (A3) to the axioms
given above to get axiomatizationsfor SRlRd{;d,~}RRA and SRl5Rd{;d,v}RRA, respectively. Again, the abovecounterexamplekills the reexive relativization. Adding
the quasi~equation(id =20 21>0 = 1) helps us out here.
CONVERSE,IDENTITY AND THE SUBSTITUTIONS. If we add the substitution opera-

tors S?and 5,1,
to the similaritytype of converse
and identity,then all relativizations
becomenitely axiomatizablecanonicalvarieties. Becausetransitivity also doesnot

inuencethe behaviourof the substitutions,it holdsthat SR1R5Rd{;d3~sés(£}RRA
2

SRd{;d!-5i],5c1>}RRA.
Theseresultshold,because
the prooffor the reexiveandsymmetric casein [ANS9--la]
(Thin 2.1.64)goesthrough.
RBIDUCTS WITH

COMPOSITION

The subreducts considered so far were extremely simple, becausethere were only nitely

many nite subdirect irreducible algebrasto consider.. If We add composition, we

get innitely many subdirectirreduciblealgebras(e.g.,everycomplexalgebraof a
connecteddirected graph is one). In order to axiomatizethesesubreducts,Weuse the
stepby~stepconstruction and the mosaicidea again. In the construction,no axioms
are needed,so it again sufficesto seewhether we can repair mosaics.The proofs are
simple adaptationsof the proof for the full language.We sketchthe changesinvolved.
ONLY COMPOSITION. For arbitrary relativizations, We treated this subreduct already
in 42.11.

For the others, we do not know the answer.
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COMPOSITIONAND CONVERSE. If we consider both converse and composition, the
representation is a simple adaptation of the case with only composition. Dene mo«

saicsas before, but forget about the functions for $3,and 5? (so they are only closed
under conversearrows). Representeachmosaicusing non~identitypairs only. It is
straightforward to seethat we only need (A4) and (A5) besidesthe converseaxioms
(A1) and (A10). For a symmetricrelativization, it is enoughto add (A13). We do not
know the answer for reexive and for reexiveand~symn1etric relativizations.

COMPOSITION
ANDIDENTITY. This subreductis the most interestingone. In several
applicationsof arrow logic, the converseoperatordoesnot havea natural interpretation,
so it would be nice if it is not needed. It is also interesting, becausewe do need an
extra axiom besides the ones mentioning composition and identity we had already. In

a sense,this subreductshowsthe hidden power of the axiom (A4) (recall that (A4)
is the RA axiom (R/15)). We do not know whether relativizing with symmetric or
reexiveandsymmetric

relations is a variety.

We use the same construction as before. Redene the concept of a mosaic by
forgetting the function for converse. VVehave to repeat the analysis of 4.2.15, and check

carefully whetherwe usedaxiomsmentioningconverseto prove somethingconcerning
identity and composition only. Clearly, we need all axioms which do not mention
converse. Having them, we get the same five possible situations as in the proof of

4.2.15. For case1, we do not needconverse.In case4, Weusedcondition (C4), which
mentions the frame relation F for converse, to show that, if 3/1was defined, we had
Cylzy. So here we need a new axiom, namely

(C22) Cr;/2 & lac& Cyyv & Iv ==>
Cozy
In cases6, 7 and 8, there are no conversearrows. So,if we find a canonicalequation
dening (C22),we are done. We proposethe following:
(A22) (X3(ld/\(Y§X)))§YS " id
PROPOSITION
4.3.5. Assumecondition(C12). Thenfor any arrowframe .7:r: (W, C, I),
«.7l: (C22) ¢=> .77|=(/122). The equation(A22)is canonical.
PROOF. (A22)is a Sahlqvist equation. A positive equation which doesthe samejob
wasfound by Andras Simon. It is id /\((x;(y /\ id));z) g (x;(y /\ id /\(z;x)));z.
QED
Clearly,if we add axioms(A14)and (A15)to the onesabove,Weget an axiomatization
for the reflexive

relativization.

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS. We summarize these results about subredncts in ta-

ble 4.2. We do not mention the BAO axioms in this table, but of course they are
assumed

as well.
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Axiomatizable by axioms

VSRlRd{;d}RRA(0
SRl3Rd{;d}RRA (0
SRlRd{v}RRA

(A1),

SRl5Rd{~»
}RRA
(A1),
)
(A
(A10):(A13)
SRlRd{v,;d}RRA (A1, (A3): (A10)
SR1SRd{v,;d}RRA(A3, (A3l:(A1o)a(A13)

)

SRlRd{;}RRA
0)
SR1Rd{;,v}RRA (A1),(A4):(As)»(Am)
SR15Rd{;,v}RRA (A1),(A4 (A5),(Am),(A13)

SR1Rd{;;d}RRA
(A2),
(A7A9;
). .4
)- (
L(A2),(A7)(
J SR1RRd{;,;d}RRA
TABLE

4.2-.

AXIOMATIZATIONS

or

.0411),(A12),(A22)
C414)»
(A15):(A22) __...
9 »(A11):U112)»
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4.4

ADDING

THE DIFFERENCE

OPERATOR

-.

We add the dzerence operator to the similarity type of relation algebras. This operator

addsquite someexpressivepowerto the language(seee.g.,de Rijke [Rij93], Sain[Sai88],
Venema[Ven91]).A variety with this operator becomesa discriminator variety, so all
the powerful tools and techniques of these varieties become available. The difference

operator is a natural operator to add to this similarity type. As is shownin [Ven91l,
it is termwdenableson the square algebrasof relations. It is howevernot terrn~
denable on the relativized oneswe studied in this chapter7.It will turn out that if we
add the difference operator to the variety SRIRSRRA, We keep decidability and nite
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For x Q VV,set:

DWX if {w¬W:(3vvEW):v;£w&vEx}
<>Wxltd {wEW:(3vEW):vEx}
If thereis no dangerof confusion,
wesuppress
the superscriptWwith theseoperations
(but it shouldbenotedthat their behaviourdepends
on the choiceof W). Forobvious
reasons,the operation D is called the dzerenceoperator. 0 is the universalmodality
we saw before. It is easy to seethat we can ternrdene the universal modality as

Oxlg DxUx. SinceD is a unaryoperator,
its meaning
is givenon frames
by a
binary relation. On the intended concrete framesthis will be the inequalityrelation,
on abstract

frames we will use the letter R for this relation.

VVe will also use the

notation given above for abstract operators.

For H Q {R, S,T}, wedenethe followingclasses
of framesandalgebras.

KD::iH
% {f=<v,cv,t».:v,¢> =<v.cv,fv.Iv><:K::iH}
SRlHRRA+
D E sP(KD;:§,,)+
is-sP{(ap(V),oV,-1,
ldv,DV): V is anH relation}
RRA+D
% SP{f= (V,CV,FV,
lV,;é): V = U x U forsome
setU}+
REMARK4.4.2. As we said, RRA is term~denably equivalent with RRA+D (cf.
[Ven91]Prop 3.3.8). On the other hand, RRA= SRIRSTRRA,but RRA+ D is a strict
subvariety of SRlR5TRRA+D. It is strict, becausethe equality Dx 2: (1;x;- id) V
( id ;x;1) (i.e., the denition of D on the squares)doesnot hold in the latter class. In
this section, We concentrate on the class SRlR5RRA+ D.

AXIOMATIZABILITY. The next theoremis a joint result with SzabolcsMikulas, lstvan
Németi

and Andras

Simon.

THEOREM4.4.3. SRIRSRR/\+D is a nitely aziomatizablecanonicalvariety.

A purelyalgebraic
proof,withoutanycorrespondence
resultscanbefoundin [MMNS94].
Herewewill followanotherroad8.Weshowthat the classSR1RSRR/\+D equalsa finite axiomatizablecanonicalvariety S(K)+ for K someclassof arrovwframesexpanded
with a binary relation R. We provethe theoremin section4.4.3.
DECIDABILITY. Since we enlargedthe expressivepower of our languageconsider~
ably, getting closerto the undecidablevariety RRA,it becomesan interesting question
Whetheror not the equationaltheory of the classSRlR3RRA+D is decidable,or even
generatedby its finite members.The rst questionis answeredpositively, the second
is still open.
3It is quite interestingto see,how the two differentstylesof proof lead to two quite different
axiomatizations.The axiomsgiven here are the equationscorresponding
to the (intuitive) frame
conditions,whichwefoundin the representation
proof. The axiomsgivenin [MMNS94]are a direct
description of the behaviour of the difference operator, and are maybe more intuitive as (quasi
)equa.tionsthemselves.
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THEOREM
4.4.4 (ANDR1§KA,
MIKULAS,NE;MET1).
The equotional theory of SRlg5RRA+ D is decidable.

Paoor.

Cf. [AMN94].

QED

4.4.2

FIRST EXERCISE:

BOOLEAN

ALGEBRAS WITH

D

To get someintuition about the differenceoperator, we briey sketchhow it behaves
when added to BA. The difficulties we encounterlater are very similar to those in

this simplecase.A goodoverviewarticleon D is chapter3 in de Rijke [Rij93]. Theorems4.4.5 and 4.4.6 below were proved independentlyby severalauthors; for their
history, see[Rij93].
Dene KDM as the classof all framesJ7 = (l/V,
Recall that BA can be dened
as IS{13(W) : W is a set}. We dene the classBA+ D as follows:

BA+D lg SP(KDm)+(lgSP{(SB(W),
DW): W is someset}
Dene the classKD as the classof all frames.772 (W, R) satisfyingconditions(C15)and

(C17)below. BAD((/115)
- (/-117))
denotesthe classof all BAOsof BAOtype (D,1)
which satisfy equations(A16)and (A17)below.

(015) Rosy
=>Rya:
(A15) X/\ Dy 3 D(y/\ Dx)
(C17) R:z:y&Ryz=>:6= zV Rxz (A17) DDX 3 (XV Dx)
Note that these two equationsensurethat the dened 0 becomesa complemented

closureoperator(in modallogicalterms:an S5-typemodality).
THEOREM
4.4.5. BAD((A16)
- (A17)) = S(KD)+= BA+ D
PROOF. The first equality follows from the positive form of the equations. Because

BA+D is denedas SP(KD_m)+,
it is sufficientto showthat 1) KDM Q KD, and 2)
everyframein KD is a disjointunionof zigzagmorphic
imagesof framesfrom KDM.
Clearly(C16)and(C17)holdfor theinequalityrelation,so1) holds.To showthe second
equality,we reasonat the framelevel. To pin downthe inequalityrelation,we need
that it is irreemive and almost universal.

(Irr) (VJ?):-vRa::1:
(AU) (Vnzy): :1:953;=> Rwy
Becauseirrefiexivity is not preservedunder zigzagmorphisms,it is not denable by

an equation.(AU) is not denableeither,becauseit is not preserved
underdisjoint
unions. The next picture showsan averageKD frame. It -consistsof a disjoint union of
frames in which R is almost universal.
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SoWeknow that the problemsare causedby disjoint unionsand zigzagmorphisms.As
happened before however, they can be solved by them as well.

CLAIM. Every .7: E KD is a disjoint union of zigzagmorphicimagesof frames from
KD.set-

PROOFOF CLAIM. The disjoint union part is clear by the picture. Let F = (l/V,R) l:
(AU In order to Showthat T is a zigzagniorphicimage of a frame (l/V&#39;,;é),
we

just haveto copytheR-~refle:m&#39;ve
points.So,let W gf W U {;r : Rccat},
anddene
Q::(l/V
l(3:) 2: 1:.

Dene the obvious zigzagmorphisml

2 W + W, as

= :1:and
4

The theoremfollowsfrom the claim using 2.2.5,2.2.6and the universalalgebraicfact
that PS 3 SP.

QED

THEOREM4.4.6. Eq(BA+ D) is decidable.
PROOF. Take a minimal ltration

that the ltration satises (AU

of a KDM model. It is straightforward to show

Henceit satises (C15)and (C17). By 4.4.5 this is

enough.
4.4.3

QED
CORRESPONDENCE

AND REPRESENTATION

We prove the nite axiomatizability result for SRlR5RRA+ D in the same spirit as we
did without the D operator. First we dene a nitely axiornatizable class of arrow~
frames expanded with a binary relation R. Then we show that each frame of that class

canbe represented
asa memberof KD:::RS.
CORRESPONDENCE

Denethefollowingabbreviationsgz
domxif id/\(x;1) andranX(1.?
id/\(1;x). Recall
that Oxwasdened usingthe differenceoperatorasXVDx. VVeabbreviate(:17= yVRa:y)
by Um. Consider the conditions (C18) (C23)in table 4.3 below on arroW~fraInes
F =(W,C,F,(.);, (.),.,l,R) expandedwith a binary relation R, which interprets the
differenceoperator. VVeassumethat
and
are total functions. Conditions
(C33)and (C19)expressthat the frame relation for the universal modality 0 contains
all other frame relations. We will use (C20)in its equivalentform cc;= y1& y, =
Z1& R9:,.z, ¢ Cxyz. If R would be the inequality relation, then (C21)states that an
arrow is uniquely determinedby its domain and range, and (C20)together with its
inverseCwyz2:»:17;
= guy, = 21854,. 2 st, (i.e., (T3)), states that compositioncan be
characterized in terms of the domain and range functions. Clearly, whenever R is the
inequality relation, these four conditions are valid on locally square pair~frames.
Dene the following class of frames:

KD:§§SE? {]":=(W,C,f,l,R)
; (W,C,f,I)e K:;:;,,_.,
& f ;=(o16)( 3.)}
9Notethat domis the conjugateof 55,and ranthe conjugateof S?in the senseof [JT52]. l.e., we
candescribethe meaningof domxas the set {far : asE 1&#39;}.
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(C18) F303!
=rU363!
(C19) Czcyz2? Uazy& Uasz

(4.4

(A18) Y S 03/
(A19) y;z 3 <)y/\ ()2

(C211):3;= 3118;
y, z: 21:> Cacyz
V Rxrzr (A20) s(1,dom(y;domz)
_<_
y;zV $9D ranz
(C21) Rzzzy
<:=> Ra:1y1V
Retry,
(A21) Dy = s,1,D
domy V 5(1)
D rany
TABLE 4.3: CONDITIONS AND EQUATIONS FOR ARROWWFRAMES WITH D

The next proposition showsthat we can indeed dene theseframe conditions by the

givencanonicalequations).Recallthat everyarrowframesatisfyingconditions(C1)
(C15)is a zigzagmorphicimageof a locally squarepairwframe(see4.2.3).
PROPOSITION
4.4.7.

Equations(A13) (A21) are canonical;

(ii) Assumethat an expanded
arrow-frame.77= (W,C,f, I, R) satisesconditions(C1) (C15). Then,for 18 3 2&#39;
3 21, .7 I: (O5) <==>.77)2 (A1).
PROOF.
(A13) (A21)are positive equations.
(ii). This follows from a straightforward Sahlqvist computation.

QED

SOMECONSEQUENCES
OF(01) -(C720).Conditions(D1) (D4)belowarederivable
from (C1) (C211).
(D1) and (D2) arejust variantsof (C211).
(D3) and (D4) express
that if at;=2y; and 33,.= y, and one of the two pairs is R irreflexive (i.e., an abstract
singleton),then .&#39;13
equalsy.
PROPOSITION
4.4.8. Thefollowing theoremsfollow from conditions(C1)

(C20):

(D1) &#39;R-7319185
3/r7&#39;:
Z185
Zr = -73-r
3&#39;}
C33?/Z
331::91& &#39;R$ryr
:> in7&#39;
3/
(D2) 11:1:y; & Ry,z; & 2, = ac,2:)Czcyz (D4) -Ra3;y1&
as,= y,.:> 9::2 y
PROOF.Recallconditions(To)- (T3)from 2.4.7. (D1) and (D2) followfrom (C211),
(C4),(C5)and (T2).For (D3),assume
its antecedent.
Use(T1)and (T2)to derivethat
($1);&#39;2
a:1,--IRa:,(fy);
& (fy), =: (301),.Then (D2) impliesthat Czmarfy,
and (C5)that
ffy = 3:.But then,idempotence
of f implies112
= y. (D4)followseasilyfrom (D3). QED
(D3) and (D4) aresimilarto (C21),but (C21)doesnot followfrom (C1) (C20).
PROPOSITION
4.4.9. (01) ~ (C211)
bi: (C21).

PROOF.Takethe twoelen1ent
(x1,a:,:I:)-mosaic
.7 E Klis (here1:, 2 $1)expanded
with R whichvalidates(R333:
& R331;
& "IR£L&#39;(3,&#39;1)
(hencealso-RavTx,).It satises(C1)
(C720),
but I10l3(C21).

QED

The assumption that a frame should satisfy all the axioms (C1) ~ (C15) is unnecessarilystrong.
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REPRESENTATION
(moon or THEOREM4.4.3)
The nite axiomatizability theorem follows in a straightforward way from the next
representationlemma. We prove the theorem after the lemma. Recall that (AU)
denotes(:375y => Racy).

LEMMA4.4.10.

Each.7 E KD:f§2S
consistsof a disjointunionoffmmessatisfying

(AU).

(ii) Each.7:E KD,r,f1&#39;;5
whichsatises(AU) is 0,zigzagmorphic
imageof some9 E
KD::iRs&#39;
PROOF.

Let .7-&#39;2
(W,C,f,l,R) E KD:§§2S.
Dene a binary relationE on W as

(:2:
E y <g>3:= 3/VRccy).
Conditions
(C15)
and(C17)
implythatE is anequivalence
relation.
Wedenote
theequivalence
class
ofasbySE
0%{y E W 2asE Deneforeach
equivalence
class
aframe
T; (Li(SE,
C,f,I, R)inwhichtherelations
aretherestrictions
to 5:.We claim that each.77;|= (AU), and F is a disjoint union of the systemof frames

(.75;: asE F }.This provespart

The first part of the claimis immediate.For the

second,it sufficesto show that eachff is a subframeof .73generatedby sir,
which is
preciselythe point of conditions (C13)and (C19).

(ii). Theproofof part (ii) consistsof two steps,corresponding
to the two thingswhich
can go wrong with the accessibilityrelation of the differenceoperator. First we show
that f is a zigzagmorphicimage of a pair-frame expandedwith a relation R which
satises (AU In the secondstep, Wemakethis relation irreexive, thereby turning it
into the inequality relation. Thesetwo stepsare given in the schemabelow.
step I

fulllanguage
$eKD;;},S J.
DfTee
reduct 7* 5 Kzrriizs

(#

step II

g,,,,-,(V)eKo;;},S
J1 7i,m,(H)eKD§§§R5
g*zm&#39;r(V*)
E Kiiizzs

Let .7: (W,C,f,l, R) E KD:f;{S
satisfy(AU). By lemma4.2.3,wemayassume
that
the Rfreereduct.7-&#39;*
of f is a zigzagmorphic
image,sayby function1*,of a pairframe
Q&#39;*,,,,,~,(V*)
= (V*, Cy-, x», IV«),for somereexive and symmetricrelation V* with base
U *.

STEP I. Theproblemwith the representation
g*,,,,,-,(V*)
is that it maycontaintwo
different pairs at and y which get mapped to one RirrefleXivepoint in .7-&#39;.
This will
preventextendingthe zigzagmorphism1*to onefor R aswell. To eliminatethis problem
we createa new pair-frameQ,,,,,,,.(V).
Dene an equivalencerelation E on the baseU *

asfollows:

d8f

(Vu,v E U*) : u E v ¢=$ u = v or -vRl*(u,u),l*(v,v)

CLAIM 1.
E is an equivalencerelation;
(ii) u E U => Z*(u,u) = l*(v,v).
PROOFOF CLAIM. Becausef 1::(AU).

4
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Set,
U ElU*/E
V E {(u/E,v/E)EU><U:(u,v)¬V"}
Denea functionZ : V >

F as Z(u/E,v/E}(gfl*(u,v&#39;),
for someu E u/E and

v 6 12/2. Note that, by the denition of V, for everypair (u/E, v/E) E V, thereexist
a pair (u&#39;,
U) E V such that u E u and v E 12&#39;.
Hence,I is definedfor every element
in V.

The next

claim

states

that

this is a real denition.

CLAIM2. lis welldened.Thatis,for every(u,U),(u&#39;,
U)E V*, if u E u and v E &#39;22
then l*(u,v) 2 l*(u&#39;,v).
PROOFOF CLAIM. Suppose(u,v),(u,v&#39;)
E V*, u E u and v E 12.VVehave four
cases, according to whether 71,= u and v 2 v. If 21.= u and v = v, the statement is
trivial.

So assume otherwise:

Case2: [u 75u 85%)¢ v]. Then the denition of 5 implies that 1Rl*(u,u), l* (u&#39;,
u)
and -vRl*(v, v)l*(v , 7))hold. Since 1*is a zigzagmorphisrnfor the relational operators,
this meansthat -R(l* (u, v));, (l*(u, v&#39;))1
and -vR(l*(u,v)),., (l*(u, v)), hold. Then con
dition (C21)implies that :Rl(u,v), l*(u&#39;,v).
So, by (AU), l* (u, 1))= l*(u, 12).
Case3 and 4: [u 2: u & ~rRl*(&#39;u,v),l*(v&#39;,v)
] and [-1Rl*(u,u),l*(u,u&#39;)
& v = 12&#39;].
Thesecasesare solvedin a similar Way,but now using conditions (D3) and (D4) from
4.4.8.

4

To nish the first step of the proof, dene an accessibility relation RV on the paireframe

gm,-,(V)
asRvasy
<51=e~1>
Rl(:v)l(y).
CallthisframeQ= (V,CV,fv,Iv,RV).Thenextclaim
states that we have accomplished our first goal.

CLAIM 3.
V is a reexive and symmetricrelation;
(ii) 9 l= 9:7511=> Rvxy;
(iii) The function I is a zigzagmorphismfrom Q onto the frame .7-&#39;.
Pnoor or CLAIM. (i). Obvious.
(ii). We Will denoteu/E by H. We prove the claim by contraposition:

-RV(&#39;21,
7)),
(QTJJ7)

<=>

~rRl*
(u,2)),
l*(u,21&#39;)

$1222;
(using
thatl* isa zigzagmorphism

&-rRl*
(&#39;1),
U),
l*(v&#39;,
1))=>

(usingWel1~denedness
of l)

(denition
of5)

(iii). All steps in this proof except homomorphismfor CV are straightforward by
claim 2. To Showthat l is a homomorphismfor CV, suppose{(17,73),(TLEL7),
$436)}g
V. We have to show that Cl(7I,&#39;17),
1(ii, &#39;15),
l(Tu&#39;,)
holds. By denition of V, Wehave
u,u,v,v,w,w E U*, {(u,v),(u,w),(w,v)}
Q V*, and u E u,w E w and v E 22&#39;.
By the denition of l, it is sufficientto showthat Cl*(u, 71),l*(u&#39;,&#39;w),
l* (w,v&#39;)
holds.
There are several cases, depending on why the points are equivalent. One easy
case is this. If u = u,w = w and v = 12,then, since l* is a homomorphism, we
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of equivalentpoints,the reexivepairsat thosepointsaremappedto an R~irreflexive
arrow. For thesecases,we needcondition(C20)and the fact that .7: (= (AU The
next claim helps.

CLAIM4. If J76 KDEIQS
andJ-"(2 (AU), then
.7 (= (:3;= y1& y, = 2;& 2, = rs,& (*vRa21y;
V -=Ry,~z;
V -wRz,zL&#39;,)}
=:>Cmyz
In words:if :81= y;&y, = 2,852?
= 11:,
andat leastoneof thepairs($1,y1),
(~y,z;),
(2,,R7,.)
is R irreexive(i.e.,an abstractsingleton),then.I?
canbe decomposed
into y and 2.
PROOFOF CLAIM. This follows from (C20),(D1), (D2) and (AU).

4

We showwith an examplehow this Claimhelpsus out. Suppose-aRl*(u,u)l*(u&#39;,u&#3
and w := w and v m22.Because
l* is a zigzagmorphism
wehavel*(u,u) 2 (l*(u,&#39;v));,
and similarly for the others. This implies that

Soby theaboveclaim,Cl*(u,1)),l* (u,w), l*(w,v), whence
alsoCl(E,ii), l(U,EU),
l(Tu",
5),
which is what we had to prove.

4

Thegeneralsituationis sketched
in gure 4.1below.At the top Wedrawthe situation
in V*, andat the bottomthe situationin .77.Thedottedarrowsdenotethefunction1*.
Thedashedarrowsdenotethefunctions and in theframe.7. By Claim1.(ii),the

reexive
pairsvat
twoequivalent
pointsaremapped
to thesame
place(e.g.,l*(u,u) =
l"(u&#39;,u)).

1*<u,v>

FIGURE 4.1: I IS A HOMOMORPHISM FOR THE RELATION C
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STEP II. SincetheframeQ,constructed
in theprevious
step,is a.pair~frame,
we
onlyhaveto makeRVtheinequality.
Since
Q )=(AU),it suffices
to makeRVirreemive.
Dene the following two sets:

BAD

if

{u EU: Rv(u,u)(u,u)
}

COPIES4%{(u,u&#39;)
:u 6 BAD}u {(v,u),(u,v); (u,v)e V,ue BAD&uas1;}
Withoutlossof generality
wemayassume
that COPIES is disjointfrom V. Let
H=(H,CH,fH,lg,#) e KD§§§R5
be givenby the set H *.-9.
V u COPIES. Dene
p : H > V as the unique function suchthat
o p [ V is the identity function,

0p((u,u))
(3-Err
(u,u)if u 6 BAD,and
0p((u&#39;,v))
lg (u,v)andp((v,u))ii!(mu)if u 99 v andu 6 BAD.
Thenext clairnstatesthat, for RVwedid enough.That is, weonlycopiedRVreexive
arrows.

CLAIM5.
(V27
6 V) : (Ry/93.73
¢==>thereexistsa copyof £13
in COPIES);
(ii) (Vim 6 H) =((1:as2/&p(~&#39;6)
= p(y))=>Rvp(9«")I>(y))PROOF
OFCLAIM.

Suppose
R;/(u,v)(u,v)for some(um) E V. If u = 2:,

thentheclaimholdsbydenition.So,suppose
11.
:,£22.Then:RV(u,v)(u,v)$32;
Rv{u,u)(u,u)
VRv(v,v)(v,v)<==:>
u 6 BADorv 6 BAD <===>
(u,v)E COPIES
or (u,v&#39;)
E COPIES.

(ii) followsfrom(i), sincetwopairsof H canonlybemapped
to thesamepairin V,
when they are copiesof eachother.

.

4

CLAIM 6. p is a zigzagmorphismfrom H onto 9.

PROOFOFCLAIM. Clearlyp is surjective. That 13is a zigzagmorphism
for RV is

immediate
by claim5. ForI and1thisis straightforward
to checkForC observe
that,
if {(u,&#39;u),
(u,w),(w,71)}C_I
H, theneithertheyall arein V, or onepair is in V and
the othertwo arein COPIES. The next picturemight be helpful. At the left is the

situationin Qwith u 6 BAD (so,{(u,w),(u,v)} Q COPIES),andat theright its
representation

in H.
W

W

4

With thesetwo stepswehavenishedthe proof,because
our originalframe.77will be
a zigzagmorphic
imageof the frameH by the functionl op.
QED
Wenish this sectionwith the proofof the finite axiomatizabilitytheorem.
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PROOF
OFTHEOREM
4.4.3. Proposition
4.4.7impliesthattheclassS(KD:f;z3)+
is a

nitelyaxiomatizable
canonical
variety.
Soit issufcient
toshow
thatSP(KD::iR5)+
=
S(KD:f_i33)+.
Bysoundness,
KDESRS
_C_
KD:f}{S.
Bytheprevious
lemma,
KD:f§S
Q
DuZigKD::iR5-.
SobydualityandPS3 SP,(KD:f}IzS)+
QSP(KD::iRS)+.
Hence
the
two varieties are equal.

QED

FURTHERROADS:COUNTINGMODALITIES. Dene the following operations from

73&#39;(W)
toP(W):
<>Wx
ErWif|x[
_>_
n,else
<>"Wx
:2(Z)
The counting
modalitiesOarealsoknownunderthenameofgraded
modalities
(cf.
e.g.,Fine[Fin72],vanderHoek[Hoe92]).Thedifference
operatoris termwdenably
equivalent
with thetwo counting
modalities()1and()2,by thefollowingdefinitions:
(weuseT ~>T1to abbreviate-7 V T1)

<)1xqEfxVDx,
OzxgfD(x/\Dx), Dxd=L°f<>1x/\(x+02x)
A well investigatedclassis BA+n~times:

BA+n~tz&#39;mes
d:-if
SP{i2l:2(J3(W),
<>"W)g<,,<w
2W is someset}

Mikulas-Németi
[MN94]
showed
thattheequational
theoryoftheexpansion
of the
classSR1RSRRA
with the set of operations{<)" : 0 < n < cu}is decidable.They also
showedthat it is a variety, axiomatizableby nitely many schemas.
APPENDIX.

COMPLETENESS

WITH THE IRREFLEXIVITY

RULE

A nite axiomatization
of the equationaltheoryof the varietySR1RSRR/\+
D is easily
obtained,usingthe irreezivity rule. We showthis, usingthe similar theoremof
Venemawith respectto the classRRA(cf. [Ven91]Thm 3.3.37).Heshowedthat, if we
addthe irreezivity rulefor the (termdenable!)difference
operatorto the RAaxioms

(see2.4.11),weget an axiomatization
of RRA. Theirreexivityrule is denedas
follows:Let t(x1,. . . ,x,,) denotean arbitraryterm generated
from variablesX1,. . . ,x,,.
Dene0x§fx/\ -Dx.
Irreexivity

Rule

OX03 t(x1,...,x,,)
t(x1,...,xn) = 1

if X0 does not occur among X1, . . . ,x,,

When added to the axioms for the dierence operator, this rule makes the frame

relationfor the differenceoperatorirreexive(see[Ven91]for details). Let 2 denote
We dene this and similar classes
by addingthe newmodalitiesto the full complexalgebrasof
the old class and take the SP closure of that, Le.

SRl;;RRA+n~tz&#39;mes
*2 SP{21
.~.<q3(V),o",&#39;1"
,Id",<>"")(,<m,,
: V is anH relation}
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the derivationsystemconsistingof the axiomsandrulesof equationallogic,the BAO~
axiomsfor the similarity type of SRlR5RRA+
D and axioms(A1) (A20). We want
to useVenemas
powerfulSD~theorem([Ven91],Thrn 2.7.7)to provethat 23plusthe
irreexivity rule enumerates
Eq(SRlR5RRA+
D). In orderto usethat theorem,the
derivation systemhas to satisfy the following requirements:
1. All its axiomsare in Sahlqvistform.

2. It is a versatilesimilaritytype (meaningthat for everyoperatorall its conjugates
9°

are ternkdenable).
2 containsthe axioms (A15)and (A17).

4. For everynr-arynon--Boolean
operatorf, 2 containsf (X1,. . . ,x,,) g OX1
/\ . . . /\
OX7l«&#39;

PROPOSITION
4.4.11. 23satises the requirements14 above.

PROOF.
Requirements
1,3 and4 areobvious.
For2,notethatD andareself
conjugate,
andthat thetwoconjugates
of ; canbedenedasfollows:x l>y défx";y

andx <1y43x;y(cf.Prop6.3.6
hereorDef3.3.35
in [Ven91]).

QED

Let 2+ be the derivationsystemwhichis obtainedby addingthe irreexivity rule to
2. We are ready to formulate the completenesstheorem.

THEOREM
4.4.12. 23+l- r = o 4:-=>SRlR5RRA+
D l: 7 = a

PaooF. DenetheclassKo;f;;§_
aspr: (W,C,F,
|,¢) :1?1: (01) (C20)}.
Using
VenemasSD~theoremand 4.4.7 and 4.4.11,we nd that

2+ 9-T= 0 «:=>KD:§,§§_
l: 7 = 0
The theorem

then follows

from

the next

(4.9)

claim.

CLAIM1. KD:§;g_
= IKD;:;RS
PROOFOF CLAIM. The inclusion from right to left is immediatesinceall conditions

listed are valid on pairframes. For the other side, we makeuseof the following

observation.
Everyframe.77
E KD:f,l§_satisesthefollowingconditions
(bypropositions 2.4.7,4.4.8 and the fact that R is the inequality relation)
(T0)
(T1)
(T2)
(T3)

(.)(, (.)T,f are total functions
l:v=>ac=f(x):=:z:;=x,.
an:2 (tic). and :12,= (for);
Ca:yz¢m;=y1&y,.=2;&z,«=:t,

(S1) :01:-y;&ar:,=y,=>:L=y
(S2) .t&#39;;=y;&y,=z;&a:r=z,.=>Ca3yz

VVewill adopttherepresentation
for square
pairframesin [Ven9l](proofof Thm3.3.26)
to our situation. The idea of the proof comes from the fact that, once the domain of a

concretepair-frame is a reexive relation, we can identify the elementsit of the base
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setof that relationwith the identitypairs(u,u). Thuswewill represent
eachabstract

arrow3;by thepair(x,,a:,).Let.7 = (W,C,f,|,#) E KD:f)§§_.
Denea pair~frarne
QM,-,a(V)
= (V,Cy,fV,IV,

overthe set

Vd=e=f{(y,z)
E (l X l):(3:I:E l/V)(;1:;=y&:c,,=z)}
CLAIM2.

V is a reexiveandsymmetricrelation;

(ii)Thefunction
l : W/&#39;
--9Vdened
asZ (:5;
(231,
arr)
isaframe
isomorphism
between
.7:and Q,,a,:,(V).

PROOF
OFCLAIM. Forreexivity,let (um)E V. Then(3.9:
E W) : :13;
= u&:c,=
7).By (T1): u = 931
=2($1);= (301),,
whence
(u,u) E V. Similarly,(0,1))E V. For
symmetryuse(T2) and (T0).
(ii). I is a bijection.

Surjectivity
is immediate
by thedenitionof V, andinjectivityfollowsfrom(51).
l is a homomorphism.

For I by (T1),for I by (T2),for C by (T3),andfor 96because
I is a bijection.
F1 is a homomorphism too.

Because
l is a bijection,and,by (T0),1&#39;
is a function,the part for Fwasprovedin the

previous
claim.ForIV,if Ivlazthen3:;= zrr.Use(T1)and(S1)to derivethat :12;
2 zc.
But thenlaws.
ForCV,suppose
Cvlzclylz.This holdsif andonlyif (by denition)
9:;= y;,y, = 21and 2,.2 32,.But then,by (S2),wehaveCwyaz.

4

Weprovedthat KD:f,l§_£g_
2:IKD;::RS.

4

So,KD:f)§§_
2 IKD:::RS.Thecomplex
algebras
of thislastclassgenerate
thevariety
SRlR5RRA+ D. Hence We are done.

QED

REMARK4.4.13. We did not need axiom (A21) in the presenceof the irreexivity

rule,because
it became
derivable.Fromtheabovecompleteness
result,andthefact
that (A21)is independent
of theotheraxioms(cf.4.4.9),it followsthat theirreflexivity
rule is not conservativewhen addedto the axioms (A1) (A20).

4.5

REPRESENTING

BAOs

AS ALGEBRAS OF RELATIONS

In this sectionweleavethe algebrasof binaryrelations,andgoto algebrasof relations
of arbitrary rank. We generalize
the notion of compositionto relationsof any nite
rank,and showthat for this generalization,
wehavea representation
theoremsimilar
to the onefor the compositiononly reductof SRIRRA(42.11).
4.5.1

INTRODUCTION

AND MOTIVATION

INTRODUCTION.
In chapter2 and in the previoussectionsof this chapter,wehave
seentwo motionsof representability
for abstract (equationallydefined)BAO°s,correlated with two notions of semanticsfor the correspondingmodal logics. The rst,

easyone,wasa representation
usingKripkeframes.In thesequel,
thiswill becalled
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a relationalrepresentation,
or relationalsemantics.
Recallthat, by fact 2.2.1,every
BAGcanberepresented
asa subalgebra
of a complex
algebra
of a Kripkeframe.
In the previous three sections,we did quite somework to obtain also a second

representation,
usingpair-frames.Theseframesare completelydeterminedby their

universes.
In theseframes,the accessibility
relationsarealreadypresent(coded)
in the worlds.Our motivationfor studyingpair~frames
wasthat we wantedto draw
arrowsasreal arrows.In [HMT71l,this secondkind of representation
is called,in the
context of cylindric algebras,a geometricalrepresentation.VVewill usethe sameterm

here(andalsogeometricalsemantics).A geometricalrepresentation
is concretein

the sense
that 1) if twoalgebras
aredifferentthentheiruniverses
aredifferent,and
even2) the operationsare set«theoreticallydened.

MAINRESULT.In this section,wewill showthat everyBAOhas,besidesa relational
representation,
alsoa concrete
geometrical
repre.sentatz&#39;on
asa subalgebra
of analgebra
whoseuniverseconsistsof setsof sequences
and whoseoperationsare denedin set~

theoreticterms(theorem
4.5.6).80,everyBAOcanbe represented
asan algebraof
relations.In modal~logical
terms,this meansthat everygeneral
modallogiccanbe
viewedasa malti~dimensional
modallogic (cf. [Ven91]).A concreteexampleof this
result is 4.2.11. Therewe showedthat everyBAO of type (;,2) is isomorphicto a

subalgebra
of an algebra
91= (,}3(V),oV)
for somebinaryrelationV (ol/is ordinary
relationcompositionrelativizedto V

Theorem4.5.2belowgeneralizes
this resultto

all operatorsof rank higher than 1.

MOTIVATION.
To motivatethis representation,
wequotea part from [HMT71],in
whichthetworepresentations
arecompared
in thecontextofcylindricalgebras.
Clearly,
theseremarkshavea verygeneralcharacter.Theorem2.7.43(ii)in the quotationis the

theorem
that for anyor,CA0,
= S(Kg(a)+.(HereKg is theclassof ocmfrarnes
which
satisfythe frameconditionscorresponding
to the CA axioms.)
The results known in modern mathematics as representationtheorems have

asa rule thefollowingcharacter:in eachof thema classK of abstractly dened
mathematicalstructuresis considered,
a subclassL of this classis singledout,
andit is shownthat everystructurein K is isomorphicto somestructurein L; the
prooffrequentlyconsistsin effectivelycorrelating,with anygivenstructure(&#39;3
in
K, its isomorphicimagein L ~therepresentative
of C7.The valueof a representa
tion theoremdependsboth on the scopeof the classK andon suchpropertiesof
members of L as simplicity of structure and concreteness of notions involved
in their construction.

In the caseof relationalrepresentability
the scopeof the representation
theorem 2.7.43(ii) is wide: the class K consistsof all CAs. The class L is formed

bythecomplex
algebras
ofcylindric
atomstructures
(authors
note:Kgais the
classof, Whatis herecalled,cylindric atomstructures")and their subalgebras.
The Booleanoperationsin theserepresentativesare concrete, well~~deterrnined

settheoreticalnotionsusedin constructingBooleanset algebras.On the other
hand, the extra--Booleanoperations are dened in terms of the fundamental re~

lationsof cylindricatomstructures(authorsnote: the relationsTi and E)
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a character as the corresponding notions in

arbitrary CAs.Hence2./&#39;.4.9(7Ii)
is not whatcouldberegarded
as (1satisfactory
representation
theoremfor arbitrarycylindricalgebras.(emphasis
by
.
. . . the notion of geometricalrepresentabilityis intuitively muchmoresatis
factory and valuablethan that of relationalrepresentability.The generalized
cylindricset algebras,whichserveas representatives
underthis notion,are in a
senseconcretealgebraicstructures(or, at anyrate, structureswhicharemuch
moreconcretethanarbitraryCAs).All thefundamentaloperationsanddistin
guishedelementsof thesealgebrasaredenedin straightforwardset~theoretical
terms; the denitions are uniform for all algebrasinvolved, and, as a consequence,

eachof the algebrasis uniquelydeterminedby its universe.([HMT71],remark
2.7.46)

Besidesthe advantages
describedabove,there is alsoan importantmethodological
applicationof thegeometrical
semantics
of BAOs.Namely,asit turnsoutfromNémeti
[Ném91],
algebras
of relationshavea powerfulmethodology,
andit doesnot mattertoo
much Whatthe basicoperationsare (from the point of Viewof the applicability of that

theory).Therefore,effortshavebeenmadeby manyresearchers
to baseasmanylogics
onalgebras
of relationsaspossible.Thepresentresultis a considerable
stepforwardin
this program.It showsthat the algebraiclogical
counterpartof generalmodallogics
can be chosen to be a kind of algebras of relations.

ORGANIZATION
OF THISSECTION. Except for somestandard denitions from chapter 2, section4.5 can be read independentlyfrom the rest of this Work. It is organized
as follows. In section 4.5.2, we introduce a generalizationof binary composition to
n~ary compositionof n~ary relations. We showthat BAOs with one n~ary operator

(n 2 2) canbe represented
asalgebrasof n~aryrelations.The operatoris represented
as nrary composition. Moreover,if we add the conjugatesof that operator, we can
keepthis rather natural representation.In section4.5.3,we showhow Wecan represent
every BAO as an algebra of relations.

NOTATION. With BAO We.alwaysmeannormal BAO. We use11&#39;
to denotea sequence

of variablesug,. . . , u,, for arbitrary n, as well as the productnotation
= u,-. As
variablesrangingover ntuples we use 8 and 7*;3, denotesthe 2-~th
elementof 3.
BesidesO, we will use ft to denote equationally dened non--Boolean
operators; for

theirrepresented
counterparts
wesometimes
useF. Asbefore,,0provideseachoperator
with its arity. We use I as an index set for the operatorsof an algebra.

4.5.2

nARY

COMPOSITION

AND

ITS CONJUGATES

In this section,we study algebrasof relationswith rather specialoperators.Let V Q "U
for someset U and or g w, and let Qtbe an algebrawith universe73(V The simplest
.

.

(11

operations
weusearethe diagonals
D}; *2

E V : 5,2:sj}.
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n-ARYCOMPOSITION.
Themajoroperatorin this sectionis a generalization
of binary
composition
to n~aryrelations.WeuseCVto denotethis operator(thecontextprovides
its specicarity). The n~aryoperatorav hasthe followingdenition. Suppose
that
or= n for somenite n _>_
1, and X0, . . . ,x,,,_1are subsetsof V Q U. Then:

(m0,ac1,...,:::,.-1)
EoV(x0,x1,...,x,,_1)
<3§f:>(;vg,.r1,...,x,,-1)
EV
(3z):(

&

(z,:r1,...,a:,,_1)Exg
&
(.130,Z,$g,
. . . ,CL&#39;n-1)
E X} &
<ZI30.,
. . . ,.l,,,_.2,Z)
E Xn._])

For oz2: 1, we get the well-knownoperationof cylindrication;for 0: :=:2, we get
ordinarycomposition
of binaryrelations(in reverseorder).Forconvenience
weusethe
substitutionfunctionf ; (cf. section2.5). Thenwecandeneav easilyasfollows:

oV(x0,...,x,,__1)§{{s
E V : (3z)(fgsEx(,&...& fz1sEx,,_1)}
Notethat0Visdependent
ontheuniverse
V. Since
allouroperators
willberelativized,
we usually.suppressthis superscript.
TLWARY
COMPOSITIONOF RELATIONSOF HIGHER RANK. In the next section, we

usen~arycompositionoperatorson setsof relationswith rank higherthan n, sayas.
The ideausesthat the operatorworksonly on a specicnlong part. On that part, it
behaves
just liken~arycomposition.Wedenetheseoperatorsasfollows.Let V E U,
j,j + (n 1) < oz,andlet P = (j,j + 1,. . . ,j + (n 1)) be a sequence
of consecutive
numbers:

o1~(x0,...,x,,_1)
(ire.-f
{s EV 2(Elz)(f:°s
Exg&...&ff 3Ex,,,_1)}
Again,or is relativizedto V. The denitionof 093,4)on setsof 7-aryrelationsis given
schematically
below:(a - indicatesthat anyelementis allowedat this place)
<$:yaaab7Cav>w)E &#39;(2,3,4)(x0»X19x2)
(32) :(

IT
(3:,y,a,b,c,v,w)
E V&
(a"&#39;:Z7b>C1a"&#39;
6 X0&
("&#39;7""9aaz9
*3)
E X185
<7">a7bvza""7&#39;">
E X2)

CONJUGATES
OF n-ARY COMPOSITION.Conjugatesof operators were studied in

Jénsson~Tarski
[JT52].Therethe emphasis
is on conjugates
of unaryoperators.Conjugatesof binary(relation)composition(residuals)occurin Birkhoff[Bir67).Recent
paperswhich are largely devotedto conjugatesof relation compositionare J6nsson

Tsinakis[JT93], Jipsen[Jip92],J6nsson~JipsenRafter
[NR] and AndrékaNémeti
[AN]. Pratt [Pra90a]has applicationsin computerscience.
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DEFINITION
4.5.1. Let 912: (A,V,~,f°,...,f") be a BAO, in which all operators
haverank n. VVecall 521
fully conjugated
if Qtsatisesthe followingequations(for all
1 3 2&#39;
3

Xi

Xi
ff(x1,...,x§S1,-fi(x1,...,~x;,...,x,,),x;+

I/\
f(x1,...,x,_1,f(x1,...,x,,...,x,,),xi+1,..
CBAO"denotesthe classof all fully conjugatedBAOsWithoperatorsof rank n.

Wetendto giveto a special
role,andwillusually
denote
it by0. Wecall1thei~th
conjugate
of 0. WeuseQ)to denote
theconjugates
of 0V. OnV Q "U, theyare
dened

as follows:

Q7i(x0,...,x,,_1)§f
{.9EV: (32EU)(f:"]fg,_13
Exg&...&f:1f;&#39;;_i
3Ex.,,i.1)}
f f {:5
3istheresultofreplacing
5)by8,,and3;by 2. Asanexample,
Consider
a4~a.ry
operatorQ92,
whichis thesecond
conjugate
of 0V:

(:r(,,;v1,:c2,9:3)
EC72(x0,x1,x2,x3)
<9(3£>
(acg,a:1,m2,:v3)
EV&
(32) :( (x1,z,x2,.r3)E X0&
(.L&#39;g,Z,3I2,£L3)
E X186

(£Ug,Z,£E1,¬I33)
E X2&
($022,-1»"2»151)
6 X3)
Forn :2 1, weget cylindricationagain(cylindricationis selconjugate).For n

= 2,

wegettheconjugates
ofbinary0,whichareusuallydenoted
by <1andI>.Thefamiliar

leftandrightresiduals
\ and/ of0(see
e.g.
Jénsson
[Jén91])
can
bedened
by:r\yd:-if
(gv!> -y) and:3/ydg (:c<1

(Fora directdenitionof theseoperations see

section6.3.2.)Equations4.10~4.13
below,whicharepreciselythe conjugateconditions
from 4.5.1for binary operators,are valid on every(relativized)algebraof binary
relations.

X0 (X\y) S y
y S x\(><0 y)
(X/y)0 y S x
x S (xoy)/y
GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF BAOS

(4-10)
(4-11)
(4-12)
(413)

WITH ONE OPERATOR

We generalize
the result (42.11) for binary compositionfrom the beginningof this
chapter.Weshowthat everyBAO with onen1aryoperatorcanbe represented
asan

algebra
of n~aryrelations,
in whichtheoperator
is narycomposition.
With 72 = 1,we
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are in (diagonalfree)cylindricset algebrasof dimension1, and that axiomatization

is well~known:
theoperator
hasto bea complemented
closure
operator.Oncen > 1,
the situationchanges
radically:only the BAO axiomsareneededfor representation.
Wesaythat an algebraQ!= (A, V, -,f.),-6;satisesthe BAO axiomsiff Qtsatisesthe
BA axiomsplus equationswhichstatethat everyfl is normaland additivein eachof
its arguments.

THEOREM
4.5.2.LetKE{EL= (A,V,,<>) : Q1
satises
theBAOaxioms}.If 0 is
annary (n 2 2) operator,
thenK 2&#39;
IS{(i;3(V),oV)
: V Q "U for somesetU}. Here
0V is n~a7&#39;y
composition
relativizedto V.
PROOF.The theoremfollowsfrom lemma4.5.3below,in the sameway as 4.2.11

followed
from4.2.7.Theproofof 4.5.3is a straightforward
generalization
of thestepby»stepconstructionintroducedin the proofof 4.2.7.

QED

LEMMA4.5.3. Letit 2 2. Everyframe.77= (W,R) withR Q "+1Wis a zigzagmorphic
imageof a frame9 :=(V,R), in whichV Q "U for someset U, and R is denedas
follows:

(Vy,:r1,...,:r,,
EV) :Ry;2:1

<dif&#39;>
:: oV({:c1},...,{a:n})

PROOF.Fix somen 2 2, and a frame.7:=(W&#39;,R.)
with R Q +11/V.Stepby step
we create the frame 9 and a zigzagmorphisrnl : V > W, just as we did before

with binary composition.To makethe proof moreperspicuous,
we usea different
scheduling
of the repairs.Insteadof repairingall zigzagfaults of all sequences
which
wereaddedin the previousstep,we only repaironesequence
at eachstep. Usinga
suitable schedulingfunction for the construction, this will have the sameeffect as our
earlier

construction.

Choose
aninnite ordinalissuchthat

3 ts. Let P bea setof cardinality[re];

we will use this set to create V. In this new setup we need a function which directs
the construction process. So, let a : is --> P be a function such that

(V56 "P)(V/\ < I-c)(3u< Is): /\ 3 I/&a(u + 1) = s
In Andréka~l\/Iikulas
[AM9-4a],
it is shownthat sucha functionalwaysexists.Condition
# ensures
that wewill makeeverynecessary
repair.At eachstep,weconstructa tuple
G0,= (Ua,Vo,,l,,)suchthat for all or 3 is :
0 U0 Q P

. Va Q nUoz

o lo,2V, >

W is a surjectivehomomorphism

Afterthemathstep,all necessary
repairswill havebeenmade,whence
l hasthezigzag
property as well. This will prove the claim.
Construction

step 0 TakeU0C P suchthat IP \ U0 2 rs,andtakeV0C "U0suchthat H/5]2
and (Vs,&#39;r
E l/E;)(Vi,j< n) : S,=27")<2) 3 : 7*&i = j. Let 13be anybijection
between V}, and W.
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step oz+1 Let a(oz+ 1) =: 3.

If 5¢ Va,thenUM;"EU,,,1,,ii 1,,andV, -2V0,.

Else,dothefollowing.Denea functionga+1: {if 2Rlasfi}> (P \ U) such
that gt, is injectiveand [P \ g;+1| = rs. SincewehavechosenK,and P large
enough,sucha function will alwaysexist. Now set :

Um-1 3%U01u 922+,
VH1 2: V0, U U,<,,{f

df

1E s E "P : Rl,,,s,2&#39;I
9c1)+
()

la+1 e- la U Ui<n{<
f ;a+1(a)3»

5Rla377

Limit Step If C2is a limit ordinal, set

U0KéfU<oz
Uv viii?UéaVi?»la£1
U<ar 2/3
Note that G,, is created with a limit step.
End of Construction

Finally,deneQ = (V,,,R), in whichR is denedasabove,andset l = In.
CLAIM. The function Z2V,, -> W is zigzagmorphisrnfrom 9 onto F.
PROOFOF CLAIM. The function Zis surjective by step 0. For the zigzagproperty,

suppose
Rl(s)11&#39;.
Suppose
3 wasaddedin the )\-th step. Then,by condition# on
the scheduling
function0, thereexistsan ordinal1/+ 1 suchthat /\ < 1/+ 1 < Isand

0(V+ 1) = .9.Butthen,711,.
. .,r,,_1wereadded
in thisstep,suchthat1,= fgvm s
andl,,+1(r,)=

Hence,
by denition,wehaveRsrg . . . 7,,_1
andl(r,~)=2

The functionI is a homomorphism,
if it is onefor everystep. We showthis by
induction on the construction. Z0is a homomorphism,becausein step 0, all sequences

aredisconnected.
Suppose
la,is a.homomorphism.
Let Rsrg. . . r,,-1,with 3,7&#39;0,
. . . , r,,_1
all in VQ,+1,
and at leastoneof themis in (Vo,+1
\ Va). Because
the conditionson g(,,_,.1
ensure that we use a brand new element from P for every repair, S 6 Va, T0,. . . ,r,,..1 6

Va \ Va,andRl0,slo,+;r0
. . . ,l,,+17*,,_;.
Hencela is a homomorphism.
Finally,in
limit steps,nothing can go wrong. So l is a homomorphism.

QED

GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION
OF CONJUGATEDBAOS

Nowweturn to the classof conjugatedl3AOs,andshowhowto adjustthe preceding

proof.LetKC071
denote
theclassof all frames
.7:= (W,R0,R1,. . . , R"), in whichall the

relations are n + l-ary, and which satisfy condition con for all i with 1 3 i S 72:

(con) 1i.°(y,:2:1,...,a:,~,...,:c,,)
<==>R(:r;,a:1,...,x,_1,y,av,+1,...,:1;,,)
THEOREM 4.5.4.

Let 2 _<_
n < co. Then:

CBAO"= S(KC071
+ = IS{(,;?(V),0V,(71,...,§7")
: V _C_
"U for somesetU}
laltecallthat if f : X -+ Y, then weusef(X) or f* to denotethe rangeof f.
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PROOF.Thefirst equalityfollowsimmediately
fromtheSahlqvist
formof theequations. The secondequalityfollows,by a nowvery familiar argument,from the next
claim.

CLAIM1. Every.7:6 K2,,isazigzagmorphic
imageofaframe9 =2(V,R0,R1, . . . ,R),
in whichV Q U for someset U, RO is denedasin 4.5.3,and the relationsfor the
conjugates in Q are dened as follows:

R(y,s1,...,;c,,)
49-.-*.é>
{y} = c9*({:c,},...,{a:,,})
PROOF
OF CLAIM. Weusea similarconstructionasin the previousproofexceptfor
a changein the inductivestep.Notethat, by the denitionsof the R, con holdsin Q.
Hereis the modifiedinductivestep.insteadof onesinglefunction95,, wecreatesuch

a functionfor eachof theoperators
(weomitthesubscript
+1fromnowon). Dene

g : {12&#39;:
R°l,,,s7I
---b(P\ U0),andfor 13 2&#39;
3 n, g : {11&#39;:
Rll0,s&#39;1&#39;[
--9(P\ U,,,)
such
that

0 all g are one to one
o the rangesof the g are pairwisedisjoint

&#39;
lP\(Uog:gn(9i)*)l
:5

Now
set,
Ua+1
3-Ua
U Ungign
(g&#39;)*
T/+13 Va U
la.

3 Rolasill

U U15,-5,,,,~<,,
{f ;}T(i,,,
f§,_,s : Rl,,,si&#39;I}
la U
U,-Sn{(f 5,0,.9,12&#39;(]))
2Rolasii}
U UK,-9,,
,<,, {( ;:g,,,
fg&#39;,_,
s,2&#39;i(j))
; Rilas}

CLAIM 2. I is a zigzagmorphismfrom Q onto J7.

PROOF
OF CLAIM. The sameargumentasbeforeshowsthat l is surjectiveand has
the zigzagproperty,giventhe newinductivestep. Next,weshowby inductionthat l

is a homomorphism
for R0. In step0, this is obvious.Suppose
I is homomorphic
for

R0forallelements
in V0,.Bytheconditions
ontheg,thereis onlyoneWayin which
newelements
cancometo standin the R) relation,andthat is whenRllasfl holdsfor

somes,z&#39;
and12&#39;
witha(a+1) 2 5. ThenWeaddedr1,. . . ,r,, suchthat l,,+1(7",-)
=:

lfi 2&#39;:
0,thenR°s,&#39;r1,...
,r,,. But,thenalsoR°la.Hs,la+1(&#39;r1),
. . .,l0,+1(7,,).
lfi ¢ 0,

thenRls,r1,. . . ,&#39;r,,.
Thus,by con, R°r,,r1,. . . ,r,_1,s,r,~+,,...,rn.But, sincethese
1*,wereaddedfor R, WehaveRl,,,(s),l,,+1(7";),.
. . ,la+1(7",,).By con in .7, we then
haveR°l(r,), l(r1), . . . ,l(7&#39;,~_1),
1(5),l(r,-+1),. . . , l(&#39;r,,).
Sowefind

(>k*)R°y,::;1,.. . ,a:n=>R°l(y),l(a3;),
. . .,l(a:,,)
Therefore,
&#39;10,.
is a homomorphism
for R0. Toshowthesamefor theotherrelations,
supposeR(y, 2:1,. . . , :2:,,)and compute:

Rl(y,a31,...,a:,,)

R°;I:;,:r1,...,a:,-1,y,;r,+1,...,3:n

<==>by con

=>
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Therefore,
la is a homomorphism
in general.
Thus,I is a homomorphism.
Hence,
it
is a zigzagmorphism.
We nished the proof.

4.5.3

4
QED

GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATIONor ARBITRARY BAOs

Nowwegeneralize
4.5.2to algebras
with arbitrarilymanyoperators.
TheWorkpresentedin this subsection
is the resultof a cooperation
with lstvan Németiand lldiko
Sain.Weknowalreadyhowto represent
BAOswith oneoperatorof arity higherthan
1. Beforeweprovethe generaltheorem,weshowhowto represent
BAOswith a unary
operator or a constant.

LEMMA
4.5.5. LetK dzef
{Q1
= (A,V,, 0) :2l satisesthe BAOaxioms}.

(i) If<>is a constant,
thenK 2 IS{B2 (,]3(V),D31)
: V QU X U for some
setU}.
(ii) If<>isaunaryoperator,
thenK = IS{Q3
:=(}3(V),
F): V _C_
UXUfor some
setU},
in whichF(x)(133
xovx.
PROOF.

LetQtE K, andlet 0 bea constant.
Its canonical
frameis 21+= (W,R),

with R <_IW. Let U be an innite set suchthat [U X U| 2
Dene a function
Z: W ->U X U suchthat Zis injective,and(VuE W) : Ru 4:; (lu)g = (lu)1. Dene

.7:= (l*(W),{.9E l*(W) : so= s1}). It is immediate
that Zis a frameisomorphism.
Usingthe argumentgivenbefore,this is suicientto provethe lemma.

(ii). Clearly,F(x)is normaland additive. For the otherside,suppose
that 21=
(A,V,-,0) E K, andthat O is unary.Let 21 = (A,V,,f), Withf binary,be de

nedfrom21byf(7&#39;,&#39;r1)
lg <>(r/\ T1).ThenQiis ternrdenably
equivalentto Qtby
0(7) dz-if
f(7&#39;,
7&#39;).

Clearly,f is normal,andit is additivebecause
of distributionof V overA. Hence

Wecanapply4.5.2,andrepresent
21&#39;
asa subalgebra
of B = (J3(V),oV),
in which

V 9;UXUforsome
setU,and0Visbinary.
DeneQ= (.}3(V),
F),using
F(7&#39;)
4:-if
1-ovr
as above,and we get the desiredalgebra.

QED

Nowweknowhowto represent
everyoperatorseparately
asan operationon relations,
we are ready for the general theorem.

THEOREM
4.5.6. LetKd=e-f
{Q1
"-2(A,V,,fi),-GI
: Qtsatises
theBAOaxioms},
for
I Q ca. Then,

K = IS{%2: (,13(V),Fi),eI
: V _C_
U for somesetU},
where

1. 01==(2&#39;
Hi =p(f) S 1}!) + 5301&#39;
W =P(1")
= nil)
2. thenullary operators
F areD,-,
3. theanaryoperators
Ft areop(x,x),for someI E 2oz
4. thewary operators
F arenwaryop,for some P E "or
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2&--(A,V,-,f,g,h)i
1

/

(W,Rf)

221+
= (W,Rf, R3,R)
1

canonical frame

\,

(VV,
R3)

T ll

<v..R§>
\

T lg

T Z3

<1/5.11%)
l

7 = (V,R,R3,R">

split the frame

(W,R)
zigzagmorphisms

<v3.R&#39;;>
,/

gluetogether

i

complexalgebra

-7+ = («¥3(V)»
°(o,1)»
&#39;(2,3,4)»
D56)
FIGURE 4.2: ROAD-«MAPor THE moor

or 4.5.6

PROOF.It is easyto seethat the relevantoperatorsare normaland additive. We

continue
withtherepresentation
partofthetheorem.
Let = (A,, VJ),-E1E K,and
letQl+= (W,R),.¬I.
Again,wecreate
a frameJ7 2 (V,R){EI, anda zigzagrnorphism
l 2V + W. The proof consistof two parts. In the first, we split ?2t+
into frames

(W,B),oneforeach
operator.
Thenweapply4.5.2and4.5.5,
obtaining
zigzagmorphic
preimagesfor eachof theseframes.In the second
part, wegluetheseprewimages
together, and obtain the desired frame .77.

Wedescribe
the prooffor the caseof threeoperators
f,g andh with p(f) : 2,
p(g)= 3, andp(h)= 0. A roadmapof this proofis givenin gure4.2. It will be
clearfrom the proofhowto extendit to anysetof operators.

Applying
4.5.2and4.5.5to thethreeframes
(VV,
Rf),(W,R) and(W,R) onegets

threeframes.71= (V1,R§),.77;==(l/§,R§)and.773
7- (V§;,R§),
in whichV1andV3are
binaryrelationson setsU1and U3,respectively,
and 1/3is a ternaryrelationon some

setU2.TherelationsR, aredenedasstatedbefore.Theframes(W,Rf), (W,R5),

and(W,R) arezigzagmorphic
images
of.751,
.72,and7:3bythefunctions
11,12,
and23,
respectively.

Wenowdescribethe gluing part. Dene.7"2: (V,Rf,Rg, Rh) asfollows:

V

:95 {s67(U1UU2UU3)
; (s.,,s,)
EV1&(s2,s3,s4)
e V285
(35»36)
E V335l1((~3o»51l)
= l2((32a33a54))
= l3((3sa56))}

R(x.y.2) <f1~é~>
{as}= -m<{y},{z}>
Rg(5cay7z>v)
égg
: &#39;(2,3,4)({3/}v{Z}rlv})
R(a;)

<ge=f>
175= $3

By writingout denitions,weseethat Rf(;r,y,2) iii R§((a:g,a:1),
(y0,y1),
(20,21)),and
similarlyfor the twootherrelations.Now,denea functionp : V + W asp(s) =
l1(<S(),S1>).
CLAIM. p is a zigzagmorphismfrom .77onto QL+.
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PROOFOFCLAIM. p is surjectioe.Let u E W, then (because
l1,Z2,l3aresurjective)
thereexists:1:E V1,3}E V2and 2 6 V3,suchthat l1(x) 2 l2(y) 2 l3(z) = n. Thus,
(320,
3:1,yo,y1,y3,20,21)is in V, andits pimageequalsu.

p is a homomorphism.
Suppose
that Rl(m,y,z)holds:

R(a:,y,
2)

<=> (bydefinition
of V andR)

R§((a:0,a:1),
(y0,y1),
(zo,21))

2-) (Z1is a homomorphism)

Rf(l1(($0»9«"1))=
Ml?/0:3/1))»l1((Zoa
Z1)» g>
R(I>(:v),P(y)»P(Z))

Because
p(s)= l1((s0,
31))2 l2((s2,
33,34))= l3((s5,
35)),theproofs
forR5andRhare
similar.

p is zigzag.SupposeR3(p(s),y1,y2,y3)
holds. Then, sinceI; is zigzagand p(s) =

l2((32,53,S4)),
Wend .7/1>y2»y3
5 Vi, Suchthat R§((32,
33,84>»y1»3/2;
93)35lzfl/J")2
y,-. Choose
7,t,vE V whichagreeon the second,
third andfourthcoordinate
with
y1I,y2I,y3I,respectively.Sinceall labellingfunctionsare surjectivewe cannd such
r,t, 11.By denition of R3 andp, wehaveR55,r,t, v andp(7) 2 yl, p(t) = 3/2&p(v) =
y3. The proofsfor Rf andR" aresimilar.
4
Wehaveproventhe theoremfor this specialcase.Notethat 04= 7 = 2 + 2Hf + 3Lookingat the road~map
of this proof,weseeimmediatelythat it can
be extended to any set of operators.

4.6

CONCLUDING

QED

REMARKS

Combination of the mosaic-ideaand the step~by~step
construction led to simple axiomatizationsfor relativized relation algebras.The given proof also gaveus easychar~
acterizations for reducts of SRIRRA. Relativization moreover, still gives us positive

results if Weadd the powerful difierenceoperator. The last section showedthat the
step-~by-stepproof is quite widely applicable, and so are algebrasof relations. We
conclude with some questions.

1. Are the reductslabelledwith QV?in table4.1,nitely axiomatizable?
Are they
varieties?

2. There exists a nice duality theory betweenBAOs and relational Kripke frames.
Is there somethingsimilar betweenBAOs and the concreteframeswe obtained
in section

4.5?

3. The axiornatization for SRIRRA was obtained by showing that we could F0 ax-

iomatizethe classof all zigzagmorphicimagesof all pairfraInes, and then nding
canonicalequationswhich characterizedthese F0 axioms. It seemspossibleto
obtain this result in a purely F0 proof~-theoretical
manner. This would go as follows. It followsfrom the preservationargumentsin van Benthem[Ben83]that, if
a classK is dened by a F0 theory I, then ZigK is dened by all F0 consequences
of I which can be Written in the following form:
construct from atoms and falsum, and use only /\,V,\/
restricted universal quantication.

and 3, plus
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Sothe classof all zigzagmorphic
images
of an elementary
frameclass
is itself
elementary.
LetE betheabovegivenF0 denitionof ZigK. Thetaskis to nd
a (nite)setof ZigKvalidF0 sentences
2 suchthat Z {:2E, and E is denable
by canonical
equations.
Is thisa feasible
strategy?
Howgeneral
is it?

g
AMALGAMATION

5
& INTERPOLATION

In this chapter,we look at a third fundamentalaspectof corelogics: interpolation
properties.In [ANS94b],it is shownthat Craiginterpolationhasa strongcomputational aspect(cf. alsoRodenburg
[Rod91b],[Rod91a],[R,od92]).
A theorem-~prover
for

a logicwith theinterpolation
propertycanbesetup in a modularWay,
with channels
betweendifferentdatabases
throughwhichonlylimited information(the interpolants)
canoat. In manysituations,this modularset~upwill reducethe searchspace,and
.makethe theorem--prover
moreefficient.VVewill alsostudythe relatednotionof Beth
denability. For the two main logicsunderinvestigationin this work, we havethe
following results:

0 ForH Q {R,S&#39;,T},
thearrowlogicof H pair~frames
(i.e.,Q/\/l.C(K§§:H))
has
interpolation and Beth definability iff T ¢ H.

o Thecylindric
modallogics
oftheclasses
ofassignment
frames
Kgfg
andKgzio
(oz
anyordinal)haveinterpolationand Bethdenability.
The crucialstepin an interpolationargumentis the constructionof a modelout of
two othermodels(cf. e.g.,Hodges[Hod93],Thin 6.6.3,or van Benthem[Ben94a],
appendix12). This construction~knownas amalgamationw
is of intereston its own,becauseit hasfurtherapplications.(E.g.,the stepby~step
constructions
in the previous

chaptercanbeseenasa repeated
process
of amalgamating
algebras;
seealso[Hod93]
Sec.6.4fI&#39;.)
In this chapter,Weconcentrate
on algebraicamalgamation,
and then derive interpolationpropertieson the logicside.Thereis a longtradition of connecting
interpolationpropertiesof logicswith amalgamation
propertiesof the corresponding

classes
of algebras
(cf.e.g.,Pigozzi
[Pig72],
Czelakowski
[Cze81],
Németi[Ném83],
Sain
[Sai90],
Maksimova
[Mak91a],
Andréka
et.al.[ANSK94],
[ANS94c],
[AN94]).
ORGANIZATION.In the rst section, we state the denitions of interpolation and

amalgamation,
and summarizetheir connections.A summaryof theseconnections
is givenin table 5.1. In section5.2,we introducea newoperationon frames,called
zigzagproducts,and useit to givea structuraldescriptionof a largeclassof BAOs
which allow a very strong form of amalgamation(lemma5.2.6). In the next section,we

studypreservation
of F0 sentences
undertakingzigzagproducts.Wegivea syntactic
descriptionof a largeclassof BAOswith amalgamation,
andof a largeclassof general
modallogicswith interpolationand Beth denability (theorems5.3.5and 5.3.6). In
section5.4,weapplythesegeneralresultsto the classes
of BAOsandlogicsthat we
havestudiedbefore. In appendix5.6,we givea reformulationof amalgamationin terms

of frames,andshowhowthis formulationcanbe usedto nd quickproofsof failureof
amalgamation.
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Convention

Throughoutthis chapter,wealwaysassume
that wehavethe BooleanOand 1.

5.1

AMALGAMATION,INTERPOLATIONAND DEFINABILITY

Westatethe denitionsof the threenotionsin the title, and presentthe connections
betweenthem which are knownfrom the literature. A summarycan be found in
table

5.1.1

5.1.

AMALGAMATION

Westart with severalkindsof amalgamation
properties.Notethat 3uperamalga,mation
(SUPAP)1requiresa partial orderingon the algebras.
DEFINITION
5.1.1 (AMALGAMATION).
Let K be a classof algebras.

1. K hasthe Embedding
Property(EP) if, for any2l,%,<Z
E K, andembeddings

f,hsuch
thatB«L21
>53
68,
there
exists
50EK,and
embeddings
m,nsuch
that

noie

co
;/ NQ
K

(5.1

21

2. K hastheAmalgamation
Property(AP)if 1 canbe strengthened2
by requiring
thatmofznoh.

3. K hasthe StrongAmalgamation
Property(SAP)if 2 canbe strengthened
by
requiring3that m*(B) H n*(C&#39;)
2 (m o f)*(A).

4. K hasthe SuperAmalgamation
Property(SUPAP)
if 2 canbestrengthened
by
requiring that for all x E B ,y E C,

m(x) 3 n(y) => (32E A) :x _<_
f(z) & h(z) g y
n(y) 3 m(x) => (32E A) 2y 3 h(z)&f(z) 3 x
SAPseems
to bethecommon
abbreviation
in theliterature
forStrong
Amalgamation.
Unfortu-
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REMARKS
5.1.2. Kisset al. [KMPT83]containsa Vastamountof informationabout

EP,AP,SAPandotherrelatedconcepts,
together
with a veryextended
bibliography
of the field. The denition of SUPAPis dueto L. Maksimova
(cf. [Mak91a]).

Theamalgamation
property(AP)speaks
aboutamalgamating
algebras
in sucha
waythat the amalgam
agrees
on the common
subalgebra.
If the amalgamation
is
strong,the common
subalgebra
is the onlyoverlapbetween
the two algebras
in the
amalgam.
Everysuperamalgamation
is alsostrong:asis easyto seeby rewritingthe
extraconditionfoij SAPto the equivalentstatement(5.2).

(VxEB,VyEC) 2m(x)= n(y):> (32EA) : x =:f(z) &y 2 h(z)

(5.2)

We call the element2, as it occursin condition(5.2)aboveand in the conditionfor

SUPAP,
an interpolant.
Figure5.1contains
a simpleexample,
in Boolean
algebras,
of
a strongamalgamation
whichis notsuper.Tohavea superamalgamation
in thiscase,
not only I)and a mustbe atoms,but ~band c aswell.

FIGURE 5.1: STRONG, BUT NOT SUPER-AMALGAMATION

For classes
of (ordered)algebras,the differences
betweenAP, SAP and SUPAPare

illustratedby thefollowingexamples.
Thevarietyof distributive
latticeshasAP but
not SAP.Maksimova
hasshownthe existence
of a varietyV of BAO~type(O, 1) (V is

a varietyof closure
algebras)
with SAPthat lacksSUPAP([Mak91b],
Thm1).
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SURJECTIVENESS
or EPIMORPHISMS.
A"notion
whichis oftenstudied
together
with
amalgamation
is surjectiveness
of epimorphisms
(ES)(cf. [KMPT83]).Thisnotionis
closely
relatedto Bethsdefinability
property(seebelow).Werecallthedenitionfrom

[KMPT83].
LetK bea class
ofalgebras,
21,
it E K andf 2A + B a homomorphism.

Thefunctionf is calledan epimorphism
of K (aptfor short)iff for all QE K and

all h,g E Hom(%,Q:)
wehave(hf = gf =>h = g). TheclassK hasESiff every
epimorphism f as above is onto .8.

CONNECTIONS.
Theabovedenednotionsinteractin thefollowingWay.
PROPOSITION
5.1.3. Let K bea classof algebras.
(i) K has SUPAP:5 K has SAP => K has AP => K has EP.
(ii) K has SAP =->K has ES

(iii) If K is a quasivariety,thenK hasSAPif andonlyif K has AP andES

PROOF. Bythedenitions
and(5.2)above.(ii)--(iii).Cf.[KMPT83]
Prop1.10

and6.3.
5.1.2

QED

INTERPOLATION AND DEFINABILITY

CRAIGINTERPOLATION.
W. Craigprovedthe interpolationtheoremfor rst order

logicin 1957([Cra57]).
Sincethen,manypapers
appeared
on(failureof) interpolation
in otherlogics.Craigs
interpolation
theorem
canbeformulated
forgeneral
modallogics

in twodifferent
ways*.
LetQM£(K)2:(Fml(P),
Mod(K),
H-)bea general
modallogic

in thesense
of section2.1.3.Wesaythat Q./\/l£(K)
hastheStrongCraigInterpolation
property(SCl)if, for anytwoformulas
qbbE Fm|(P),if l:.-Kit>it, thenthereis a
formula E Fml(P)suchthat l:K(q5->6)/\(¢9
-91t),and

0 is constructed
fromvariables

in bothg5andlb. Theformula0 is calledaninterpolant.
Wesaythat Q./\/l,C(K)
hasthe
WeakCraigInterpolation
property
(WCI)if, for anytwoformulas
gband2/),if 935
}:=f(I°
zlv,
thenthereis a 9 suchthat qb[:f(I°0 and0 l:=;(l°
zlr,and 0 is constructed
fromvariables
in both qi and

ALGEBRAIC
INTERPOLATION.
It is straightforward
to givetranslations
of interpolation properties at the algebraiclevel. Thesetranslations can be found for instance

in [Pig72]or [Mak91a].We only recall the translationof SCI. Let K be a classof

algebras
with a partialordening
3. Wesaythat K hasthe interpolation
propertyof
inequalities(IPI) if, for anyterms7,71suchthat K |= &#39;r
_<_
T1,thereis a term T2with
var(r2) Q var(r) var(r1) and K l: r 3 T2_<_
T}.
PROPOSITION
5.1.4. Let K bea classofframes. Theclassof algebras
SPKl_
hasIPI
and only if the logic Q./\/l£(K) has SCI.

PROOF.Thisfollowsusingthetranslation
between
modal~logical
formulas
andalgebraicterms.

QED

4They
onlydifferwiththeglobal
consequence,
because
withthelocalconsequence
wehave
d),::°"

Qlb:>

:loc

A.
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BETHSDEFINABILITYPROPERTY.A meta~logicalproperty which is often studied

in conjunctionwith interpolationis Bethdenability (BD). A logichasthis property
if, for everyimplicitdenitionthereis an explicit denition. Thesenotionsaredened

asfollows(cf. [CK90]p.90).Let Q./\/l£(K)be an arbitrary,but xed general
modal
logic,with a setof formulas
Fml(P).Letp andp betwonewpropositional
variables
notin P. Let2(1))bea setof formulas
in thelanguage
Fml(PU{p}), andlet §3(p&#39;)
be
the corresponding
set in Fm|(PU {p&#39;
}), formedby replacingp everywhere
by p. VVe
say that 2(1)) denes p implicitly iff

3(1))U3(1))t=i<°P H .29
53(1))
is saidto denep ercplicitly
iff thereexistsa formula0 E Fm|(P)suchthat
3(P)l=%&#39;°
9H P
DEFINABILITY,

DEDUCTION TERMS, AND INTERPOLATION

Thereis a strongconnection
betweenthe notionsof strongandweakinterpolationand
denability. In Andrékaémeti[AN94]it is shownthat in generalneitherstronginterpolationimpliestheweakone,nor stronginterpolationimpliesdenability.In many
caseshowever,the expected implications hold. The counterexamples
constructedin

[AN94]showthatbothassumptions
onthelogicin thenexttheorem
arereallyneeded.
Belowwegivea simplecounterexample
(5.1.8)to the implicationSCI =>BD.
DEFINITION
5.1.5. A generalmodallogicQM£(K) hasa localdeductiontermif, for
anytwoformulasgt,7]),thereexistsa formulaf(g2$),
built up frompropositional
variables
in cg),
such that

(i)gt#4 w<==>
H M) -+«A,
(ii) For an 9, {¢.f(<J5)> 9} H6 0.

THEOREM5.1.6. Let QM£(K) bea generalmodallogicwith a localdeductionterm.

(i) If Q./\/l£(K)hasstronginterpolation,it alsohasweakinterpolation.
(ii) If Q./\/l£(K)hasstronginterpolationandis compact,it hasBethdenability.
PROOF.

Obvious.(ii). Because
the proofof Beth denabilityfrom interpolation

for F0 logic in [CK90] (Thm 2.2.20)goesthrough.

QED

The assumptions
of compactness
anda localdeductionterm arevery oftenfullled in
generalmodallogics.It followsfrom the next theoremthat theyaresatisedfor every
generalmodallogicwhichis stronglysoundandcompletewith respectto an extension
of the standardK derivationsystem5.This result is statedin Czelakowski
[Cze81]

p.339for modallogicsof type(0, 1) andattributedto Perzanowski
[Per73].
THEOREM5.1.7. Let K bea classofframes. If SPK+ is a variety, than Q./\/l£(K) is
compact and has a local deduction term.
5Thatis, a derivationsystemconsistingof all propositionaltautologies,distributionaxiomsfor all
modalities,asrulesmodusponens,universalgeneralization
and substitution,plus additionalaxioms.
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PROOF.Suppose
theantecedent.
Thm3.2.20in [ANSK94]
impliesthat Q.//l£(K)is
compactiff SPK+ is a quasivariety.HenceQM£(K) is compact.We continuewith
showingthat QM£(K) hasa local deductionterm. We provethe claimfor a nite
similaritytype, sinceit is moreinstructive.The sameproofgoesthroughfor innite
typesaswell. Let K be of nite BAO type S. Wedenethe followingabbreviations:

(5)7 L-V{f(r,1,...,1),f(1,T,1,...,1)...f(1,...,1,r):feS}
517 -2?--(S)-7&#39;
df

7&#39;0 =3

T!

7&#39;

I-if T"/\[.5&#39;]T"

Because
we assumedthat the similarity type is nite, (S)T is well dened. In the
terminology of van Benthem [Ben83],w it T" iff 7"holds everywherein the n~th hull

aroundw. We usethe samedenitionsfor the logicallanguage.Usinga similar

argument
asin Prop2.33in [Ben83]
wend thatqt:{&#39;(I°
ip <2-::>
{¢>": n < w} |=:f{
1/2.
Because
SPK is variety,also fzifc is compact. But then there existsa n suchthat

95l=f&#39;<l°
2/) <:=>I=Kqt" + 2,0.Clearly,c5alsosatisesthe second
conditionof a
deductionterm.

QED

EXAMPLE
5.1.8. Wegivean exampleof a logicwhichhasstronginterpolation,but
doesnthaveBeth denability. Strongerexamples(e.g.,in which the logic is also
compactandhasWCI) basedon the samelogiccanbe foundin [AN94]. This logicis
knownfromtemporallogicandthe theoryof programspecifications,
anddescribed
for

instance
in Andréka
etal.[AGM+94].
WedenethelogicTpasa tuple(Fml,Mod(K),
It)
in which

0 Fml is the smallestset containing countably many variables,and as connectives
it has the Booleansand two unary modalities Fi and N.
0 K = {(w,0,succ)}
0 It is defined

for the modalities

as:

(VnEw): nlFFi<,15
439:3OH-q

(V72
Ecu): n H-N<}5435%succ(n)
ll~(15
In [AGl\/I+94]
(Thm2.2.4),a weaklycomplete
axiomatization
is givenfor this logic.
On top of the basicK derivationsystem,the followingfour axiomsareneeded.
(1) Finp H Fir (2) NP +->"NP
(3) Fip <-9FiFip (4) Fip (--9NFip
By their Sahlqvist form, it is easy to see that these axioms characterize the class of

all frames.7: (W,f, n), with f and n total functions,fit =
and far 2 fmv. Call
this classL. Then Q,/Vl£(L)hasstronginterpolationby 5.3.6waybelow. The logics
Q/\/l£(L)and Tp havethe samevalidities,henceTp hasSCI.In [AN94](Thm 2), it is
shownthat Tp lacksBD. An implicit denition-ofthe point 0 is givenwhichcannot
be madeexplicit. The denition is {Fip. N-xp}.

5.1]
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Wepresent
theconnections
between
amalgamation
properties
ofaclassofBAOsSPK+
on the onehand,andinterpolationanddenabilitypropertiesof a generalmodallogic

Q.M£(K)ontheother.All resultsareknown,or derivedeasilyfromtheliterature.
THEOREM 5.1.9.

Let K be a class offmmes.

(i) If SPK+ hasSUPAP,thenQ./\/l£(%K)
hasSCI.

(ii) (MAKSIMOVA,
MADARASZ).
If SPK+is a variety,
thenSUPAP
ofSPK+is equiv»
alent with SCI of Q/\/l£(K).

,

(iii) If SPK"&#39;
hasAP, thenQM£(K) hasWCI.

(iva)If SPK+is a variety,thenAPofSPK+is equivalent
withWCIofQM£(K).
(ivb) (CZELAKOWSKI)
If Q./\/l.C(K)
is compact
andhasa localdeduction
term,than
AP of SPK+ is equivalent
with WCI of Q./\/l£(K).

(V)(NI§MEII)SPK+hasESif andonlyif QMC(K)hasBD.
The resultsin this theorem,togetherwith thoseof the previoustwo subsections,
are
summarizedin table 5.1. Left of the dotted line in the middle, are the properties

of the classof algebrasSPK+. At the right are the propertiesof the generalmodal

logicQ/\/l.C(K).Thenumbers
attachedto the implications
providethe reference
to
the theoremsused. The implicationswritten with a blackarrowhold always.The
dashedarrowsdenoteimplicationswhichhold only whenthe conditionsmentioned
in the theorem are met. lf SPK+ is a variety, then all implications hold. The next

corollaryprovidesthe logicalcounterpartof the strongamalgamation
property.
COROLLARY
5.1.10. Let K bea classof framesand SPK* a variety. ThenSPK+
has SAP if and only if Q./Vl£(K) has BD and WCI.

PROOF.By 5.1.3.(iii)and5.1.9.(iva)and (v).

PROOF
OFTHEOREM
5.1.9.

QED

Suppose
LdrdSPK+hasSUPAP.
Theconclusion

follows from the following claim and 5.1.4.
CLAIM.

L has IPI.

PROOFOF CLAIM. Suppose
L l: T 3 T1.Createthe followingthreeL~freealgebras:

{§L(var(*r)),%;_(var(73))
and&,_(va7(7&#39;)
Qvm*(&#39;r1)).
All threebelongto L. 3L(var(7")
H
var(r1))
canbeembedded
intotheothertwoby theidentitymappings
f andh. Sowe
have

%L(va&#39;r(7-))
«L3L(var(T)
Uvar(7-1))
3+[5-";_(UaT(f1))

Since L has SUPAP, there exists an algebra Q! E L which is a super---amalgam,
say

with functionsm,n suchthat $L(var(7))
>7n>
521
+1:{¬L(var(&#39;r;)).
But then(because
L l: 7 3 T1),21l: 771(7)
3 n(7&#39;1).
Hence,
bythesupercondition,
thereexistsanelement
T26 DOII1(§L(U(1.7(T)
var(&#39;r1)))
suchthat {§L(oar(T))
l: 7 3 f(Tg)and§g_(ua7"(r1))
f:
h(r2)3 T1.Because
f andh areidentitymappings,
thebottomalgebra
is generated
by the commonvariables,and the algebrasare L»-free,
we haveL t: 7&#39;
3 7&#39;2
_<_
7&#39;1,
and
va,7(T2)
_C_
var(&#39;r)
va7(71).

4
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SUPAP

--

[5.2

SCI

5; .5
SAP

IA

I

1

....

:11AP

ES
1) Proposition
5.1.3

;

:

V

WCI

-.

:_
;

BD
4) Theorem
5.1.9.(v)

2) Theorem5.1.9.(i)and (ii)
5) Theorem5.1.6.
3) Theorem5.1.9.(iii)and (iv)
&#39;

TABLE5.1: SUMMARY
OFCONNECTIONS
BETWEEN
AMALGAMATION,
INTERPOLA
TION AND DEFINABILITY

(ii). Forunarysimilaritytypes,this equivalence
maybe provedin the samewayas
donefor varietieswith oneunary operatorin {Mak92]([Ma.k94]).The generalresult
can be found in [Mad94].

(iii). Cf. Pigozzi[Pig72]remarks1.2.15.For a historyof this result,wereferto these
remarks.

(iv). Part (b) followsfrom [Cze81]Thm 3. The requirements
on the deductionterm
in that theorem are a bit different. But assumingcompactness,they follow from the

formulationgivenhere.Part (a) is a consequence
of part (b) by 5.1.7.
(v). Cf. [Ném83].
5.2

QED

ZIGZAG PRODUCTS

We introduce a new operation on frames,called zigzagproducts. This notion has close
connectionswith both amalgamationand bisimulation. We use it to give a structural

descriptionof a largeclassof varietieswhichhavesuperamalgamation
(lemma5.2.6).
In what followswe usethe followingoperationson frames: taking subframes,
products and subdirect products. All these notions are used in the FO model~the0retic

sense.Werecallthe denitions(cf. e.g.,[CKQO]
or [Hod93]).The notionof a subfmme
wasdenedin section2.3. Let (.7-";).;¬1
be a systemof framesof the sametype. The
frame9 2&#39;:
ief is the directproductof the frames(.73,-),r¬;,
if G =
: 2&#39;
E I) 233¢
E
and the relationsaredenedcoordinate~wise.
A frame Q is a subdirect
productof
a systemof frames(.7-]),~E
1, if it is a subframeof the direct productH1-¬1.77)
and the
projections are surjective.

DEFINITION5.2.1 (ZIGZAGPRODUCTS).Let (}",-).,.E,
be a system of frames of the
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sametype. Any substructureof the direct product Hie] .7-}from which the projections
are zigzagmorphisms,
is called a zigzagproductof (.77,~),>¬
1. A zigzagproduct of a nite
system of frames is called a finite zigzag product.

So, a zigzag product is a subdirectproduct with the additional condition that the
projections have the zigzag property.

5.2.1

ZIGZAG PRODUCTS, BISIMULATION AND AMALGAMATION

We Showthat the three conceptsmentionedin the title are very closelyconnected.
DEFINITION5.2.2 (BISIMULATION).Let F and Q be frames of BAO type S. Let
B C; F x G.

(i) We call B a bisimulationbetween.77and 9 if for any relation R of type S:

(1) if a:B:c& Rfacy1...y,,,then (3y1,...,y;lE G) zy,-By;& Rgacy1.
(2) similarly in the other direction

(ii) A bisimulationB between.7:andQ is calleda zigzagconnection
between.7 and Q
if the domain of B equals F and its range equals G.

A thorough treatment of bisirnulationscan be found in de Rijke [Rij93]. Note that
if B is a zigzagconnectionand B is a function, then B is a zigzagmorphismfrom F
onto Q. The next proposition states the connectionbetweenbisimulationsand zigzag
products. It showsthat binary zigzag products form an elegant tool to describeall
zigzagconnectionsbetweentwo frames.

PROPOSITION
5.2.3.Let.7 andQbeframes
ofthesame
typeandB QF XG. Then
B is a zigzagconnectionif and only if (F X (])[B is a zigzagproduct.
PROOF. Becausethe relationsin the product are definedcoordinate-wise,and ($17,115,)
is an elementof the domain of the zigzagproduct iff a:B:2:.
QED
If (f X G)[B is a zigzagproduct, we useno and 771to denotethe projections.The next
two propositions indicate the connections between zigzag products and amalgamation.

Paoposmom
5.2.4.If g 3;J: 1.H, thanINSEP
.°.(33,;/)
e Gx H : f(;z:)= h(y)}
is a zigzagconnection,the frame (9 X H)[lNSEP is a zigzagproduct ofg and H, and

diagram
(5.3)
commutes:

(QXHNINSEP
9

V N
\ /

H

(5.3)

.7:

PROOF. Straightforward.

QED
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If G-1:»
.7:«hH,wecallelements
:1:
6Q31
6 Hwithf(x)2 h(y),inseparables,
because
thecommon
frameJ7cannotseparate
thetwo.By thea.bove
proposition,
inseparable
acand y bisimulate.

PROPOSITION
5.2.5. Let f,Q,7&#39;(f,
.7 beframesof thesametype.

(i) If theleftdiagram
of (5.4)commutes,
thentherightdiagram
of (5.4)commutes
(it

is an amalgamation

(ii) If theleftdiagram
of (5.4)commutes,
J:

EG XH : f(:zc)
= h(y)},andm

andn arethetwoprojections,
thentheamalgamation
at therightis super.
.7

.7+

9

H

.77

PROOF.

0*

71+

(5.4)

.74

Straightforward.

(ii). Assume
theantecedent.
Weshowthesupercondition
only.Thatis,if m (X)_<_
n+(y),thenthereexistaninterpolant
z. (Thesecond
condition
is analogous.)
Suppose

thatm+(x)3 n(y). Let2E-ezf E F : asE x}. Thedenitionof 1 implies
that
x 3 f+(z). In orderto showthat h+(z)_<_
y, suppose
that y E h"&#39;(z).
Thenfor some
a:E x, h(y) = f
So9:andy areinseparable.
SinceJ containsall inseparable
pairs,
(9:,y)E m+(x). But then,by assumption,
(:z:,y)E n+(y), whence3/E y.
QED
ZIGZAGPRODUCTS
ANDUNRAVELING.Zigzagproducts are alsoconnectedto unrav-

elling. Forinstance,
the We1lknown
unravelling
of the frame
to the
frame(w,succ)canbe described
as an innite zigzagproductof the framespresentedin the gure below. Takethat substructureof the product which contains

(0,0,...),(O,1,1. . .),(O,1,2,2. . . . .. It is easyto seethat this is a zigzagproduct
which is isomorphicto the frame (to,succ).
0

O

l

iiiiiiiiii
it

(3

(5-5
Notethat the framesarepreciselywhat onegetsvia a step-~by-step
unravelingproce-

5.2}
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THE ZIGZAG PRODUCT LEMMA

The next lemmais an improvement
of lemma3 in Németi[Ném85l.Németiusedthis
lemmato proveSAPfor the classCrsa(Ctanyordinal).At the endof this section,we
compare the two results.

LEMMA5.2.6 (ZIGZAGPRODUCT
LEMMA).Let K g BAO and L a classof structures, both of BAO type S. Assumethat (i)(iii) belowhold.

(i) L is closed
undertaking
nite zigzag
products7
(ii)f¬L=>.F+¬K
(iii)Q1EK=>2l+¬L
Then K has SUPAP.

Conditions
(ii) and(iii) always
holdwhenK is a canonical
varietyandL = Cm1K.
The next propositionstatessomeimplicationsof conditions

and (iii), and shows

its range of applicability.
PROPOSITION
5.2.7. Let K Q BAO and L a classof structures, both of BAO type 5.

Assumeconditions(ii) and(iii) of thepreviouslemma.Then

(i) K is closed
undertaking
canonical
embedding
algebras,
whence
SK= SL+.
(ii) If K is a variety,thenit is a canonical,
complex
varietyK : SL+.
(iii) If L reflects
altrafilterea:tension.s,
thenL = Cm1K.
PROOF. Straightforward.

QED

PROOFOF LEMMA 5.2.6. Assumeconditions (i)(iii) of the lemma. Let 21,93,
<26 K

suchthat 98 <f<
Q151 :2. We haveto Showthat there existsa 33 E K which is a.

super~~amalgam
forQ «L221
>3»
:2.Instead
ofanialgarnating
directly,
wefirstembed
thesealgebrasin their canonicalembeddingalgebras.Condition(iii) impliesthat

2z..,e.,,¢+
e L. By2.2.5;
23..1°:21.,
I: at. By5.2.4,
thesetINSEP"-if
{(a:,y);
f+(zc)= h.,.(y)}is a zigzag
connection.
Let.7 bethezigzag
product(211;
X%+)IINSEP.
&#39;By
5.2.4,the projectionsare zigzagmorphisms
whichcommutewith f+ and h+. To
continue,Weneedclaim 1 below. Here,we usef# to abbreviate(f+)+, and (3,;to
denotethe canonicalembedding
functionfrom A to &#39;P(£lf
91)(whichis Dom((2l+)+)).
CLAIM 1. In figure (5.2) below,the following are equivalent:

f+ 0 7n) 2 h+ 0 7r;

(5.6)

71&#39;3"
o f# = 7r1+o
h#

(5.7)

7r§&#39;oeBof
: vrfoecoh

(5.8)

PROOFor CLAIM. (5.6 =>5.7):by 5.2.5(i).

(5.7=>5.8):by thefactthat e30 f 2 f# o(5,;andea0 h 2: h#oeA.

(5.8 => 5.6): by Writing out the denitions.

4

7Ingeneral,
a.systemof frameshasmanyzigzagproducts;closureunderzigzagproductsmeans
that each of them is a member of the class.
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}~+

W?V
(3+)+

(¢+)+

FIGURE5.2: AMALGAMATING
asL 21it e

So,byclaim1,thealgebras
EBand(21
canbeembedded
into77+by 72-3&#39;
oeB andvrf0ea,
respectively,
and the diagramcommutes(i.e., (7r{,*
0 eg) 0 f = (7r§"
0 ea) 0 h). So

%<f-<
91
ll»0,isamalgamated
inf+, which
isamember
ofKbyconditions
and
(ii).
To conclude,wehaveto showthat the amalgamation
is super.That is, condition
V(5.9)belowholds(the secondconditionis analogous).

(Vxe B)(Vye C): 7r3"eg(x)
g 7r;*eC(y)
=>(32e A):x g f(z)& 15(2)
gy

(5.9)

Assume
theantecedent
of (5.9)for arbitraryx E B andy E C. Firstsuppose
there
existssome2 E A with x =2:

(Theargument
for y 2: h(z)is the same.)Then,

7r[,*&#39;eB(x)
2*7r3"eBf(z)
= (because
thediagram
commutes)
7r1+eC«h(z)
S (assumption)
vrfegy.But then,sincethefunctions
arehomomorphisms,
h(z)3 y. Nowassume

x E B \ f*(A) andy E C \ h*(A).Suppose
to thecontrarythat thereis nointerpolant.
Wehaveto showthat #3e,9(x),{ 7r1+eC(y).
Sincetheamalgam
is a complex
algebra
of

a framewhichcontainsall inseparable
pairsfrom §3+and ¢£+,it sufficesto showthe
existence
of a pair of inseparable
ultralters (u,1))from (5.1f%
Xiii (2)suchthat X E u and
y ¢ 2).Createthe set {z E A : X 3 f(z)} U {-2 E A : h(z) 5 y}. By the assumptions
that X ¢ f *(A), y ¢ h*(A) andthereis nointerpolant,this sethasthenite intersection

property.Soit canbeextended
to anultralter w ELlf. Sincex andy donotbelong
to the imagesof 21,f*

can be extendedto an ultralter u E 2.623
containingX,

andh*(&#39;w)
to anultralter v E Life:containing
y. Because
f+(u)
ultralters u and12areinseparable.
Wearedone.

= w = h+(v),the
QED

REMARKS
5.2.8. Lookingat the aboveproofs,the antecedent
of the ZigzagProduct
Lemmamight havedonewith the Weakerconditionof beingclosedunder INSEP
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products,
instead
ofnitezigzag
products.
Here,
bytheINSEP
product
ofQ-is
J: «hH wemeanthe frame(QX &#39;H)fINSEP,
with INSEPasabove.Call K closed

under
INSEP
products
if,forevery
.T,Q,7l
EKsuch
thatQI».7:«hH,theirINSEP
productalsobelongs
to K. Wehavechosen
to workwith nite zigzagproductsfor
thefollowingtworeasons.
First,wewanteda naturalnotionwhichmighthaveother
applications.
Moreover,
it allowsus to usethe F0 modeltheory,developed
about
subdirect
products.
Second,
closure
underINSEPproducts
is still stronger
thanSUPAP
of the corresponding
variety.In the appendixto this chapter,Weshowhowto adjust
INSEPproductsin orderto getan equivalent
formulationof (S)APin termsof frames.

UsingtheimplicationSUPAP=>SCI,the ZigzagProductLemmaleadsto a de
scription
ofa largeclassofgeneral
modallogicswithSCI.VanBenthem
[Ben94a]
shows
howthe binaryzigzagproductconstructioncanbe usedfor a direct,modelwtheoretic,
proof of SCI.

Severalpersonsobservedthe similaritybetweenthe INSEPproductconstruction
andthe pullback
constructionin categorytheory.WeShowthat, in general,thereis
no connectionbetweenthe two notions. Let K be the classof frames {F = (VV,R) :

Rg;Wx W},andZig&#39;43-.
{f ;(3f,Qe K)(}3»9)}.LetCbethecategory
(K,Ztg).
We claim

that

(i) K is closedunderINSEPproducts,but
(ii) Cis not closedunderpull~backs.

(i) is obvious.For(ii), let Q = ({a.,b},2{a,b})andF = ({o},2{a}). Clearly.7-"
is a
zigzagmorphic
imageof Q. TheINSEPproductof Q ~«»
.77<+Q is theframeQ X Q.
Thereare severalzigzagproductsof Q with itself which alsoproducea commuting
diagram(e.g.,Q itself and the disjointunion of Q and a copyof Q). Now,suppose
H is a pull~backfor Q » .7 « Q. Then,because
a pullwbackis minimal,H mustbe
isomorphicto Q. But Q is not a zigzagmorphic
imageof the disjointunionof Q anda
copy of Q. HenceH is not a pull~back.
COMPARISON

WITH

AN EARLIER

RESULT

Németi([Ném85])
provedthat the classCrso,(for any ordinaloz)hasSAP,using
lemma5.2.9below.The zigzagproductlemmais an improvement
of this result. We
briey comparethe two lemmas.Recallthat 80,, denotesthe restrictionof the class
BAOto all algebras
of the cylindricsimilaritytypeof dimension
oz.If 2t6 B00.and.77is
anor-frame,then521
Q 75+statesthat Qtis compact
and.7:is a saturated
representation
for 21.Fortheir precisedenitions,wereferto Denition 2 in ém85].
LEMMA5.2.9 (N133ME1I).
For anyoz,let K Q B0,,andletL denotea classofcwframes.
Assumethat (i)~-(iii) hold.

(i) L is closed
undertakingsubstructures
ofnite products
of members
of L
(,ii)feL:.->f+eK

(iii) K g I{21e K: (Elf e L)(2lQ }"+)}.
Then K has SAP.
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Besides
thefactthatNémetis
lemma
is aboutstrongamalgamation
andtheZigzag
ProductLemmaaboutthe strongersuperamalgamation,
thereare threefurther dif-

ferences.Therst is that 5.2.6holdsfor all BAOs,while5.2.9is only statedfor
the BAOsof thecylindrictype.Thisis not a serious
difference,
asis pointedout in
Sain[Sai90].Thesecond
difference
liesin condition(iii). In theproofof lemma1.2
in [Sai90],
it is shownhowcondition(iii) followsfromthefactthat K is a canonical
variety.If K is a.variety,thenconditions
(ii) and(iii) implythat it is canonical.
So,
if K is a variety,condition(iii) is weaker
than(iii), hence
in thisrespect
5.2.9is more

general.However,
for manyapplications
(including
Crsa),
theeasier
condition
(iii)
already works.

Theimportantdifference
between
thetwolemmas
liesin condition IldikéSain
pointedout that (i) is too strong. Thereare severalexamplesof canonicalvarieties

satisfying
(i), (ii) and(iii) butnot (i) (e.g.,theclasses
$4.1,SRLRSRRA
andD,,,,aswe
will seelater).SotheyenjoySAP(andevenSUPAP)by theZigzagProductLemma,
but not by 5.2.93.In [Sai90](Problem1.4),Sainasksfor a stronger
versionof 5.2.9
whichis still naturalbut haswiderapplicability.Lemma5.2.6,andits consequence
5.3.5below,canbe seenasan answerto this problem.
5.3

PRESERVATION

In general,
validityisnotpreserved
undertaking(nite)zigzag
products.Thefollowing

(canonical)
equations
areexamples
ofthisphenomenon
(cf.5.4.12
and5.6.6).
Westate
them, together with their frame correspondents.

DDx_<_xVDx Va:yz((Rry&Ry2)=>(:r=zVR:cz))
c0c1x _<_
C1C0x V;2:yz((T°.ry
85Tiyz) =>Elw(Ta:w
& T°wz))

(x;y);z3 x(;y;z) \7:cyzuv((C.2:yz
& Cyan)=>Elw(C.ruw
& Cwvz))
In thissection,
wegivea partialanswer
to thequestion
whichFOsentences
arepreservedunder(nite) zigzagproducts.This leadsto versions
of the zigzagproduct
lemmawhichareparticularlyeasyto apply(theorems
5.3.5and5.3.6).VVecall a
F0 sentence
a (nite) zigzag
productsentence
if it is preserved
under(nite) zigzag
products.

A F0 sentence9:5is a specialHorn sentence
iii (1)is a conjunctionof sentences
of the form (Vf)(1b-> 6)with 6 atomic,and it a positiveformula. Everyuniversal

Ham sentence
is a specialHornsentence.
ThespecialHornsentences
areprecisely
the sentences
preserved
undersubdirect
products
(cf. [CK90],exercise
6.2.10).Since
zigzag
products
aresubdirect
products,
everyspecial
Hornsentence
is a zigzag
product
sentence.
Thesetof nite zigzagproductsentences
turnsout to belarger.To illustrate

whatsentences
canbepreserved
(andhow)welookat themodalvariety54.1.The
3Thisdoesnotfollowfrom5.2.9,but in thecaseof SRl,q3RRA
andDu,SUPAPfollowsfromthe

proofof thatlemma.Wehaveto usethefollowing
easyfact.If a varietyV hasSUPAP,
thenany
strengthening
of V with equations
whichdonot containvariables
hasSUPAPtoo. TheclassDacan
beobtained
by addingtheequations
(C6)to Crsa.SRlR5RRA
is obtained
fromthevarietySRIRRA
by adding the equations id ;l = 1 and 1 =: l.
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examplealsoshowsthat the distinctionbetweennite and arbitrary zigzagproducts
is important.

5.3.1

ILLUSTRATION: THE MODAL VARIETY

34.1

Denethe variety54.1asthe classof all BAOsof type (0, 1) whichsatisfythe equal

itiesT, 4, andM below.Here,Dx4.5!
-0-X asusual.
T
4
M

x _<_Ox
<><>xg <>x
D<>x _<_<>EJx

Dene K543as the classof all frames.77= (W7,R) in which W is a set, and R Q W X W
is a transitive

and reexive relation which satises

\7a:3y(R:1:y
& vz(Ryz=>3;=:

(5.10)

Condition(5.10)expresses
that eachpoint 1hasan R~1astpoint y after it. Typical
examples
of K54¢framesaretransitivereexivetreesof nite depth. A typicalnon
exampleis the frame (N, 3) of the natural numbers.

THEOREM
5.3.1(Lmmow). 54.1= S(K54,1)+
is a canonical
variety,andcm~1s4.1=
Ks.

PROOF. Cf. Bull~Segerberg[B884]section 14.

QED

Thenextproposition
irnplies
~bytheZigzag
Product
Lemma
that$4.1hasthesuper
amalgamation property.

PROPOSITION
5.3.2.

K544is closedundernite zigzagproducts.

(ii) K541is not closedunderinnite zigzagproducts.
PROOF.
Wegivethe prooffor a binaryzigzagproduct. This is sufficient,since
everynite zigzagproductis isomorphicto a repetitionof binary zigzagproducts.

Let Q: (WC,R0) andH: (WH,RH)bein KS, andlet .7: (WF,RF)be a zigzag
productof QandH. Wehaveto showthat .7 E K54,1.Sincereexivity andtransitivity

areexpressed
byuniversal
Hornsentences,
.75will satisfy
them.Wenowshowthatit i
satises(5.10)as Well. For convenience,
we introducea (Skolem)function f which

provides
eachpointwith an R~lastpoint. Let (at,y) E W*&#39;&#39;.
Wehaveto showthat it
is Rrelatedto an endpoint.The argumentis illustratedin gure 5.11below. Since

RGa:fG.7:,
theremustbe a pair (fG:1:,z1,)
E F suchthat RF(3c,y)(fG:£,u).
Also,since

RHu,fHu,Wend RF(fGa?,u)(v,
fHu),forsome
2).Because
fay:is anendpoint,
fGa:
mustequalU.Then,RF(cc, (fG."L,
fyu) by transitivity. Because
the projectionsare
hoinomorphisms,
(fgar,fHu) is an endpoint.
&#39;
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<x,y>----a<f(x),u>--->
<f(x),f(u)©
x---:> f(x)Q

u--~> f(u)©

(5.11)

(ii). Weshowthe existence
of a framewhichis a zigzagproductof camanyframesin
K341,but which itself does not belong to K5.

We will use Von Neumannnotation

for ordinals(e.g.,n =2{0, 1,. . .,n
Weclaimthat the frame(cu,Q) ¢ K544is an
innite zigzagproductof the systemof frames((72,Q))g<,,<w.
All thesenite frames
belongto K544.Dene a systemof morphismsfn : w ->n via Vi < n :
2: 2&#39;
and Vi 2 n :
2 n 1. Clearly,all thesefunctionsare zigzagmorphisms
from
(to,Q) onto (72,Q). To bring this into the shapeof a zigzagproduct,denea function

g : w -->to byg(n) 2: (0,1,2,. . . ,n 1,n,n,.. Denea binaryrelation4 ong*(w)
by as4 y iff (Vz&#39;)(a3;
5 31,).Theframe(g*(ca),4) is isomorphic
to theframe(cu,Q),and
it is an infinite zigzagproductof the systemof frames((71,Q))0<,,<w.
5.3.2

QED

A PARTIAL SOLUTION

We syntactically describea part of the nite zigzag product sentences.In the next

denitionandlemma,WetemporarilyuseMod(2)in its FO modeltheoretic
sense:for
a set E of F0 sentences
of type S, Mod(§3)
denotesthe classof all structuresof type
S which

validate

2.

DEFINITION
5.3.3. Let E be a F0 theoryin BAO type S. We call 2 clausiableif
thereexistsa setof functionsymbols\I&#39;,
and3.F0 theoryI in the languageS UI1such
that:

(i) Rdg Mod(I)Q Mod(E),
(ii) I consistsof specialHornsentences
(e.g.,of universalHornsentences),
..i ) Forevery.77,
(11
Q E Mod(§3),
andeveryzigzagconnectionB between.77andQ,there
existsexpansions.7, Q E Mod(I) suchthat Rd3f*

= .7:and Rd5Q* 2: Q, and

for everyn-placefunction E If: 2:133/1,
. . . ,;z:,,By,,
=>f(:c1,. . . ,:v,,)Bf(y1,. . . ,yn).
Examples
of obviouslyclausiable
theories
arethesets
of conditionsdeningtheclasses
AI
I
.

K3},for H Q {R,S}, andKi,0andK§",1§(seesections
2.4and2.5).Anotherexample

is the classK5. from the previoussubsection(the function to be added is a Skolem
function).

LEMMA5.3.4. Let E bea PO theoryin BAO typeS. IfE is clausiable,thenMod(§3)
is closed under nite zigzag products.

PROOF.Suppose
X]is clausiable.Let I be asin 5.3.3.Let Q and H be in Mod(E),

andlet J be a zigzagproduct(in typeS) of Q andH. Wehaveto showthat .7 E
Mod(§3).(AgainWeonlyneedto look at binaryzigzagproducts.)It followsfrom 5.2.3
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that Dorn(.7)is a zigzagconnectionin type 5 betweenG and H. Hence,by clause
(iii) of 5.3.3,we canexpandQ and H to Q*,H* E Mod(I)satisfyingthe conditions
of that clause.Denethe newfunctionson J coordinate-wise
(i.e.,f*7(331,. . . ,
=
(fg(7r0ac1,...,7r0a:n),f7r(7r1ac1,...,&#39;K1:z:n))
), andcall this frameJ*. NowJ* is closed
under these functions, and .7 is a zigzag product of Q* and 7-(* in the expanded

language.SinceF consistsof specialHorn sentences,
Mod(l) is closedunderzigzag
products.Hence.7 is in Mod(I). But then,by clause(i), J is in Mod(Z3). QED
Usingthis lemma,wecanprovidea user~friendly
versionof the zigzagproductlemma.
THEOREM5.3.5. Let V Q BAO be a canonical variety, dened by a set of equations
which correspondto a F0 theory Z. IfE is clausiable,then V has SUPAP.
PROOF. By the ZigzagProduct Lemmaand 5.3.4.

QED

Forgeneralmodallogics,this theoremcanbeformulatedasfollows.
THEOREM
5.3.6. Let Q/\/i£(K) bea canonicalgeneralmodallogic. If K canbedefined by a clausiableset of F0 sentences,
thenQM£(K) hasbothstrongand weak
interpolation, as well as Beth denability.
PROOF. By the previoustheoremand the results in table 5.1.

5.4

APPLICATIONS

TO RELATION AND CYLINDRIC

QED

ALGE-

BRAS

In this section,we apply the generalresultsobtainedso far to the classesof relativized
relation and cylindric algebrasand their logical counterparts:arrow logic and cylindric
modal logic/ FO logic.
5.4.1

RELATION

THEOREM
5.4.1.

ALGEBRA

AND ARROW

LOGIC

Let H Q {R,S}. Thevarietyof relativized
relationalgebras

SRIHRRA enjoyssuperamalgamationand interpolation of inequalities.

(ii) All reductsof relativizedrelationalgebras
considered
in table4.2 haveSUPAPand
IPI.

PROOF. SUPAP follows from the axiomatizations(4.2.l and 4.3.3) by 5.3.5. Then
IPI follows,using 5.1.9.(ii).
QED
COROLLARY
5.4.2. Let P be any of the propertiesES, AP, SAP, SUPAP, or IPI.
Let H Q {R,S,T}. Then SRIHRRA has P if and only ifT ¢ H.
PROOF. By 2.4.6,the previoustheoremand the implications in table 5.1.

QED
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STRONGER FORMS OF INTERPOLATION

Therequirement
on the interpolantis preciselythe sameasin Craigstheoremfor F0
logic. Lyndon strengthenedCraigstheoremfor F0 logic by addingmorerequirements

(cf. [CK90]Thm 2.2.24).Johanvan Benthemsuggested
anotherstrengthening
of the
interpolationproperty(cf. [Ben94a]).Wesaythat a.classK hasthe strengthened
and
(or) IPI if it has IPI with the additionalrequirementthat the interpolantmust
be constructedfrom Booleansusing only non~Booleanoperators which occur in the

antecedent
and (or) the consequent.
The strengthened
formsof Craiginterpolation
are dened similarly.

THEOREM5.4.3. The variety SRIRRA has the strengthenedor IPI, but it lacksthe
strengthened and IPI.

PROOF.We rst showthat and IPI fails. SRIRRA|= id g (~xV x). The antecedentand the consequentdo not share any variables nor operators, so the only

interpolantsare0 and 1. But neitherqualies. By 5.4.1.(ii),for every Q Q {;," ,id},
the Qwsubreductof SRIRRA has IPI. To showthat SRIRRA has or IPI, we usethat
we can find the interpolant in the appropriate subreduct. This follows because,for

everyequatione in the Q~subreduct,
SRlRdQRRAI: e 41> SRIRRA}: e (cf., the
proof of 4.3.4).

QED

REMARK5.4.4. Constantsplay a specialrole in interpolation, witnessthe easyfailure
of and IPI above,and also below in 5.4.9. A reasonableweakeningof strengthened
and IPI is to allow the interpolant to be constructedfrom Booleans,all constants
in the similarity type, and non~constantnon-Booleanoperators which occur in the
antecedent and in the consequent. It is not unlikely that this weakened form of and

. IPI holdsfor SRIRRA.The techniquepresentedin van Benthem[Ben94a]to prove
and IPI for the diagonalfreereduct of Crso,is applicablehereas well. This technique
may also be used to prove stronger forms of IPI for the other classesdescribedin
theorem

5.4.1.

ARROWLOGIC. For arrow logics, theseresults give rise to the following theorem.

THEOREM
5.4.5. LetH Q {It,S&#39;}.
Thearrow
logic
oftheclass
ofpairframe.s
K3513
has50], W01, andBD.
(ii) Thearrowlogicof the classof all pair~frames

hasstrengthened
or 5&#39;
CI.

PROOF. By the last two theorems, using the implications in table 5.1.
5.4.2

CYLINDRIC

ALGEBRA

AND FIRST

QED

ORDER LOGIC

THEOREM5.4.6. Let oabeany ordinal. The varieties of cylindric 7&#39;elatz&#39;vized
set algebras Crsa and Dc, have SUPAP and IPI.

9Every relation symbol(excludingidentity) which occurspositivelyin the interpolantoccurs
positively in both the antecedentand the consequent,and similar for negative occurence.
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PROOF.
Bythesame
argument
asusedin 5.4.1.Nowusetheaxiomatizations
provided in 2.5.7.

QED

ForCrsa,wecandoa bit better.Weneedto denesomenotions.Let 0 3 oz3 w and
let T be a.term of the cylindrictype cyloz.By ind(&#39;r),
Wedenotethe smallestordinal

7 3 ozsuchthat all indicesoccurring
in d,-J-s
andC,-s
in 7&#39;
aresmallerthan7.
DEFINITION
5.4.7. Let V0,Q Boo,be a varietyand O 3 oz3 cu. We saythat Va
has the va&#39;riable~restm&#39;cted
IPI if for all 7,T1such that Va |r: 7 3 73, there exists an
interpolant T2such that

1. var(7&#39;2)
Q va.r(r)H va.r(73)
2. ind(T2)3 ma:1:(ind(&#39;r),ind(T1))
3. V.,}=r3T23T1

Wesaythat V0,hastheveryvarz&#39;able~restrz&#39;cted
IPI if condition2 canbestrengthened
to z&#39;nd(7&#39;2)
Q z&#39;nd(7&#39;)
ind(r1).

If Weonlyconsider
thecylindrifications,
veryva.riable~restricted
IPI is strengthened
and IPI. The(very)variablewwrestricted
SCIis denedfor cylindricmodallogicin
a similar way.

THEOREM
5.4.8. For anyozwith 0 3 oz3 cu,Crso,hasthe varlableerestricted
IPI.

PROOF.By thesameargument
asgivenabove
for SRIRRA.Oneneeds
thefollowing
result,whichis part of lemma10.10in [Ném92]:Let 7 3 a be finite andlet 7 =
ma;v(z&#39;nd(7"),ind(7&#39;1)).
Then,Crsaf: "r3 7&#39;1
<==>Crs.,f: 7&#39;
3 7&#39;1.
QED
Thenexttheoremshowsthat, by droppingthe diagonals,
onecanstrengthen
this result

to veryvariable-restricted
IPI (a resultby vanBenthem).Crsaitselfdoesnot have
this property.

THEOREM
5.4.9.

(VANBENTHEM)
Let0 3 a 3 w. Thed2&#39;agonal~free
reductof

Crsahas the very vam&#39;a.ble&#39;restricted
IPI.

(ii) Let3 3 oz3 co.Crso,
doesnothavetheveryvariable~&#39;restrz&#39;cted
IPI.
PROOF.

Cf. [Ben94a]appendix 12.

(ii). LetT = -C1~-dm
and 0 = ( C1 dmV-C1
dlg).Then)CTS3l: 7&#39;
3 0. Neither

7nor 0 usesvariables,and 1 is the onlycommonindex.80for veryvariablerestricted

interpolation,
wewouldneeda term7 whichusesonlythe index1, andwhichdoes
not useanyvariable.Then7 mustbe built up from Boolean0 and 1, usingonly the

operator
C1andBooleans.
Thevalueof anysuchtermis 0 or 1. But neither0 nor 1 is
an interpolant for the aboveT and or.

,

QED

CYLINDRICMODALLOGIC. We show What these results mean for cylindric modal

logic(andhencefor F0 logic).
THEOREM 5.4.10.

Let 0 _<_
oz 3 4.0.

(i) Thecylindric
modal
logics
oftheclasses
Kg?andK233)
ofciwdimensional
assignment frames haveSCI, WC] and BD.
10111
F0 logic,7&#39;
3 0 wouldbewrittenas(Vmvg2 711)
--r((312115
: D3)> (Vvyvl = 122)).
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(ii) Thecyllndricmodallogicof theclassK33?
hasthevariable-restricted
SCI;but
0: > 2, not the very varz&#39;ablerestricted
SCI.

(iii) (VANBENTHEM)
Thedgjfree reductof the cylindric modallogicof K3? hasthe
very &#39;uarzable-restricted
SCI.

PROOF.By theorems5.4.6,5.4.8and 5.4.9.

QED

In termsof F0 logic, part (ii) of the abovetheoremimpliesthat an interpolantin

restrictedF0 logicwith the generalized
K semantics
fromsection1.2,doesnot
needmorevariablesthan occurin contextsas 37),;
or 72,= 2))in the antecedent
or the
consequent.Onecan contrastthis result with the followingfact about classicalF0
logic. Let L. standfor restrictedclassicalFO logicwith no functionsymbolsandonly
11,
variables.Hajnal Andréka[AVBNQ3]
provedthat, for nite n 2 2, £,, lacksSCI.
But, sinceCwhasthat property(for sentences),
Wecannd an interpolantin some
larger .C,,+k. D. Gabbay has asked whether there exists a bound on ls which would

dependonly on n. The theoremsaysthere isnt.

THEOREM
5.4.11 (ANDREKA).Let n 2 2. Then£,, lacks501 in thefollowingstrong
sense. Thereare £2 sentences(t, 1/)suchthat [:2gb-+212,
butfor no L3,.formula (9in the
commonvocabularyofgb and it, |:: gt-> 0 and }: 9 > 1/}hold.
5.4.3

EXPANSIONS WITH THE DIFFERENCE OPERATOR AND COUNTING

MODALITIES

If weaddthe difference
operatorto the abovelogics,thenamalgamation,
interpolation
and denability disappear.The problemis that the differenceoperatorgivesus a
limited way of counting(recallthat assumingthe Booleans-the differenceoperator
is terIn~denablyequivalentwith the countingmodalities{G1,<)2}).Andréka-Nén&#39;1eti
Sain[ANS94c]showedthat, if weadd all countingmodalitiesto BA-l~D, tl1epositive
properties reappear. They also showedthat, with relativized relation and cylindric
algebras, this strategy need not work.

The next theorem is a joint result with lldiko Sain. Dene the class Crsa+D as
follows

Crsa+
D g SP{f= (V,2),D5,

: V QU forsome
setU}+

i.i<0r

The expansions
with D of D0,,Gaand RCAQare denedin a similar way,following
denition

2.5.3.

THEOREM
5.4.12.

BA+[) lacksthe embedding
property

(ii) RRA+ D lacksEP.
(iii) Let H C_I
{R,S,T}. SRIHRR/-\+D lacks EP.
(iv) Let or befinite. RCA,,+D lachsEP.
(V) Let ozbe arbitrary. Crs0,+D, Da+ D and Ga+ D lack EP.
Meaning that there are no function symbols,and that every atomic sentenceis of the form
Rvmvl, . . .,vC,_1(seesection 2.5.5).
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It followsfromthis theoremthat theuniversalF0 (Sahlqvist)sentence
Va:yz((R;ry&Ryz)
=;>

(r = 2 V 12332))
(i.e.,pseudo~transitivity
of D) is not a nite zigzagproductsentence.

PROOF. Takethefollowing
threealgebras
fromBA+D:52L
= (W),
{a,l)}},U, , D),
B: (33({a,b,c}),D)
andQ: (2B({a,b}),D)
(a,b,careall different).Clearly,Q1
canbe
embedded
into 93and 02.Supposethat B and Q can be embedded
into an algebra
50E BA+ D, by functionsm andn, respectively.
Then&#39;33
shouldcontainthreeatomsas

images
of thesingletons
of .8.But then,onesingleton,
say{a}, of Ghasto bemapped
to a nonsingleton
in 33.So Q)2<)2{a}: 0 andZ)l: <>2n({a})
= 1,whichleadsto a
contradiction.

(ii). RRA+
D isterm~denably
equivalent
withRRA(cf.[Ven9l]Prop3.3.).ButRRA
doesnot haveEP (cf. McKenzie[McK66]).

(iii). Thesamecounterexample
asin

&#39;

workshereaswell. Expand
thealgebras

52L,
.8andQwith the operators
of therelationaltype. Let all singletons
bebelowthe
identity(i.e.,for instance
a = (a,a), b= (b,b),c :=(c, Thenthethreealgebras
are
in SR.lR5TRRA+
D. 91canagainbe embedded
into B and <2.But again,we cannot
embed Q3and 0:into one algebra.

(iv).Foroz5 1,thisfollows
from(i),since
thenRCAo,+
Distermwdenably
equivalent
with BA+ D. For nite ozlargerthan 1, RC/\o,+D is term~definably
equivalentwith

RCA,(cf.[Ven91]
Prop4.2.15).But RCAQ
doesnothaveEPfor 2 3 cr< w (cf.Comer
[Com69]).

(V).Usethesamecounterexample
asin (i), andchange
it asin (iii).

QED

The abovetheoremhasthe followingconsequences
in the realmof logicalcalculi.
THEOREM
5.4.13. Thefollowinglogicswith the dierenceoperatorlack WCI and
SCI.

9 propositionallogic with D

0 the Dzacpansion
of the arrowlogicQM£(K::§H),for all H Q {R,S&#39;,
T} or H =
3Q

o theD~e$pansion
ofthecylindric
modal
logic
Q./\/l£(K),
forK oneofKS5,
Kzg,
for any0:,or K 2

forfinitecu.

PROOF.The difference
operatormakesall classes
whichoccurin theorem5.4.12dis~
criminator varieties. Then the theoremfollows from the previousone by the implications in table 5.1.

QED

I. Sain[Sai94)
settledthequestion
of thedenabilityproperty(BD)for theselogics.
THEOREM
5.4.14 (SAIN).

Propositionallogicwith D hasBD

(ii) LetH E {R,S&#39;,T}
or H = SQ.TheD~e:z:pan5ion
ofQ./\/f£(K::£H)
lacksBD.
(iii) Let2 3 oz3 w,and
QK QKid". TheDeerpansion
Q/l/l£I(K)
lacksBD.
PROOF.The proofgoesby showingthat ESdoesnot hold in the SP closureof the
complexalgebras
of theframeclasses.
Theproofof this last statementis anadaptation
of Sainscounterexample
givenin the proofof [Sai90),Thm 2.
QED
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EXPANSIONS
WITHCOUNTING
MODALITIES.
Andréka~NémetiSain
showed
that, if
weadd all countingmodalitiesto propositionallogicwith D, interpolationand den~

abilityreappear
([ANS94c],
Thin15).Németi~Sain
[Sai94]
showed
thattheseproperties
still fail whenweaddall countingmodalities
to the arrowlogicof the classof pair~

frames
Kggg,
for H = SQorH Q{R,S,T}, ortothecylindric
modal
logicoftheclass
of all assignment
framesKgi,for 2 3 Q!_<_
w. Thiscanalsobeshownby anadaptation
of Sainscounterexample.
Onekillsthisproof,however,
by addingall of thefollowing
operations.For V Q U, i < oz,72somenite ordinaland T Q V, dene

<>?&#39;r(i:e:l{s¬V:
|{7¬T:8E,&#39;7H>rL}
It is anopenproblem,
whether
weretrieveBDin thislogicbyaddingall these
counting
modalities.

5.5

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

In section
2.3wedenedthelogicalcoreof a general
modallogic QM£( K) asthelogic
of the classwhich satises all universal F0 conditions that are valid in K. What we

haveshownhereis that the logicalcorein a strictersense~thatpart whichsatisesall
universalHorndenableconditionsbehaves
asit shouldwith respectto interpolation.
Wesawthat universalnon-Hornconditions,like pseudo~transitivity
of the difference
operator,cankill the interpolationproperty.This might leadus to concludethat the
logicalcoreof a logicshouldbeits universalHom part (allowingextrafunctionsymbols

asin 5.3.3).In otherwords,insteadof obtainingthecoreby addingall subframes
(as
in section2.3),weaddall nite zigzagproducts.Thenwealwaysobtaininterpolation
and Beth denability. We end with two questions.

1. Is therea syntacticcharacterization
of the nite zigzagproductsentences?
2. All arrowlogicswith interpolationhadthefinite modelproperty(frnp). W. Rant-

enberg([Rau83]
Problem2) askedwhetherthereis a modallogicwith strong
interpolation,but without the fmp. L. Maksirnova
gavea positiveanswerto this
question([Mak91a]Thm 7). Is therealsoa generalmodallogicWhoseclassof
framesis closedundernite zigzagproducts,but whichlacksthe fmp?

5.6

APPENDIX:REFORMULATION
OF (S)AP WITH APPLICATIONS

Onecanweakenthe INSEPproductconstructionfromthe proofof the zigzagproduct
lemmato obtain an equivalentformulationof (S)APusingframes.We will usethis
Note thatthese
counting
modalities
havea.localcharacter:
theycountoftenwecanchange
a
sequence
at a coordinate
i. In F0 logic,theycanbedenedasfollows(let R bea binarypredicate):

<>5Rv0v1
#5-e=f>
3-v2,...,vn+g(/\{v,v
gévj:23 2&#39;,j
3 n+2&i¢j}/\Rv2v1
/\.../\Rv,,+2v1)
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fact for simpleproofsthat certainclassesof algebraslack AP. A similar analysisis
possiblefor the embedding
propertyandsuperanialganiation.
5.6.1

THE EQUIVALENCE LEMMA

LEMMA 5.6.1. Let K Q BAO and L a classof frames, both of BAO type S. Assume

that
(i)Lisclosed
under
zigzagmorphic
images
(ii)JeL=>f+eK

(iii)QlEK=>91+EL
Then (1) and (2) are equivalent:
(1) K has AP

(2)(VQl,Q3,
02
EK)(Vf,
h)ifii <f<
Qt Q,then
there
exists
.77
ELsatisfying.
(a) Dom(f&#39;)
_C_I_
(Dom(B+)X Dom(¬+))f INSEP(this makesthe diagramcommute)
(b) theprojections770
and7a;arezigzagmorphisms
from .7:onto13+and61+,respectively.

LEMMA5.6.2. Let K, L and conditions (i)(iii)
(1) and (2) beloware equivalent.
(1) K has SAP

be as in the previous lemma. Then

(2) Condition(2) from thepreviouslemmastrengthened
with (c):
(c) (VxE (B \ f*(A))(Vy E (C&#39;\
h*(A))(3u6 Dom(f)) : XE 7rg(u)<==>y g!7r1(u)
Beforewe prove theselemmas,we sketchhow the frame .7 in condition (2) relatesto
the IN SEP product constructionwhich was dened in 5.2.8,andiusedin the proof of

the zigzagproductlemma.By denition, that constructionsatises conditions(a) and
(b), andit is easyto showthat it alsosatises condition
On the otherhand,the
frame.77from (2) neednot bean INSEPproductof 88+and62+.Its domainis a subset
of (B, x C_,_)
restrictedto INSEP,and the projectionsaresurjective,but it neednot
be the Wholeof INSEP. The seconddifferenceis that .7 validates only a subset of
the relations that a subdirect product validates (becausethe projection functions are

homomorphisms).
It hasto validatejust enough;to maketheprojectionszigzagaswell.
In -5.6.4below, Wegive an exampleof BAD variety V which has SUPAP,but whose
classof framesCm"1V is neither closedunder INSEP~,nor under zigzag~products.
PROOFOF LEMMA 5.6.1. Assumeconditions (i)-A-(iii).

(2):>

Assume Let2l,%,¢
E K such
that15«L91>1Q.Byassumption,
we

find a frame .7:E L satisfyingconditions (a) and
The restriction to INSEP implies
that f+ 0 W02 12+0 TF1.So,by claim 1 in the proof of 5.2.6,the algebras21,K G:can be

amalgamated
in 55+by the embeddings
vrj o613and7rf"oeg. Since.7:E L, by condition
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thedenitionsoneseesthat theupperdiagramat theleft in (5.12)belowcommutes.
Wewill denea frame.77satisfying
(a)and(b) whichis a zigzagmorphic
imageof 13+
(seethediagramat theright). Thisis enough
since,by assumption,
&#39;33
E K, by (iii)
50+6 L, and then by (i), .77E L.
.7

33+

,3
I

we

®+

"1

\

(5.1

8f+ 71+
Q.«_3+
/

Definea function17: Dom(D+)
->

(m+(:z:),

91+

2asE Dom(CD+)}
by p(:c)E

Denea frame.77
ofthetypeof33+byDom(.7-")
drzef
{(m+($),
n+(:v)

atEDom(©+)}
andRfp(y)a:1...x,,
<51-§£>
(3:53
..

= 30,& R°+y:1:1...:Lr
n.

N
Qt
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statesan equivalence
however,we can apply it to obtain negativeresultsas well.
Especiallywith nite frames,the conditionsin (2) are easyto handle,and they give
riseto simplecounterexamples.
We will giveseveralof thesecounterexamples
in the
next section.For a streamlinedapplicationof 5.6.1,weusethe followingresult.
LEMMA5.6.3. Let K _C__
BAO and L a classof frames, both of BAO type S. Assume

conditions(i)(iii) of lemma5.6.1. Thenwehave:

1.If there
exist
niteframes
.77,Q,H
ELandzigzagmorphtsms
f,h such
thatQ3;
.7 «:5
H, andthereexistsnoJ E L satisfying
(a) and(b) below,
thenK doesnot
have AP.

2. If (1) canbestrengthened
byreplacing
thesubset
relationin (a) byan equality,
then K does not have SAP.

(3.)J g (G x H) IINSEP

(b) theprojections
areztgzagmorplzisms.
PROOF. Assumeconditions (i)~(iii).

(1).Assume
theantecedent
of Bycondition
(ii),.7+,Q",7*t+
EKandQ4{:4
.77+
5::71+.Since
theframes
(andhence
theircomplex
algebras)
arenite, theyare
isomorphic
to the canonical
framesof theircomplex
algebras
(i.e.,e.g.,.77% (.7-"+)+).
But then, by 5.6.1, K does not have AP.

(2)followsfromtheobservation
that (a),together
with (c) of 5.6.2,ensures
that with
nite framesthe domain of ._7equalsINSEP. (Becauseon nite algebras,atoms correspondone to one with ultralters.)
QED
SUPAP WITHOUTZIGZAGPRODUCTS.We give an exampleof a canonicalvariety

of BAOs whichhas SUPAP,althoughthis cannotbe shownby the zigzagproduct
lemma. We dene the following classes:

Kgvfad
(El {.7-&#39;=
(W/,
R)0<,»<w
2Ri Ql+1W& (Riggs;
H.517,
4-::>171
...:c,-distinct)}
Vgradlg SP(Kgrad)+
Notethat eachframein Kym;is uniquelydetermined
by its universe.In [ANS94c]
Thm 15,Wend the followingfactsaboutVgmd:it is a canonicaldiscriminatorvariety
whichhasSUPAP,andit is tern1denably equivalentto the varietyBA+ nttmes of
Booleanalgebras
expanded
with all countingmodalitiesO". Thegeneralmodallogicof

theclassKym;hasSCI,WCI,andBD.Because
Vgmd
is a canonical
variety,conditions

(ii) and(iii) of thezigzag
product
lemma
arefulfilledforV9,; andCm"1Vgmd.
We
showthat SUPAPcannotbe provedusingthe zigzagproduct lemma,becausecondition
(i) is not satised.

THEOREM
5.6.4. Cm"1Vgmdis neitherclosedunderzigzagproductsnor underINSEP products.

PROOF.We usethe followingfact, whichis easyto check:Vgmd)2 (Olx /\ <>ly)g

(<>2(x,y)
V<>1(x
A

Thispositive
equation
corresponds
onframes
of Cm&#39;1V9m_d
to
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thecondition
V9:yz((R1:1:y
&R1302)
=>(y= 2VRzscyz).
So,every
frame
in Cm1Vgm,1

satises
thiscondition.
Takea .7:E Kym;with F :: {a,,b} (a andbaredifferent).
It
is notdifficultto seethatF X.77
is a zigzag
product
of.77withitself(seegure5.3).
In .7 X .73,the binary relationR1 is the universalrelation,the relation R2 is as in

thepicture,andall otherrelations
areempty.Theframe.77X .7:cannot belong
to Cm"1Vgmd,
because
it doesnot validatethe abovecondition.This showsthat

Cm"1Vgmd
is not closed
underzigzag
products.Thesameexample
shows
that it

is notclosed
under
INSEP
products
either.For,theframe
Q= ({w},Rl)0<Kw
with
Rlxx,1222223292,
and,forallz"> 2,R = @,
isazigzagmorphic
image
ofJ7,and X.7"is

anINSEPproductof theframes.7-",
Q,and.77.
(32,/~\.
<a,b>

W
C)/\
<a,a>

QED

<b,a>

<b,b>

\*F:;r"U
oz/\

/23

:49
F

FIGURE 5.3: COUNTEREXAMPLEFOR THEOREM5.6.4.

5.6.2

APPLICATIONSOF THE EQUIVALENCELEMMA

Wenowshowhowto apply5.6.1in orderto obtainnegative
results.Wegivefive
Sahlqvistequations
whichwill typicallykill theamalgamation
property,all wellknown

fromalgebraic
logicor modallogic.Consider
theequations
in table5.2.(1)is usually
referredto as density,(2) as the C&#39;hurchRosser
property,(3) is the not~bra,nching
axiomfromtemporallogic,(4),commutativity
of theC,
scomes
fromcylindricalgebra
theory,andcorresponds
to commutativity
of F0 quantiers,
and(5)is onehalfof the
associativityaxiomfrom relationalgebras.Deneve classes
of algebrasK,-C BAG,

5.6]
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F0 correspondent

(1) OX3 <><>x
V:1:yRa:y
:> ElzRazrz
& Rzy
(2) <>C|x
g El<>x
V:1;yzRaty
& R172
=>§lwRyw& Rzw
(3) OxA <>yg <>(xA <>y)V <>(y/\ Ox) \7:vyz(Rxy
& R5112
=;>(RyzV Rzy))

(4) c,-c,-x _<_
cj c,-x

V:ryzT:cy
& Tjyz =>3wTj:rw& Tiwz

(5) (x;y);z 3 x; (y;z)

V2:yzuvCa:yz
& Cyuv=>3tC:nut& Ctvz

TABLE 5.2: EQUATIONSWHICH CAN KILL AP

PROOF. By the Sahlqvist form of the equations.

QED

THEOREM5.6.6. None of the aboveK,-has the amalgamationproperty.
In the counterexamplesto come,the whole argumentis given in the pictures. We ex-

plainhowtheywork. Zigzagmorphisms
aregivenby dottedlines,accessibility
relations
in framesby fat arrows(an arrowleadingfrom J?to y meansthat Rwy). A possible
amalgamis alwaysgiven at the top of sucha picture. We do not draw the projections,
sincethey are codedin the namesof the points in the amalgam.
PROOF. Each proof has the following ingredients. We construct three nite frames

f,Q,HE L,-,andzigzagmorphisms
f,h such
thatQ5:»
.7:<2H. Thenweshow
that
there cannot be a J E L,~,satisfyingconditions(a) and (b) from lemma 5.6.3. By that
lemma and 5.6.5,this is enoughto provethe theorem. If .9is a frame, then F denotes

its domainandits relationsaregivenby RF.
CLAIM 1.

K1 does not have AP.

PROOFOF CLAIM. Dene .}r,Q,&#39;H
as in gure 5.4. Clearly, all of them belong to

L1. Denefunctions f : G -> F by
= a:#and f(b*) 2: b#, and h : H > F by
h.(a:I)= a3#andf (b*I):2 b#. It is easyto seethat f andh arezigzagmorphisms.
SinceQ
and H are isomorphic,it is enoughto checkoneof the two. The other counterexarnples

areset up in the sameway. Nowsuppose
thereexists.7 6 L1satisfying(a) and

ThenR7(a,aI),(b,bl),sothereshouldbea z E J with R7(at,al),2:85R32,(12,
bl). But
then,by condition(b), 2 2 (c,dI): whence2 ¢ INSEP,a contradictionwith (a).

4

CLAIM 2. K2 does not have AP.

PROOFOF CLAIM. Dene .7-&#39;,Q,H
E L2 as in figure 5.5. Dene f 2 G --> F by

= £l7#
andf(e*) 2 e#,andh : H -> F by h(:rI)= a&#39;#
andf(d*I) :2 d#. Then
f and h arezigzagmorphisms.
Again,suppose
thereexists.7 E L1satisfying(a) and
(b). Then R7(a,aI),(I),bl) & R7(a,aI),(e,cI). So,thereshouldbe a z E J suchthat
R*7(b,
bl),z & R3(c,cI),2. But then,by (b): 2 = (d,e),whichcontradicts
4
CLAIM 3.

K3 does not have AP.

PROOF OF CLAIM. This example is a bit different from the others. Here, it is not

an existentialquantier, but a disjunction which causestrouble. Figure 5.6 speaksfor
itself.

4
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<b,b>
Ks
<c,d>

F

FIGURE 5.4: COUNTEREXAMPLEFOR K1
CLAIM 4.

K4 does not have AP.

PROOFOF CLAIM. We only give the picture (gure 5.7). We usedotted lines for To
and black onesfor T. The argument;is the sameas for K1.
4
CLAIM 5.

K5 does not have AP.

PROOFOF CLAIM. Drawingsare more difficult to make with ternary relations. We

will denoteelements
by arrows(head,tail), anddeneCrcyz<==>93(0)=2y(0)&3/(1) =
2(0) & 1) = 2(1), staying closeto the intuition that C denotescomposition. But we
cannot equatean arrow with an orderedpair, whenceC doesnot give relational com~
position, but composition in rnultigraphs. VVewill exploit that C is not a function.
For clarity, we also give the relations depicted in figure 5.8:

Cg (ii-Ef{<a7b:c)9
<b9d)e>7
<O&#39;7dv$)a
<x9e7C>7<a7d*a$*>7
(x*7e*sC*)}
C El {(011,
bl,cI),
(b!,d/,el),
(aI,dI,:z:I),
(3:/,6/,c/),
(al,d*/,1:*/),
(a:*/,
e*/,c*/)}
Cf gf {(a#,b#,c#),(b#,d#,e#),(a#,d#,x#),(a#,d#,:::*#),(x#,e#,c#),(a:*#
Dene f and h suchthat (V3;6 {t1,b,c,d,e}): f(y) = f(y*) 2 y# 2: h(yI) :: h(y*I),
= :v# = h(:z:*I),and
: ac*#=
Then f and /1are zigzagmorphisms.
Now, supposethere exists ,7 E L; satisfying (a) and
Then (7 is as in the figure, so
there must be a 2 as denotedby the dashedarrow. But then by (b), 2 = (ac,2:1),which
contradicts (a).
QED

&#39;
5.6]
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<d,e>

{Ax

<b,b>

<c,c>

<a,a>
I
1#
G

d#

e#

H
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FIGURE 5.7: COUNTEREXAMPLEFOR K4

FIGURE 5.8: COUNTEREXAMPLEFOR K5

6

APPLICATIONS

TO ARROW LOGIC

Havingnishedouralgebraiclogical
investigations,
wereturnto arrowlogicproper,
andseewhatwehavelearnt.Besides
transforming
earlierresultsinto arrowlanguage
,

wegiveseveral
expansions
of thelatter(eg, withKleene
star,slashes
andcylindrifi
cations).
Weendthechapter
withatwo~sorted
version
of arrowlogic(proposed
by
Johanvan Benthem [Ben93]).

This chaptercanbe readindependently
from the previousones.Wedo not repeat
earlierdenitions,but they caneasilybefoundusingthe index.
Convention

We will only usethe localconsequence
relationdenedin section2.1.3,

exceptfor Bethsdefinability
property,
whichis meantin theglobalsense.
Hence
weomitthesuperscript,
andmerelywriteIE2,
reserving
|=9&#39;°
for the
exceptions.

6.1

INTRODUCTION

Arrowlogicwasintroduced
intuitivelyin section1.1,anddenedmoreprecisely
in
section

2.4.5.

MODELSFORARROWLOGIC. There are at least three classesof modelsavailablefor
arrow logic:

0 (abstract)Kripkemodels(i.e.,arrowwfrarnes)
0 directedgraphs(i.e.,pair~frarnes)
o directed rnultigraphs

Wearguedthat intuitively,graphsandmultigraphs
arepreferable
to Kripkemodels,
because
of their moreconcretepictorial character.Within directed(multi)graphs
we can make further distinctions, dependingon the availability of arrows. Thus, we

find a landscape
rangingfrom the classof all directed(multi)graphsto the classof

square(multi)graphs
(wherethe setof arrowsis a full Cartesian
product U X U,
for someset U of states). In betweenthe two ends,weinvestigateanycombination
of the followingthreerequirements
on universes
of pairframes:reflexivity,symmetry

andtransitivity(cf.gure2.2).ln whatfollows,wefocusmainlyondirectedgraphs.
With thesemodels,the requirement
of transitivedomainsformstheborderlinebetween

positiveandnegative
meterlogical
properties
(cf. section6.2.1).In section6.2.2,we
surnrnarize the known results about Inultigraphs.
127
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LANGUAGES
FORARROW
LOGIC.Thepropositional
language
withextraconnectives

forcomposition,
converse
andidentityis thecorelanguage
ofarrowlogic(mainly
for
historical
reasons,
because
thisis thelanguage
of relationalgebras).
Clearly,
these
arenot all connectives
whichareinteresting
whenreasoning
aboutarrows.In the
literature,wecannd thefollowing
extras:the j) modalities
fromVakarelovswork
on arrowlogic(cf. [Vak92b]
andalsoVenema
[Ven89],
[Ven9l]),whichcorrespond
to the cylindricdiamonds
O0,O1andto the two dominomodalities;
the slashes

(residuals),whicharethesemi-dua.ls
oftheconjugates
ofthecomposition
modality

(see
section
4.5.2),
andtheKleene
star.Forapair-frame
.7,amodel
M = (.7,V),and

sc 6 F we dene:

M,.»c:+
(zj)¢>
é%> (ay) ;.r,-=y,&M,y ug5(i,j e {o,1})

M,;rH-qb\¢
435$(Vyz)2(:vo=y1,yg=z0,z1=:z:1&M,yIl-q5)=>M,zl
M,:c$Iezp/¢
$5 (Vyz):(x0=y0,x1=zg,z1==y1&M,zll¢)=>M,yH~z
M,a:ll-¢*

<2-f=,»
M,xllgboratcanbenitelydecomposed
intoarrows
where
gtholds

Hereis the meaningof the newoperatorsin pictures:
10

IL

U}

in<oo>«>4<o1>¢&#39;
N<n>¢&#39;
V
"
u--«>

u--W v

U)

7.1)

thenz/2J\f¢
wand
¢/«zs
¢\¢
u->

U

Other connectives
whichwe might add without a specic arrowbehaviour~are

theuniversal
modality(cf.sec3.1),the difference
operator,andcountingor graded
modalities (cf. sec4.4)1. We repeat their denitions for convenience:

M,a:lf-oqs <§%>(Ely): M,yH-<15
M,:cIl~Dq5¢1-3-.>
(3y):a:75y&M,yI%¢
f
M,xH-<>"¢<93-,> E F: M,wH- _>_
n
The reasonthat these operators are less well-studied is that most of them become

termwdefinable
in the corelanguage,
wheninterpretedon the squarepair-frames.

PROPOSITION
6.1.1. In thearrowlogicofsquare
pair~fmmes
AL(K::§5Q),
thefollowing connectives
aredenable:

(i,j E {0,1}),\,/,(>,D,(>1,02,<)3.

PROOF.Theexpressive
powerof thisarrowlogicequals
that of first orderlogicwith
threevariables
andonlybinarypredicate
symbols
(cf.[HMT85]Thm5.3.16).All these
connectives
canbe denedusingonly threevariables.

QED

Theseconnectives
areno longerdenableoverlargerclasses
of models.Soit is interestingto seewhat happenswith them on non~squaremodels. We look at severalsuch

expansions
in section6.3. For eachone,we investigatethe completelandscapethat
was drawn

above.

Sam[Sai88]
argues
thatthedifference
operator
iswell~suited
to studyprogram
verication.
This
might be a reasonto add D to arrowlogic,whenappliedin computerscience.
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TWO-SORTED
ARROWLOGIC. Arrow logic is similar to PropositionalDynamic Logic

(PDL;cf. Harel[Har84]),
in the sense
that bothlogicsaredesigned
to reason
about
transitionsor programs.The difference
is that in PDL we canalsoreasonaboutthe

input/outputbehavior
ofprograms.
Program
expressions
areinterpreted
at transitions;
but in addition,wehavestateformulasthat canbeinterpretedat states.In arrowlogic,
wecanonly interpretat transitions.JohanvanBenthem([Ben93])introduceda two
sortedversionof arrow logic in which we canreasonabout statesas well. In section6.4,

we study sucha systemwith a pair~framesemantics.We comparethis systemwith
PDL, andwith the relatedPeirceAlgebras(cf. Brink et al. [BBS94]).
PRELIMINARIES

Recallthe denition of arrowlogic AL(K) from section2.4.5. We needto dene a
derivationsystemfor arrowlogic.Thedenitiongivenbelow(of, [Ven94]),
is a straightforwardgeneralization
of the well~known
K axiornatization
for unarymodallogic. For
everygeneralmodallogic,sucha derivationsystemexists. A formulaatis derivable
from the K axiomsif and only if the equation?q5#=21 is derivablefrom the BAO
axiomsin equationallogic. lf we add azcioms
to the K derivationsystem,and their
corresponding
equationsto the BAO axioms,this correspondence
remains.
DEFINITION
6.1.2. A derivationsystemfor arrowlogicis a pair (A, R) with A a set
of axioms and R a set of derivation rules. A derivation system is called normal if A
contains the following axioms:

(CT)

all classicaltautologiesa

(DB) ((PVP)N1)H (P-qVp -4), (P&#39;(¬1V<1&#39;))
H (p°qVp-<1)
®(pVq) H ®pV®q
and R containsthe rules of ModusPonens, UniversalGeneralizationand Substitution:
(MP) ¢>.<25
-+ It / 1/2
(U3)
<75
/ <I5:¢»
$2.45
<,b/982$

(SUB) gt / oqéfor 0 a mapuniformlysubstitutingformulas
for propositional variablesin formulas.
A normal derivation systemis called orthodoxif (M P), (UG) and (SUB) are the only
derivation rules of the system. For any set E of formulas, Q(Z3)denotesthe orthodox

derivationsystemhavingaxioms2, (CT) and (DB). A formulais a theoremof the
derivationsystemA 2: (A, R), notationA I" (:3,if gtis the last item (tn of a sequence
qég,
. . . , (tn of formulassuchthat eachct, is eitheran axiomor the result of applying
a rule to formulas{$0,. . . ,q&#39;>,_1}.
A formula</)is derivablefrom a set of formulasF,
notation: F FA c/),if thereare e/1,...,&#39;y,,
in Tsuchthat A F (73/\
/\ 79,)-> #2.
A derivation systemA is sound with respectto a classK of (arrow) frames,if every
theorem of A is valid in K, completeif every Kwvalidformula is a theorem of A.
2The function it denotes the trivial translation from logical formulas to algebraic terms. See
section 2.1.3.

301"any nite axiomatizationof the Boolean(propositional)part.
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Notation:A F gt <==:>K l: 45.It is strongly
soundandstrongly
complete,
if
I FA ¢ <===>
F k=Ko5(l==K
is thelocalconsequence).

ln thenextdenition,weformulate
themetalogical
properties
wewill study.

DEFINITION
6.1.3. LetQ./\/l£(K)
2 (Fml(P),
Mod(K),!k)
bea general
modallogicof
some fixed type S.

(i) Q/\/l£(K)
is decidable
if thesetofvalidities
{Q5
6 Fml(P): t=KQ5}
isa decidable
set.

(ii)Q./Vl£(K)
hastheniteframe
property if every
formula
ctwhich
isnotGA/l£(K)

valid can be falsied on a nite frame from K.

(iii) Q/\/l£(K)admits
a (strongly)
sound
andcomplete
nite asciomatization
byanorthodox
derivation
system,
if thereexistsanitesetofformulas
E C Fml(P)suchthat
0(2) is a (strongly)
sound
andcomplete
derivation
system
forQ/\/l£(K).
(iv)A logicis canonical
if thecanonical
frameof theLindenbaumTarski
algebra4
of
QM£(K) is a memberof K.

(V)StrongandweakCraiginterpolation
andBethdenabilityareasdenedin section

5.1.2.

6.2
6.2.1

THE cons

LANGUAGE

ARROW LOGIC or DIRECTED GRAPHS

The precedingchaptersalreadydrewa landscape
of arrowlogicsfor pair-frames.
We

considered
theclassof square
pairframes
Kggsq,
andthe classesH

in whichthe

universeof the framesis an H relation. HereH E {R, S,T}, and R standsfor re-

flexive,S for symmetric
and T for transitive.Kgggsq
equals
theclosure
under
disjointunions
oftheclass
K:§lR3T.
Hence
thelogics
AL(K:§£5Q)
andAL(K;§iR5T)
are
equivalent.
Forthisreason,
wedonotmention
thearrowlogicAL(K§§§5Q)
explicitly.
Thus,the threeprecedingchaptersleadto the followinggeneraldescriptionof arrow
logics.

THEOREM
6.2.1. ThearrowlogicAL(K;:iH) is decidable
iT ¢ H.

THEOREM
6.2.2. ThearrowlogicAL(K::iH)admitsa stronglysoundandcomplete
nite amiomatization
by an orthodoxderivationsystem2"T ¢ H .

Let H Q {R,5}. Recallthat # denotes
the translationfromalgebraic
termsinto
logicalformulas
(e.g.,(X/\id3 x")# 2 (p/\id) ~>®p).Recallthealgebraic
equations

(A1)
- (A15)
from
2.4.9.
Dene
no£4(:11)-#(A12)"#},
235
4.2
29,
o{(A13)#},

2,; E 29.u {(414)-#,
(A15)#}and2&5£22;;u 25.
THEOREM
6.2.3. Let H Q {R,S}. ThederivationsystemS2(EH)is stronglysound
andcomplete
with respectto the arrowlogicAL(K:§l
TheLindenbaumTarsl(i
algebra
ofa logicQ/\/l£(K)
is thetermalgebra
Qtgenerated
bytheset

of propositional
variables,
factoredout by Q/\/t£(K)equivalence.
Its canonical
frameis 2l+. The

canonical
model
ofalogicisthemodel
(91+.v),
where
v isdened
byv(p) = {w EDom(Ql+)
:p Ew}.

6.2]
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THEOREM
6.2.4. Let P beany of stronginterpolation,weakinterpolationor Beth
defimibility.ThearrowlogicAL(K;§§H)hasP ijfT ¢ H.

Weprove
alltheorems
at once,
usingourearlier
results
aboutthevarieties
S(K§§iH)+.
PROOF.Recallthat, for anygeneralmodallogicQM£(K) , andfor anyformula(/5in
the languageof that logic:

1=:K<;S
<==:>
K+l=g/>#=1<==>
HSPK+}_.¢#=1
(Thin 6.2.1) By 4.2.6.

(Thin6.2.2)
Thisfollows
from4.2.2,
whichstated
thatthecanonical
varieties
S(K:§§H)

are nitely axiomatizableiii T ¢ H.

(Thin6.2.3)By 4.2.1.Wealsogivea directproof.Let A : §2(XlH)
bethederivation
systemfor AL(K§:lH).AssumeF VA(25.
Let M = (.7-Iv)be the canonicalmodelof the

derivation
systems.
Then|[T]}M
;{

It follows
from2.4.9that.77
EKm},andfrom

4.2.3,that .7-"
is a zigzagmorphic
imageof someframeQ E K3":£H.
But then,thereis a

model
M = (Q,v&#39;)
in whichI]]M,
;<_
[[43]]M,,
whence
I t: ¢ is notvalidin AL(K§:iH).
(Thm6.2.4)Thepositivesideis 5.4.5.Thenegative
sidefollowsfrom5.4.2,usingthe
implications in table 5.1.

QED

PROBLEM
6.2.5. It is unknownwhetherthe decidablearrow logicsAL(K;T§{H)
for

H Q {R,S} alsohavethenite frameproperty.By 3.2.3,Wedoknowthat thelogics
of the strictly largerclassesof abstractarrowframesAL(K:f1l1),whichare logically
equivalentto AL(K:§iH),havethe nite frameproperty.
THE BORDERor COMPUTATIONALNICE BEHAVIOUR

Wearguedthat thereareat leastthreeimportantaspects
to thenotionof the computationalcoreof a logic:decidability,nite axiomatizabilityandinterpolation.Theabove
theoremsshowthat, for the arrowlogicsof pairframes,the borderof computational
nice behaviour is transitivity of the universe.

In the next section, Weconsiderexpansionsof the core language. The next two

theoremsshowthat, for theseexpansions,
transitivity alsoleadsto negativeresults.

LetQdenote
anysubset
of

E {0.l}),\, /, O,D,<>"(0
< n<

AL(K§:iH)+Q

denotesthe expansion
of the arrowlogic.4L(K:§§H)
with connectives
in

THEOREM
6.2.6. Let{T} Q H C;{R,S,T}. AL(K;:§H)-l-Q
is undecidable.
PROOF.By 6.2.1andthe fact that all the expansions
areconservative.

QED

THEOREM
6.2.7(ANDRé1<A).
Let {T} g H Q {R,S,T}. AL(K§§§H)+Q
doesnot
admita nite soundandcompleteariomotizationby an orthodoxderivationsystem.
PROOF. Cf. [And91a].

QED

5 So.&#39;F
is theultralter frameof theternvalgebra,factoredout by the congruence
{(95,11;): Q(EH) l-

tt>it},andthevaluation
ofthepropositional
variables
isgiven
byv(p)d:e*f
{uEF : pE
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Suchgeneral
resultsarenot available
for interpolation
anddefinability.
Weinspected
the proofsfor failureof theseproperties,andtheyall seemto gothroughwith the new
connectivesadded.

CONJECTURE
6.2.8. Let {T} _C;
H g; {R,S, T}. Let P be any of SCI, WCI or BD.
AL(K§§f,H)+Q
doesnot haveP.
6.2.2

ARROW LOGIC OF DIRECTED MULTIGRAPHS

Wenowturn to directedmultigraphs.Arrow logicfor directedmultigraphswasrst

studiedby D. Vakarelov
([Vak92b]),
usinga propositional
language
with thefour 3&#39;)
modalities.A. Arsovaddedthe operatorsfromrelationalgebras
to this type (seeArsov
et al. [AM94b]and below). A. Kuhler ([Kuh94])provideda nite axiornatizationof
arrowlogicin the relationaltype of directedrnultigraphsand of locally square(i.e.,
reexive and symmetric) directed multigraphs. She used the same combination of

mosaicsand stepbystepconstructionasoursin section 4.2. Thus,this combination
of ideascan be fruitfully applied in different situations.

With multigraphs,thereare severalreasonable
waysof dening compositionand
converse.(For identity, there is obviouslyjust one denition.) Kuhler and Arsov
usedthe followingdenition. A directedmultigraphis a tuple (Ar, 130,0,1) with A7
a set of arrows(edges),Po a set of points (nodes), and O and 1 two surjective
functionsfrom A7"to P0, providingeacharrowa with its head a(O) and its tail
a(1), respectively.
(Vakarelov
callsthesetuplesarrowstructures.)Wecall a directed
multigraphlocallysquareif (VarE Ar)(3yzw E A1) 2
= y(1),a:(1)= y(0),:c(0)=
2(0)= z(1)&.r(1) ==w(O)2: 112(1).
ArsovandKuhlerdenethefollowingarrowframes
from directedmultigraphs.Let G 2 (Ar, Po,0, 1) be a directedmultigraph.Thenthe
framefa = (Ar, Cg,Fa,lg) is a multigraphar7ow~fmme
if

lgaz <g?:f>
:23(0)=a:(1)
H 21(0)
my
<-9-i->
w(0)=y<1)&:c(1)
C0333/Z
<94-*i>
mm)= y<0),y(1) 2(0) & 2(1) =

a:(1)

Dene,

AK

ii-I {fa 1Gis a directed
multigraph}

AKRgg {Fa: Gisalocally
square
directed
multigraph}
THEOREM6.2.9 (KUHLER). AK and AKR5 admit strongly completenite axiomatizations by orthodox derivation systems.

PROOF.Cf. [Kuh94].

QED

THEOREM6.2.10. AK and AKRS enjoy Craig interpolation and Beth denability.

PROOF.This followsfrom 5.3.6,The givenaxiomsare Sahlqvist,and correspond
to
(clausiable)Horntheories.
QED
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Theabovementioned
resultby Arsovis the following.The ) modalitiesaredened
on multigraphs,usingthe functions0 and 1, asonewouldexpect.For instance,if M

is a model
overa multigraph
frame,
M,3:It (OO)q5
<§§&#39;{->
(Ely): 38(0)
2 y(0)& M,y Hgt.
THEOREM
6.2.11(ARSOV).Theexpansions
of AK andAKR5withthe

modali-

ties admit strongly completenite asciomatizations
by orthodoxderivation systems.

Pnoos. Cf. [AM94b].

QED

THEOREM
6.2.12. Theexpansions
of AK andAKR3withthe

modalities
enjoy

interpolation and denability.
PROOF. All axiomsare in Sahlqvistform, and correspondto universalHorn sentences.
Again, use 5.36.
QED
PROBLEM6.2.13. It is unknown whether thesearrow logics of directed multigraphs
are decidable.

6.3

EXPANSIONS

OF THE CORE LANGUAGE

In this section,we expandthe corelanguagewith the modalitiesdiscussed
in the
introduction:

0)

modalities(sec6.3.1)

0 slashes(without converse)(sec6.3.2)

0 universalmodality,difference
operatorandcountingmodalities(sec6.3.3)
o Kleenestar (plusthe universalmodality)(sec6.3.4)
Wedenoteexpansions
of an arrowlogicAL(K) with a setof operatorsQ asAL(K)+Q.
6.3.1

CYLINDRIC

DIAMONDS AND DOMINOS

Thefour j) modalitieswerestudiedby Y. Venema([Ven89],[Ven91])
in twowdimensional
modallogic (i.e.,directedgraphs),andby D. Vakarelovand A. Arsovin the context
of multigraphs([AM94b],[Vak92b]).
PROPOSITION
6.3.1. Thefour
modalitiesare term-denablein the arrowlogic
/U3(K§§iz1)
??f{R»5}.C_
H:

(00)¢ +->(id/\(¢oT))oT
(0l)q3 <~>(id/\(T 0

(ll)q5 6--)To(id/\(Toq5))

0T

(10>q5<>T 0 (id/\((;50 T))

PROOF. Ne show one example:

(u,v)1I(OO)<f)
(31/):

1:)1%
<1)

(u,u)1+id/\(¢.T)

$3
<=:=>(byreexivityandsymmetry)

4%

(Ll,,U>
it (id /\(g./>0 T)) 0 T
QED
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Let usseewhat happensif weaddthemto the arrowlogicof nonlocally~square
pair~

frames.Let AL(K§§lj)
four

bethearrowlogicof H pairframes,
expanded
with the

modalities.

AXIOMS
FORAL(K:§§H)+(7}j).
Weprovide
complete
axioms
forAL(K:§§H)+(ij),
to
getherwith their framecorrespondents.
Notethat (V1)(V3)arevalidin multigraphs

asWell.LetH Q{R,S}, andletA?) bethefollowing
derivation
system:
(i) The AL(K;§§H)derivationsystem
(ii) Distributionaxiomsand (UG) rulesfor the four newmodalities.

(iiii) A complete
axiomatization
for the

reduct(cf.[Vak92b]).
For2&#39;,
j, k 6 {0,1}:

(V1)p >

R::xa: H

(W) (P/\(W2)-+(iJ&#39;)(q
/\ (25):?)
Rfircy
=>R_yx 7
(Vs) (%&#39;J&#39;)(J&#39;k)P
-->(it)?
Rxy & R°2/2=>R°:vz
iv Axiomsl8 overnin8 the interplaY betweenthe old and the newconnectives:
(V1) id /\p ->

lacré Rijxm

(V5) 63>}?
->(01);)A (10);)

Ferry
=>Rmasy
& Rmasy

(V25)
p 0q -~>
(00)(p
/\ (10)q)
/\ (11)qCryz=,>
R.°°:cy
& Rmyz& Ruxz
(V7) (02&#39;)(id
Ap)» (id/\p) 0T
Rofzvy
& 13/
=>Cxyx fori 6 {(),1}
(V8) (1z&#39;)(id
/\p) >T 0 (idAp)

Ra:y& ly =>Carry

for i E {O,1}

THEOREM
6.3.2. LetH Q {R,S}. Thederivation
system
Ag, is strongly
soundand
complete
with respectto AL(K:§§H)+(tj).
PROOF.For AL(K;§iRS)+
the theoremfollowsfrom the resultsfor the core
languageplus 6.3.1. VVecontinuewith the othercases.Strongcompleteness
follows,

because
everyexpanded
arrowframe
.7:= (W,C,F,l,R&#39;7
)1.
j <] whichsatises(V1)(V3),is a zigzagmorphic
imageof a pair~fra.me
in which the accessibilityrelations

for thej)s aredenedasonewouldexpect.(Forexample,
R¬,°:z:y
<1ig>
$02-go.)
A straightforward adaptation of the graph~constructionin chapter 4 will show this.

This result alsofollowsfrom ArsOvsproof ([AM94b]). He alsouseda stepbystep
constructionto build a directedmultigraph.Thelatter is a bit moreinvolved,because
of the abundance
of arrowsin multigraphs.If weaddthe (not multigraphvalid)axioms

(Am)- (A12)
to hislist,theycollapse
intothesetofAg?)axioms,
andtheconstructed
multigraph will be a graph.

Tusomm 6.3.3. Let H g {as}.

QED

AL(K;:§,,)+(z&#39;7&#39;)
is decidable.

PROOF.Toshowdecidability
of AL(K_:§ij),

ltrate a framesatisfying
theAt?

axiomsas wasdonewithout the (z&#39;j)s
(cf. the proof of 3.2.3),usingthe technique
5Thecorrespondence
between
theaxioms
andtheframeconditions
(V7)and(V8)holdsonlyassuming
theAI,(K;§f)axioms.
Withoutthem,weshould
change
(V7)to q/\ (0z&#39;)(id
/\p)->(id/\p)oq,
and make a similar changefor (V8).

7Assumingthe AL(K:§§)axioms,axiom4 followsfrom 5 and 6. Weleaveit for aestheticreasons.
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described
in [Vak92b]
to handlethe newoperators.Vakarelov
provesthat the logic

withonlythe(-ij ) modalities
admits
ltrationsusingthefollowing
trick(see[Vak92b]
Thin4.4),Ensure
that theclosure
setCL(X) satisesthefollowing
condition:

if forsome
2&#39;,j
E{O,1},i(z&#39;j)g15
ECL(X),thenforanyz&#39;,j
E{0,1}: (z&#39;j)gb
ECL(X)
Dene the R relations in the ltration

as follows:

R*3:",y«% (V(z&#39;j)<,6
e CL(X))(Vke {0,1}) ; M,x t|-(ii,-)¢<=;. M,y It (jz.:)¢

In [Vak92b]
(Thm4.4),it is shown
thatmin andmaxareguaranteed,
andthatthe
ltration satises(V1)
In the proof for the combinedlanguage,it is easyto
Ashowthat conditions(V4)- (V8)hold aswells.
QED

THEOREM
6.3.4. Let H Q {R,S}. AL(K§::H)+(z&#39;j)
enjoyinterpolation
andBeth
denability.

PROOF. Immediatefrom the given axiomatizationsand 5.3.6.

QED

COROLLARY
6.3.5. Let H g {R,S,T}.

(i) AL(K:::H)-i-(zij)
admitsa nite aasiomatization
ijfT ¢ H.
(ii) AL(K;:;,,)+(z&#39;j)
is decidable
z&#39;"T
g;H.
6.3.2

SLASHED Anaow

LOGIC

We nowstudy a versionof arrowlogicin whichwe drop the converse
operator,and
havethe slashesinstead. We take the conjugates9
of 0 as primitive operators.The

conjugates
<1andl>of 0 arethesemi~duals
of theslashes,
asexplained
in section
4.5.2.
Their meaningis givenby the accessibility
relationC of the or

M,:ctF¢I>1/2<3-§;>3y,z:Czy:1:&M,ylF¢&M,zH2/2
M,:vH~¢<H/2<§é> 3y,z:Cy:z:z&M,y|Fd>&M,zl|~1/2
On pairframes,thesedenitionsworkasfollows:

«N /N

11,

(L

<I5i>¢

&#39;1)

w\»

&#39;11,

¢><H/)

U

PROPOSITION
6.3.6. On locallysquarepair-frames,the similarity types{o,®,id},
{o,<l,id}, {o,[>,id} and{o,<1,{>,id}areinterdenable.
STheonlynon~»trivial
part is to show(V7)and(V3).Hereoneshouldrealizethat, using(V6),the
implication
in V7) andV3)canbestrengthened
to a biconditional.
Thenusethefactthat theclosure
setis closed
undertaking5;Q3
(i.e.,(id/\d))0 T andT 0 (id/\gb)).
.
9Theintuitive explanationof this notionis that the conjugates
arethe backwardlooking versions

of theoperator0,in a similarwayasP is thebackward
lookingversion
of F in temporallogic.
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PROOF.Dene the trianglesfrom converse:asin ¢ <11/;<-+
qo ®¢. To showthat
this works,oneonly needssymmetry.On the other hand,dene converse
from the

triangles:asin ®¢&#39;>
<+(id <1gt). To showthat this denitionworks,oneonlyneeds
reexivity.
QED
So,on symmetricframes,we canchoosethe relationaltype, sinceit is easierto han-

dle. Forapplications
however,
the slashed
versionmightbemorenatural.See,for
instance,
Prattsactionlogic,with slashes
asdynamicimplication[Pra90b],
or R0ordasextension
of theLambek
Calculus
with Booleans
([ROo91]).
Themotivation
for
converse
is usuallyweaker
thanfor composition
andidentity.Note,in this respect,
that theconverse-~free
reductof arrowlogicbehaves
just asnicelyasarrowlogicwith
converse(cf. section4.3 on reducts).

LetSALH (forslashed
arrowlogic)standforthearrowlogicof type{o,<1,
D,id}
overall H pair~frames(H Q {R,S,
The only interestingnew casesare those
with H = Wor H 2 R. (The samesimilarity type was studiedunder the name
CARL by Sz. Mikulasin [Mik94]. In that paperonly abstractarrOw~frames
were

studied.)In section4.5.2,wehaveseenthat, withouttheidentityconstant,
thefour

axioms
(L1)(L4)below,
aresufficientforacomplete
axiomatization
(of.4.5.4).These
are well~knownfrom the LambekCalculus:they saythat the three operationsare
conjugates.If we add the identity constant,wend a completeaxiomatizationby a
straightforwardimplementation)of the mosaicideainto the graplrconstructionfor
the identity-freecase.Hereis the resultingderivationsystem.

AXIOMS
FORSALH. Let ASALbethederivation
system
consisting
Of
(i) Distribution
lawsandUG~rules
for themodalities
{o,<1,D}
(ii) Translations
oftheequations
whichaxiomatize
theconverse-free
reductofthepairframes(i.e.,theaxiomatization
of thevarietySRlRd{;,;d}
RRAgivenin table4.2).
(iii) The conjugateaxioms:

(L1) 19- (29\<1)
~>9, (132)q -->p\(p - (1)
(133)(11/91)
0 <1--+P, (L4) 10-+ (P0 <1)/q

(iv) Axiomswhichgive<1andD their converse
behaviour.
Assuming
all theother
axioms,the latter correspondto the given frame conditions.

(L5) (pDid)/\(qDid)+(p/\q)I>id
(L6) (id<lp)/\(id<1q)->id<1(p/\q)

lx&Ca:yz&C;cyz:>y=y
l3:&Ca:yz&C:2:yz:>2=z

Thederivation
system
Affu is obtained
by addingtheaxiom(id OT/\ T 0id) to ASAL.
THEOREM
6.3.7. Let H = 0)or H =: R. The derivationsystemA}"}ALis strongly
sound and complete with respect to SAL H.

The trickisthatonecloses
mosaics
undercoiiversesasdefined
by<3and(>.Forinstance,
dene
a (partial)functionf lac= y if andonlyif 3z(Cz.i&#39;y
& I2),andclosemosaics
underthisfunction(and
its natural dual fl).
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PROOF.
Asmentioned
above,
this
isastraightforward
adaptation
ofearlier
ideas.
QED
THEOREM6.3.8. SAL and SALR enjoy interpolation and Beth denability.
PROOF. Immediatefrom the given axiomatizationand 5.3.6.

QED

CONJECTURE
6.3.9. Weconjecturethat SAL admitsltrations, hencethat it is also
decidable.

Sincethe slashes
aredenablein AL(K&#39;s"§j&#39;.H)
if S E H, wehavethe followingcorollary.
COROLLARY
6.3.10. Let H Q {R,S&#39;,T}.
SAL}; admitsa finite axiomatization
T g; H.

6.3.3

UNIVERSAL MODALITY, DIFFERENCE OPERATOR AND COUNTING

MODALITIES

We quicklymentionsomerelevantresultswhichcanbe extractedfrom our previous
analysis.
UNIVERSAL

MODALITY

PROPOSITION
6.3.11. Let H Q {R, S,T}. TheuniversalmodalityO is denablein
AL(K;;;,, z&#39;T
e H.
PROOF. BecauseSP K"&#39;
+ is a discriminator variety i? T E H cf. ANS94a .

setH

QED
AL(K;lH)+<)
denotes
theexpansion
of AL(K§§lH)
with theuniversal
modality<).
THEOREM
6.3.12. LetH Q {R, S}. ThenAL(K§f;lH)+(>
is decidable,
admitsa strongly
complete
nite aaziomatization,
andenjoysinterpolationandBethdenability.
PROOF.Strongcompleteness
followsfrom 3.1.10.This theoremcanbe applied,becauseCm1S(K::§H)+ = Kffll = ZigK§:§H(cf. 4.2.3). All the axiomswe add are
canonicaland correspond
to universalHorn sentences,
so clausiability,whenceSCI,
WCI andBD arepreserved.
Decidabilityfollowsfrom 3.1.9andthe fact that the class
Kile},admitsltrations (cf. 3.2.3).
QED
COROLLARY
6.3.13. Let P be any of the propertiesmentionedin theorem6.3.12.
ThenAL(K;g;,,)+<>
hasP zr ¢ H.
DIFFERENCE

OPERATOR

Thedifference
operatorD wasextensively
discussed
in chapter4. Weaddedthis operator to the varietyof locallysquarerelationalgebras,
andsawthat a nite equational
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denabilityproperty,by a resultof I. Sain(see5.4.14).Thelogicis still decidable,
by
a resultof Andréka,MikulasandNémeti([AMN94]);but wedo not knowwhetherthis
can be shown by ltration.

THEOREM
6.3.14. AL(K;§lRS)+
D admitsanite aaviomatizaiion
byan orthodoxderivation system,andit is decidable.ThelogiclacksBethdenabilltyandinterpolation.
PROOF. Finite axiomatizability follows from 4.4.3. In addition, we show how inter-

polationfails. Formula(6.1)belowis a counterexample.
Recallthat O"q5
standsfor
thereareat leastn gt--worlds,
and that, assuming
the Booleans,{G1,02} and the D
operator are interwdenable.

l<>(p
/\ id)/\ <>(~&#39;z>
/\ id)]-+ [(<>q
/\ <>oq)
-> (<>2qV <>2&#39;*q)l(5-1)
The intuitive meaningis the obvioustruth: if thereare threeidentity worlds,then
therearethreeworlds. An interpolantcanonly be constructed
usingthe constantsT
andid. But then,wecannotexpressthat therearethreeidentity worlds(wecanonly
count up to two with the differenceOperator).

QED

REMARK6.3.15. For strongernegativeresults with respectto interpolation and denability, we refer to 5.4.13and 5.4.14. DexpansiOnsfor classesof pairframes which

arelargerthan K;§$RS
havenot yet beeninvestigated.
COUNTING
MODALITIES. The countingmodalitieswerebriey discussedin sections4.4

and 5.4.3.Westatesomeknownresultsabout their additionto arrowlogicof pairframes.

THEOREM
6.3.16(M1KULAs»Ni3ME&#39;r1).
LetH g {R,S,T}. AL(K;§§H)+{<>"
: Q<
n < w} is decidablei&#39;T
¢ H.
PROOF. Cf. [MN94].

QED

THEOREM
6.3.17 (MIKULAs«N1~iMET1).
AL(K,T§§RS)+{<>"
: O < n < co} is strongly
completelyazriomatizableby an orthoolozz;
derivation system with finitely many axiom
schemas.

PROOF. Cf. [MN94].

QED

The last theorem is an unpublished result by Németi~Sain.

THEOREM
6.3.18 (N1"i3METISAIN).
LetH g (R, S,T} 07*}!~_SQ. AL(K;:§,,)+{<>;
0 < n < co} lacksinterpolation and Beth denabillty.
6.3.4

THE KLEENE

STAR

We start by dening the meaning OfKleene* on arrowframes,using a specialaccessibility relation. After that, we proveour main result, roughly sayingthat, if a nitely
axiornatizablecanonicalarrow logic admits ltrations, we havea weakly completenite
derivation systemfor its expansionwith *. Using our ltration and axiomatizationresults from previouschapters,this givesus severalcompleteand decidable*~expansions
of pair arrow logics.
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REMARK6.3.19. Someof our results could be derivedusing the ideasand results in

van Benthem[Ben93].The disadvantage
of the type of proof presented
thereis that
for everydifferent arrow logic, onehas to adjust the argumentconsiderably.Moreover,

mostof its work is in provingthe nite framepropertyfor the logicwithout *. Since
we know this alreadyfor severalarrow logics,we tried to nd a proof which separates

the latter issuefrom the diiculties arisingfrom adding*. The result (lemma6.3.20)
is widelyapplicable,and providesa meansof reducingthe problemof axiomatizing
an arrowlogicwith * to the problemof findingan appropriateltration for that logic
without

*.

MEANING OF THE KLEENE STAR. The intuitive meaning of the Kleene star on arrow
frames is given as follows:

M, 3:it Q5<:=:>atis a gbarrow, or .2:can be nitely C~deco1nposed
into gtarrows
Note that the star is not a modality, becauseit doesnot distribute over disjunction. It
is normal and monotonic. We makeits meaningprecise,using an accessibilityrelation
betweenpoints and sets of points. Here, we will use the conceptof a mountain. Let

.77= (W,C,F,I) be an arroW~frame.
f&#39;-mountains
aredefinedinductively:
o for all an6 W, the tuple (a:,(ll,

is an .F~mountain

o if Cxyz,and (y,Y1,B1)and (z,Y},B2) are.77~mountains,
then (at,

U Y1U Y3),(B1 U B2)) is an ]-&#39;mountain

0 these are all the .7-lmountains.

Everymountain(a:,Y,B) represents
a nite decomposition
of :1:into arrowsfrom B.
Wedenethe accessibility
relationfor * on a frameF = (W,C,F,l) asa relationS; Q

W
XP(l/V):

Sf(a7,B)
<fi=e§>
(BY
QC)
2(ac,Y,
B)
isan
}"-mountain
This relation is completelydeterminedby the domain of .7 and the relation C. Now
the meaningof <,z5*
can be definedas follows:

M -.or-,v),:1:
1%
¢*<11.-33>(ElB
g W) ; S7(:c,B)
& B ; [MM
If AL(K) is an arrowlogicof any type containingat leastthe compositionoperator,
AL(K)+* denotesits expansion
with *. Notethat Wedonot changethe classof models,
only the set of formulasand the truth denition.
COMPACTNESS.
Let gt stand for the disjunction of all formulascontaining n copies

of Q5
separated
by osandbrackets.(E.g.,q532 q 0 (¢ 0 Q5)
V (450 Q5)
0 gt.)Intuitively,¢>*
is equivalentto the innite disjunctionof all q". Clearly,{1q§": 72< to} l: --43*,but
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OBTAINING
COMPLETENESS.
VanBenthem
[Ben93]
proposed
the followingaxioms
and (unorthodox)rule for *, whichareeasilyseento be valid.
(1*) 10-+ P
(3*) 29*-13*-* 19*
l <5-->1b,l 1/I0 lb -> 1/I
*~rule
l 95*-9 lb

Thenextlemmashows
that theseoftensufficefor weaklyaxiomatizing
"~~expansions
of arrow logics.

LEMMA
6.3.20(STARLEMMA).LetAL(K) bean arrowlogicof anytypecontaining
at leastthecomposition
operator.Suppose
AL(K) is canonical
andasciomatizable
by
a derivationsystem

If AL(K) admitsltrations, with the restrictionthat the

ltration for theaccessibility
relationCfor thecomposition
operator
is minimal,then
AL(K)+* is weaklycompletely
aztiomatizable
by thederivationsystemobtained
from
52(2)byaddingtheaxioms(1*),(2*) andthe>z<~rule.
Moreover,
if AL(K) is nitely
axiomatizable,then AL(K)+* is decidable.
REMARK6.3.21. The restriction on the relation C is not crucial. If we do not know

that theltration for Cis minimal,it is sufficient
that theclosure
setCL(X) (through
whichweltrate) satises (<b*E CL(X) =>(b*0 CW
6 CI/(X Sincethe ltrations we
usedin chapter3 for arrow»~frames
areminimalfor C,this Weaker
versionof the lemma
is sufcient

here.

PROOFOFLEMMA6.3.20. Let AL(K) be a canonicalarrowlogicwhichadmitsl-

trationswiththementioned
restriction,
andwhichis axiomatizable
by

Let5203*)

bethederivationsystemobtainedfrom52(2)by addingthe * axiomsandrule. Wehave
to showthat S2(E*)formsa Weaklycompleteaxioinatizationof AL(K)+*. Soassume

Q(E*)l7qb.Let M = (.7-",v)
bethecanonical
model of thederivation
systemS2(E*).
Because
AL(K) is canonical,and Weassumed
that the derivationsystemis complete

for AL(K),theframe.77is a member
of K. Theproblemwith thismodel(dueto the
failureof compactness)
is that it includesultralters containinga formulaib* without
any Witness 2/)".Hence,suchan ultralter cannotbe finitely Cdecomposed
into l,b
arrows. We will solvethis problem by creating a nite model.

LetX 75
bethesetofsubforrnulas
of gb.Thissetwill containformulas
oftheformif.
Fromthepoint of Viewof theold logic,thesemeannothing,sowecanjust regardthem
as propositionalvariables. ThenX -9canbe viewedas a (nite) set of formulasin
11
At
the
frame level,
(1*)
and
(2)
correspond to
conditions
V.ES7:flI{£l2}
andCmyz
& .S"7yB1
& SJEZB2
=>Sfx(B1UB2),respectively.
Thefollowing
version of the rule is valid for globalconsequence.

<2»
=9 1/2,1/ 212
l=9° is

-"T>"T=737/3"""
12See footnote 5 for a denition.

Note thattheonlyimportant
thingis theoutermost
" subformula
(ie, (1)0q") isregarded
asa
propositional variable).
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theold(*-free)language.
By assumption,
wecanltrate thecanonical
modelthrough
a setCL(<é)
Q X V,obtaininga nite modelM* 2 (.7-*,v*),
in whichtherelationC is
denedminimally.Denev* onlyon the real propositionalvariables.Recallthat We
used F to denotethe domain of the frame .7, and that a minimal filtration meant

that
def

C*:1:,§,z&#39;<==>
(EluvwE F) :Cuvw&f=iZ&&#39;3&#39;/&#39;2
&§=fu&#39;
Notethat wealsousea superscript* to denotethe ltration. (In this proof,a superscript * only denotesthe Kleenestar if it is attachedto a formula.) By assumption,
.7 E K and .7-"*is nite. We are almost ready if we can prove the truthlemma:

CLAIM1 (TRUTHLEMMA).(T) (VtbE CL(q£-))(Vw
E F) :1,b6 iii <=> M*,mu~
7,/;
PROOFOF CLAIM. By induction on the complexity of 112.By assumption,we can

performthe inductiveprooffor all connectives
except* (because
min and max are
satisedfor all the old modalities).For*, weneedadditionalwork. In the sequel,we
use6 to denotethe formulawhichuniquelydescribes
the point E in the filtration.
Foreveryformula1/2*
in the closureset,wedenea formulawhichdescribes
the setof

pointsin theltration where112*
holdsby thetruth denition.Denethisformulaas:

«pit*2?\/{6 : Mm n~2/;*}
BecauseF is finite, Wt is a formula.

CLAIM2. (V¢*E CL(c;S))
: S2(Z3*)
l- gb*<->
«pit.
PROOFOF CLAIM. Supposethat W E C7L(gb).
We start with the easyside.

Q(Z*) F 1/J#-+v,[J*.
Suppose
that $996 w, for an arbitrary w E F. Wehaveto show
that ii) E w. By the denition of 1/2#and the truth denition, we shouldshowthat

(6.2)belowholds(thisis sufcient,because
1/2*
E E <:=>1,!E
[(ElYC C*): (iD&#39;,Y,
B) is an.7:*-(mountain
] & B Q {[1/JEM.
=>15*EW

(6.2)

We do an inductionon the height of the mountains,measured
by the cardinality
of the set Y. So we do a double induction. Call the induction hypothesis for the
t1utl1l¬II11I1a
lHl, and the one for this claim IH2.

[Y] = 0. Suppose
(E,(ll,B) is an.77*~--mountain
andB Q [[1/J]]M..
Then,bydenition,
B :2 {T17},
whence
M*,zU
H-2/).But then,by H11,7,!)
E717,
andby axiom(1*),7/2*
E E.
ll) =:72+1. \/Vemayassume
that (6.2)holdsforall smaller
Y. Suppose
(TD,
Y, B) is
an.77*~mountain
andB Q .
By definitionof mountains,wecannd :1]???
suchthat
C""i7,&#39;g7,f,
and(:77,
Y1,B1)and(}:7,Y2,
B2)are}"*~»mountains
with Y = (Y1UY§U(E,§,Tz
),
B =2(B; U B2),andY, andY2arestrictly smallerthan Y. SoIH2 impliesthat 12*E E
See (HC84]
p.137howonecandenesucha formula.Notethat,u ECLW)
&#39;1)
<22:->
l 6 <>6
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andW6 T2.
Nowweuseourassumption
of a minimaldenitionfor C andcompute
C*&#39;z7,y,;~&#39;&
z,b*6 :z7&w* E 2&#39;
¢==>(assumption)

(3u,v,:z:)
: Cuv:z:&&#39;:=
w&#39;,&#39;27=
y&a?=:z&¢* 6 y& 211*
E22> (because
W E CL(¢))

10*E v & W E :6=>(by denition of C)
W o W E u => (axiom (2*))

1/)E u :> (because
WE C&#39;L(¢>)
andii = 7:17)
112*
E "v7

This nishesthe first half of the claim. The crucialstepfor the otherhalf is the next
claim.

CLAIM3. Forall 6,6 belongingto 1/J#,Q(§3*)| 6"o 6 >2/)#.
PROOFOFCLAIM. Suppose
otherwise.Then6" 0 6 /\ -v¢:#is consistent.Let u be

a maximallyconsistent
extension
of 6 0 6 A ~w,b#
(thatis, an ultrafiltercontaining
6" 06"A --1/)#).Thenthe canonicalframe7: has10,v with Cuwv&#39;
& 6"E w& 5" E 12.
Hencein theltration, C*TL&#39;,1u",
5. By denitionof l#,To
It 1/2*&"u H-2,b*,
hence It ¢r*o2/)*.

Thus,ii l: W and6 belongs
to 2/2#,
whence
F 6 ->«Niand1,/;#
E u, a contradiction.
4

To proveSZ(Z")
l- 1,b*
-->ip#,wenowproceed
asfollows.Wehavet 1/1
->113*, since
I- it <->
V{6: ¢6 w} by propositional
logicandthefactthat 1,!
E C&#39;L(gz>).
By claim2,
usingdistributionof 0 overV: F 1%0 wt ->1/;#.So,by the =c<rule,
l- 1,b*
>2/2#.

4

Nowwearereadyto nish the proofof the trutlrlemma with the inductivestepfor *.

Suppose
that211*
¬ CL(<;5).
Then1/)6 @345?/J*
E w <:==>
(claim2) 1,59%
63w 422:»
6Wew&M*,2u«+zp*<i1?§>M*,u;&#39;«+2p*.

4

Wenowconcludeour main proof. Henceforth,Wemay assumethat (T) holdsfor all
formulasin C&#39;L(¢).
Now,sinceQ()3*)if q,thereexistsa w E F (the universeof the

canonical
frame)suchthat ¢ ¢ w: whence,
by (T), M*,&#39;27
1)(15.
SinceM*is anAL(K)+"
model,WehaveAL(K)+* bf:gt. This provesweakcompleteness.
Because
M* is nite,
we havealsoshownthat AL(K)+* hasthe nite frameproperty. If the old logic is
nitely axiomatizable,
the expansionis nitely axiomatizable,
so it is alsodecidable.
QED

APPLICATIONS or THE STAR LEMMA

THEOREM
6.3.22. LetH <__I_
{R, S}. ThelogicAL(K§§lH)+*admitsa weaklycomplete

aatiomatization
bytheAL(K;§lH)derivation
system
extended
withazcioms
(1*)and(2*)
and the *rule.

*

THEOREM
6.3.23. Let H Q {R,S}. ThelogicAL(K::§H)+*is decidable.
We prove the two theoremstogether.

6.3]
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PROOF.
LetH Q {R,S&#39;
Lemma
4.2.3states
thattheclassof arroweframes
Km,
(cf.2.4.8)equals
theclass
of zigzagrnorphic
images
of theclass
of pair-frames
Kg.
lt followsthat AL(K::§H)+*
is equivalent
to AL(K:f},)+*,because
the meaning
of *

is determinedby the accessibility
relationC of the compositionoperator.But then,
it sufcesto provethe theoremfor the arrowlogicsAL(K,&#39;;}1»)+*.
Theselogicsare
canonical,nitely axiomatizable,
and~by the proof of 3.2.3~they allowltrations in
the restricted senseof lemma 6.3.20. Now apply that lemma.

QED

OnceT E H , the old arrowlogicbecomes
undecidable,
henceits corresponding
class
of framescannot allow ltrations, and the aboveproof doesnot go through. We have

our usualcorollary.lnterpolationanddenabilitymustawaitfurther investigations.
COROLLARY
6.3.24. Let H g {R,S,T}.

(i) AL(K§§{H)+*
admitsa weakly
complete
nite axiomatization T ¢ H .
(ii) AL(K:§H)+*is decidable
i"T

¢ H.

EXPANSION WITH THE UNIVERSAL MODALITY. A debatable aspect of the above

theorem is that its derivation system is unorthodox, becauseWeadded an inference
rule. With the universal modality O in the language,we can replacethe *~rule with
axiom (3*):

(3*) D((p > 4) /\ (q -q -> 61))-->
(p* -+ <1)
If E1is the dual of the universalmodality, this axiom is valid on pair~frames,and we
can derive the xwrule from it. The next theorem states that we can also axiomatize

this expansion
of AL(K:§$H)+*.
THEOREM
6.3.25. Let H Q {R,.S&#39;}.
AL(K§:iH)+{*,<>}admitsa weaklycomplete
aaziomatization by the following derivation system:

(i) TheAL(K§f;§H)
derivationsystem
(ii) An 55 aariomatization
for 0 (cf. e.g.,[HC84])
(iii) Axioms(8);:>Opandp 0q + Op/\ <>q
for theinteractionof Owith the
old connectives

(iv). Axioms(1*),(2*) and(3*) for the Kleenestar.
Timonm 6.3.26. Let H g {R,S}. AL(K;g;,,)+{*,<>}is decidable.
We provethe two theoremstogether.

PROOF.Wegivea proof~-sketch.
Takethe canonicalmodelM = (.73,
V) of the derivation systemgivenin the theorem.Filtrate it asdescribed
in the proofof 3.2.3.Dene

therelationU* for theOin theltration by U"55,?<£§f&#39;>
(Oil)6 3:<:=>02,!)
E Then
(byThin 8.7in [HC84]),this is a ltration and U* is an equivalence
relation.Since
both the relations for compositionand converseare dened minimally, the axioms in

(iii) hold. Denethe star in the filtration. andusethe StarLemmato provethe truth~~
lemma.Suppose
the point whichfalsiedthe non»-derivable
formulawasiii. Generate
the subframe from FIE.Here the formula is still falsied, and U * will be the universal
Note that p ~+Op is derivable.
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relation.Clearlythisframeis nite. Because
its framevalidates
all thearrow-logical
axioms,it is a zigzagmorphicimageof a pair~fra.mein which 0 is the universalmodal-

ity. Sincethe meaningof star is determinedby the relationCVfor the composition
operator,the formula.will still fail in this pair-frame.
QED
6.4

TwoSoRTED

ARROW LOGIC

Onecan alsodevelopa two sortedarrowlogic of pair~frames,as proposedby van

Benthem([Ben93])
in the contextof abstractarrowframes.
This logiccanreason
abouttwo domains:both statesand transitions.The newlanguagehasappropriate
modalities to reason within the two domains, and to reason about connections between

them. In de Rijke [Rij93],the importanceof rnany~sorted
modallogicsis stressed.
All applicationsmentionedthere can alsobe performedin our framework,without
occurring undecidability.

THE CONNECTIVES.
The proposedlogic has a twosortedlanguageof state asser~

tions(withrneta~variables
qt,1/),
. . andtransitionformulas
or programs
(withn1eta~
Variables
7r1,7r2,
..

Two new connectives,
takenfrom propositionaldynamiclogic,

provide the connection between the two sorts:

M,xH-(7r)q5 <§.=§:>
(3y):M,(:1:,y)lt7r&M,yH-gz
M,(a3,y)ll¢>.7
<éi&#39;§§>
9:=y&M,:rl+~gb
Van Benthemproposedthree simpler connectives from which these two can be de-

fined(see6.4.3below).Notethesimilarityof L andR with the operators
5},and5&#39;1
respectively.

M,(say)It Lgb <9_"_°:~
M,:c1+96
M,(a:,y)It R45 <7-i&#39;§°:»
M,y Hgt

l\/1,512.
it Dr

<d=¬3=f&#39;>
M,(a:,2:)
It 7r

Schematically,
we canrepresentthe languageas follows(seevan Benthein[Ben91a],
for an explanationof the conceptsmodeandprojection):
-> modes

>

L, R, 7

propositional logic
interpreted on states

arrow logic
interpreted on transitions
<- projections 4-

D,
In theterminology
of [Ben91a],
D is theonlyperrnutation-invariant
projection
whichis a Boolean
homomorphism,
and L and R are the only suchmodeswhichare Booleanhomomorphisms.

Pleasedo notconfuse
D with thedifference
operatorD. This D standsfor diagonal,
andL and
R for le and right, respectively.
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The D and .7connectives make most sense in reexive pairvfrarnes. If we have a

symmetricdomain as well, Ld>and R35becomeinterdenable. Hence,from now on we
will

work

in this class of frames.

DEFINITION6.4.1. State assertionsST and programsPR are the smallestsetssatisfying:

o {qg: 2&#39;
< w} Q ST and,if (15,?!)
6 ST and7r6 PR,then -1gé,(qbV&#39;:/2),D7r
6 ST
0 {pi : i < w}U{id} Q PR,andif 7l&#39;1,7l&#39;g
6 PRandQ5
6 ST,then -7r1,(7r1U7r2),®7r1,
(W107F2),L¢ E
Here, - denotesthe negation of a program, U the disjunction of two programs

(for conjunction,weuseH).Forthe Booleantop, weuseT, for the arrowlogical
one, we use 1. We will use -> for material implication in both sorts. Now we can
dene propositionaldynamic arrow logic of locally squarepairvframes.

DEFINITION
6.4.2. DAL,-Tis a triple (Fml,Mod,1%)
in which:
0 Fml :2 ST U PR

0 M 2 (Ar,P0,vPR,v5T)
is a D/lL,,,,,,modelif Ar is a reexiveand symmetric

binaryrelationwith basePo,andVPR
: {pg: 71
< cu}> P(A&#39;r)
andVST: {q,~:
i < w} >P(Po) arevaluationfunctionsfor the propositionalvariablesin PR
and ST, respectively.Mod is the classof all suchmodels.

o Wgivesmeaningto the formulasin everymodel.ST~formulas
areinterpretedon
the set P0 (of states)and PR~f0rmulas
on the set Ar (of arrows)as onewould
expectfor the givenconnectives.
Forthe newconnectives,
it wasdenedabove.
The next propositionshowsthat DAL,,a,~,
is strongenoughto capturethe modeand
projection from PDL.

PROPOSITION
6.4.3. On reexive and symmetricpair-frames, the languages

{o,®,id,L,D} and{o,®,id,?,

are equallyearpressrue.

PROOF.First, WeexpressR,? and
in DALPW,just as in [Ben93]. We need
symmetryof theuniversefor the first, andreflexivityandsymmetryfor the last clause.
R05 H
$7

®(L¢)

<-> id L¢3

(7r)¢><> D(7r 0 Lo)
On the other hand, with 7 and

as primitives, one can expressL and D as follows:
Lqb

H

(W01

D7? 4-> (ld7«)T
For these definitions, only reexivity is needed.

QED
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DECIDABILITY

THEOREM
6.4.4. DALW, is decidable.

PROOF.
Wecangivea directproof,adjusting
ourprevious
ltration.Aneasier
way
is providedby the fact that in AL(K§§§R5),
onecanencodeall the stateassertions
of

DAL,,,,,«,.,
viewed
asprograms
whichholdonlyat identityarrows.
Denethefollowing

inductivetranslation
function° fromDALI,-T
formulas
to arrowlogicalformulas:
I9? = P2

qf

= <1.-Hid

(-70° " -&#39;(7F°)
(&#39;<.«>)°
= -(¢°)md
(7HU7r2)°= 7F§U7?§ (¢V1/)° = (¢°U1/J°)md
(L¢)° = (idq5°)o1 (D7r)°
id°

=

= 7r°id

id

(®7r)° = ®(7F°)
(7T17T2)-"- (77i"7T§)

An easyinductionshows
that a formula.
is DAL,,a,~,
validif andonlyif its translation

isAL(K::§RS)
valid.(Cf.Brinketal.[BBS94]
forasimilar
translation).
Butthen,We
candecideDALW-T
formulas
in thedecidable
logicAL(K§§lR5).

QED

COMPLETENESS

Next,weprovidea complete
axiomatization
for DALI,-,..As in chapter4, wefirst
deneabstractDAL frames,thenwerestrictthat classto a suitableclassKM, and

show
thatevery
framefromK4,is a zigzagmorphic
image
ofa DALWT
frame.
DEFINITION
6.4.5.

.7 2 (Ar,Po,C,F,l,l,d)is a DAL frameif

A7is a set

(ofarrows),
(2)P0is a set(ofbegin
andendpoints
ofarrows),
(3)(Ar,C,F,l) isan

arrow-frame,
(4) l : A1-aP0 is a function(providing
eacharrowwith its starting

point),and(5)d : P0 ->Ar is a function(providing
eachpointwiththeidentity
arrow on that point). The meaningof the two new connectiveson theseframesis:

(Viz;
6 Ar): M,:r{FL45 <=d4&#39;>
M,l(ar)H¢
(Vw¬Po): M,wH~
D71<§-8;}
M,d(w)H-7r
(ii) Kdu;is the classof all DAL frameswhichsatisfy:
(D9) conditions(C1)- (C15)from section2.4.318
(D1) l and d are total functions

(D2) (VwE Po) : l(d(w))
(D3) (VwE P0) :102 l(d(w))
(D4) (Vz E Ar) : Ix =>as:
(D5) (Vary6 Ar) : Czcyzr
& lg =>l(:z:)=
18These
aretherequirements
on(Ar,C,F,l)whichsuffices
fora.representation
asa reexive
and
symmetric pair-frame.
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(iii)LetV QUXUbeasymmetric
andreexive
relation.
Dene.7-"R(V)
(Elf
(V,V},,
CV,
F1/,lV,lV,dV),in whichV0: Base(V),the relationsCV,FV,IV are dened as in sec

tion 2.4,and(V(a,&#39;v)
E V) : lv((a,v)) = 11,
and(V11)
6 V5): dV(w)= (112,211).
These
framesare called DAL,-, frames.

THEOREM
6.4.6. DAL,,,,,»,.
is stronglycompletely
azniomatizable
byaddingthefollow
ing axiomsto the basicderivationsystem.
(DA0) all AL(K::iR5)axioms
(DA1) L andD distributeovernegation
(DA2) Did
(DA3) DLQ54-)gb

(DA4) id -->(LD7r<~>
71&#39;)
(DA5) (id Lqt) o 1 <+ Lq

PROOF.Soundness
is easyto check.As for completeness,
it is easyto seethat any
DAL framesatises the axiomsiff it satises conditions(D0) (D5) (becauseall
axiomsareSahlqvistformulas).So,by the nowfamiliarargument,it sufficesto show
that any frame.7: 6 K4; is a zigzagmorphic
imageof someframe5&#39;-R(V),
for V a
reexive and symmetricrelation. The relevanttwo~sortedzigzagmorphisrnworks

asfollows:
LetT: <AT&#39;F,
PoF,CF,
FF,IF,lF,dF)andQ: (ATG,
PoG,CG,
FG,IG,lG,dG)

be in K,g,,1.
Thefunctions121 ATP--> Ara andp* : POF-> P00 constitutea
zigzagmoiphism
if (1)p is a zigzagrnorphism
for the C,F,l part, p* is surjective,

and(3)(ViaGPOF):p(dF(w))
2 dG(p*(w))
and(V1:
6 ATP):p*(lF(:::))
= lG(p(:r)).

Let F = (Ar,Po,C,F,|,l,d) E Kdaz.By lemma4.2.3,the reduct(Ar,C,F,l) is
a zigzagmorphic
imageof somelocallysquarepairmframe
(V,CV,FV,Iv), sayby the

functionp : V -+ Ar. Takethe framefR(V) anddene p* : V0-> Po asp*

=

l(P(dv(w)))-

CLAIM.Thefunctionsp andp form a.zigzagmorphism
from f7Z(V) onto.7.
PROOFOFCLAIM. Wehaveto showthat (1)p* is surjective,(2)p(dv(w)) = d(p*(w))
and (3) p*(lV,(a:))=

Let us compute.

(1) Suppose
w 6 P0, thend(w) 6 A7".Because
13is surjective
and(by condition
(D2))l(d(w)),thereis some:1:E V suchthat p(:c)= d(w)& |V(;1r).
SinceI;/(:29),
also

.~c
=(dv<a>,
whence
pm) l(P(dv(3?o)))
=z<p<$>>
=z<cz<w>>
i w-_

(2)Letin 6 VI).Then,bydenition,I;/(dv(w)),whence
byassumption,
|(p(dV(w))),

by(D4)?
P(dV(w))
= d(l(P(dv(w))))f1(P*(w))-

(3) Let it E V. Then,by definition,CV:l7,dV(lV(£l2)),£U
andlVclV(lV(a:)).
Because
p
is a zigzagmorphism,
Cp(:c),p(dV(ly(x))),p(:c)
andlp(clV(ZV(:r))).
Then,(D5)implies

thatz<p<a:>>
= z<p<dV<zv<w->>>>
iii *<zv<x>>.
DEFINABILITY

em»

AND INTERPOLATION

THEOREM
6.4.7. DAL,,M-T
enjoysCraiginterpolationandBeth(lenability.
19I.e.,we add (U0) rulesfor L andD and distributionaxiomsL(q V q) v» (Lg U Lqf and
D(pUp) 6*)(DpVDp&#39;)
to thebasicderivation
system
for arrowlogicdenedin 6.1.2.
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PROOF.
Immediate
bythe
given
axiomatization,
the
frame
corresponden
and
5.3.6.
QED
CONCLUSION.
Wehaveseenthat makingarrowlogictwosortedcanbedonewithout
losinganyof the positivepropertiesof the one~sorted
system.This is alsothe conclu-

sionof [Ben93]
in thecontextof Kripkeframes.Whatis newhereisthat thelogiccan
begivena naturalpair~frame
semantics,
whichis nitely axiomatizable.
Thislogic
alsobehaves
wellfrom the computational
point of view: it is decidableandit hasthe
interpolation property.

6.4.1

CONNECTIONS WITH OTHER SYSTEMS

PROPOSITIONAL
DYNAMIC
LOGIC. We briey compareDALI,-,.with propositional
dynamic logic (PDL). As we have seen,the Kleene star can be added to the arrow

logicalpart of DALJW,, whichyieldsa PDLlikesystemoverlocallysquarepair«frames.
For this comparison,
dene that subclassof KM;in whichcomposition
is associative,

namely:
Kjfiizef
{F 6 Kda;
:.7:}=7r]0(W2
o723;)
H (7r1
0772)
0713;}.
(Remark
2.4.11
gives
the framecorrespondent
of this axiom.) Notethat K53?validatesall RA axioms,so it
inherits all negativepropertiesof RA.

PROPOSITION
6.4.8.
valid in

Every*~f7°ee
PDL formula whichis valid in PDL, is also

32",.

(ii) All *~freePDL axioms,except(7r1)(7rg)q5
+ (7r10 7r2)</5,
arevalidin Kdal.

PROOF.The validitiesfollowfrom a straightforward
computation.The following
DAL,-, modelis a counterexample
for (7r1)(7r2)q5
> (W1 0 7r-,;)g/).
Its domainconsists

of the set(2{u,v}U 2{v,w}). Let v5T(q)2: {w}, vPR(p1)
= {(u,v)}, andvPR(p2)
=
{(v,w)} Thenu H(p1)(pg)q,
but u ly(pl op2)q.

U
6.3

p/
It

<>

LU,q
QED

WEAK

PEIRCE

ALGEBRAS

PeirceAlgebrasarediscussed
in Brink et al. [BBS94]andin deRijke[Rij93].Theyhave
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PEIRCEALGEBRAS.Wecopythe denition from [Rij93l. A PeirceAlgebrais a two

sortedalgebra(£R,J3,
:f) in whichSRE RAand986 BA. Thebinaryoperatorz is
a functionfrom R X B to B, calledPeirceproduct,and the unary operatorC is a
functionfrom B to R. The operatorswhichform the connections
betweenthe two
sorts have to satisfy (P1)

(Pg) below.

(P1) 73(<1>V1l)=(7FI¢)V(7T=¢) (P5) 01<J5=0

(P2) (7r1
V 7r2): g/>
= (713
:¢) V (vrg: <15)
(P5) 7r &#39;
(7r:
3 qS
(P3) 7V1
3(7"23¢)=(7T1§7F2)1<l5 (P7) <J5C
1-¢

(P4) idzg/>245

(Pg) (7r:1)°=7r;1

Theintendedmodelsaresubalgebras
of directproductsof tWosortedalgebras
((.7,,a,:,(U
X U))+,,}3(U),
(.).,L) for someset U.
PEIRCEALGEBRAS
ANDD.4LI,a,-T.As Wehaveseen,

and D are interdenable

in DAL,,,~,.
Sotheintended
models
of PeirceAlgebras
arethat subclass
of DALW,-T
modelsin whichthe set of pairs is a full Cartesiansquare.Axiomatically,the only
difference
betweentherelationalpart of PeirceAlgebrasandthat of DAL,,,,,;,
is that in
PeirceAlgebrascomposition
is associative,
Whilein DAL,,,,,~,
it is only weaklyassociative. The next propositiontells us that this is the only importantdifference
between

DALW,andPeirceAlgebras.
Herearethetrivial translations
fromtheaboveaxioms
into the DALI, language.

(Pl) <vr><¢»vz/)>«+<«>qsv<vr>~
(Pg) <o>¢«--»i

(P4) (7nU7r2)</><-+(7r:)<z5V(7T2)¢
(.2) <®vr>-<vr>as-~»~¢
(P4) (&#39;rr1)(7r2)<1>+->(m°7r2)<I5
<P4><L¢>T«->¢
(P4) <2d>«;>«»¢
(Pg) L<vr>i&#39;«-mi

PROPOSITION
6.4.9. (i) DALW,l: (P1),(P;£),(Pg,_),(P;),(Pg),(Pg),(P;),(P_).
(ii) DALW be(Pé..),(PL)(iii) K327 (Pl) - (Pl)-

PROOF.

By directcalculation.
(ii). For(P§_,),
thiswasprovedin 6.4.8.Wegive

a counterexample
to L(7r)T ->71&#39;
o 1. Let the domainof modelM be the reexiveand

symmetric
closure
of {(u,1)),(u,w)} andsetvPR(p)
=

Then(mm)It L(p)T,

but (u,w)lVpn1.

V
(iii). By direct calculation.

(6.4)
QED

Thus, 3:?is at leastasstrongasthelogicof PeirceAlgebras.Conversely,
consider
the classof Representable
WeakPeirceAlgebras(RWPA),whoserelationalcomponent
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consistsonlyof subalgebras
of complexalgebrasof locallysquarepairframes. (l.e.,an

RWPA
is an algebra
of theform(ERAS,
(.).,L) with :R_<_
(fW,~,(V))+
andQ53 ¬]3(l/5),
for a reexive and symmetricrelation V with baseV0.) By proposition6.4.3,the
algebraicversionof DAL,,,,,~,
is (term~denablyequivalentto) the classRWPA.All
earlierpositiveresultsfor DALW,-r,whichdo not hold in PeirceAlgebras,carry over
to RWPA,Sothe strategyof obtainingpositiveresultsby wideningthe classof models
to the logical core, also works for PeirceAlgebras.

6.5

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

Wedid two thingsto obtaincomputationally
well~behaving
versionsof arrowlogicof
pair~~frames.
First, we weakenedthe requirementson the universes.We sawthat tran-

sitivity of the universeformsthe borderlinebetweenpositiveandnegativebehaviour.
Second,we strengthened
the expressive
powerof the wel1behaving
arrowlogics.We
sawthat in mostcasesit is possibleto addconnectives
whilekeepingthe positivere
suits,and that for thesestrengthened
logicsthe borderlineis againtransitivity. For
furtherne~tuning,Welearnedthe following.First, strengthening
the derivationsystem Q({p 0 (q 0 7*)<>(p 0 q) 0 r}) with axiomsvalid on squarepairframes,leadsto
undecidability (Thm 3.2.2). Second,adding operators like D, which lead to a lim

ited wayof counting,resultin the lossof interpolationand Bethdenability. Further
researchin this area could considerthe following questions:

1. We only focusedon decidabilityvs. undecidability.What are the changesin
complexityif we changethe modelsor the vocabulary?

2. Wealwaysassumed
all Booleans.
Whatis thepreciseroleof themin the negative
results? (For someanswers,see[AKN+94](on (un)decidability)and Andréka
[And89],[And91b](for nite axio1natizability).)
3. How far can we_go with strengtheningthe vocabulary?l.e., which expansions
lead to undeeidability,or lack of nite axiomatizability?
4. In which areasof?for instance,computer sciencecan we fruitfully apply the de-

cidablenonassociative
arrowlogicsinsteadof the undecidable
relationalgebras?
5. Wherecanwefruitfully apply the decidablenonwcommutative
F0 logics?Is it
possibleto explainthe abundance
of decidabilityin modallogicby showingthat
all decidablelogicscanbe interpretedin a fragmentof a decidableF0 logic?
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SAMENVATTING

We onderzoekenverscheidene
verzwaktevormenvan eersteordelogica en van de Iogica

vanbinairerelatiesdie Wordtgegeven
doorrepresenteerbare
relatiealgebras.De belangrijksteredenomdetweewelbekende
enveelgebruiktelogicaste verzwakken
is hun
complexiteit:de theorievanbeidesystemen
is onbeslisbaar.
DezelogicasWordenniet
alleentoegepast
in gebieden
Waardezecomplexiteitnodigis, zoalsin dewiskunde,ma,a.r
ookin tal vananderedisciplines(informatica,linguistiek,socialeWebenschappen)
waar
deproblemen
vaakeenvoudiger
(i.e.,beslisbaar)
zijn. Omdezeredenis het gewenst
om
nieuwe versies te ontwikkelen die Wat betreft semantiek en uitdrukkingskracht zo dicht

mogelijkbij het origineelstaan,maardie eenbetercomputationeel
gedragvertoneh.
In eersteordelogicakomt de verandering
er op neerdat, gegeven
eenmodelM 2

(D,I ), deverzameling
bedelingen
slechts
eendeelverzameling
is vanD, enniet,zoals
in het klassieke
geval,gelijk is aanD. In hoofdstuk3 tonenWebeslisbaaxheid
aan
vanzonverzwakteeersteordelogicamet behulpvanltratie. In hoofdstuk 5 kijken
wenaarde Craiginterpolatieen Bethdenieerbaarheid
vande zwakkere
logicas.
De verzwakkingvan de logicavan binairerelatiesis door J. van Benthemarrowlogic, of pijllogica, gedoopt.Dit is eenmodalelogica,geinterpreteerd
op een
vetzameling
pijlen, met modaliteitenvoor compositieen converse
van pijlen, en een

(constante)
modaliteitdieaangeeft
dat het begineneindpuntvaneenpijl dezelfde
is. In dit werk identicerenwe pijlen met het paar (beginpunt,
eindpunt). We onderzoeken
het gehelespectrumvanpijklogicasWaarhet domeinvande modelleneen
binaire relatie is die voldoet aan eencombinatievan de eisen{reexiviteit, symmetrie,

transitiviteit, Cartesisch
product}. Inhoofdstuk3 kijken Wenaar beslisbaarheid,
in
het volgendehoofdstuknaareindigeaxion1atiseerbaa.rheid,
en in hoofdstuk5 naarinterpolatieen Beth denieerbaarheid.
Onzeresultatenzijn in éénzin samente Vatten:
eenpijIlogi(:aheeftéénof meervandezepositieveeigenschappen
clanen slechtsdan
alleen als de domeinen van de modellen niet noodzakelijk transitieve relaties zijn.

Het onderzoek
wordt uitgevoerdbinnenhet raamwerkvan de algebraische
logica.
Dit betekentdat we eerstde algebraischetegenhangers
Vande logischesystemenbestu

deren,en dan do resultatenvertalennaar de logischekant. In hoofdstuk6 plukken
we de vruchten voor pijllogica van de voorafgazmdealgebraischestudie. Daarnaast

onderzoeken
Weenigeuitbreidingenvan de taal. Daar zien we hetzelfdebeeldals
voorheen:transitiviteit vormt de grenstussenpositieveen negatievecomputationele
eigenschappen.
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